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CIVIL RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL-RIGHTS,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2237, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Don Edwards (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Edwards, Kastenmeier, Washington,
Sensenbrenner, and Lungren.

Staff Present: Ivy L. Davis, assistant counsel; and Thomas M.
Boyd, atsociate counsel.

Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Chairman, I make a point of order

against the holding of the hearing this morning. I make a point of
order that rule 11, clause 2, paragraph 4 of the House Rules, as
carried out by the Judiciary Committee, has been violated by a fail-
ure of the witnesses before us this morning to comply with the fol-
lowing directive of the full committee.

It is printed and says:
House Committee on the Judiciary will require all witnesses scheduled to testify

before it to provide the committee with the minimum of 35 copies of a prepared
statement, at least 48 hours prior to the scheduled appearance of the witness.

In light of the violation which is represented by a consistent fail-
ure to conform to the 48-hour rule, I believe that my point of order
prohibits the testimony of those witnesses until we have had at
least 48 hours to review their prepared statements.

Mr. EDWARDS. Anybody else want to speak on the point of order?
Mr. Lungren.
Mr. LUNGREN. Mr. Chairman, if I could just---
Mr. EDWARDS. Sure, of course.
Mr. LUNGREN. Mr. Chairman, it is awfully difficult, time and

time again on issues which embody facts that are not always at the
disposal of this committee, to not get this material ahead of time.

cuss these various issues. In fact, would welcome it. But it makes
it extremely difficult, if not impossible, when as a consistent pat-
tern, I recene either no statements, or as I did last night, receive
the statement of Dr. Kinsey about 7 or 8 in the evening.

Luckily, some members of my staff happened to be at my office,
and I happened to be there working on something else. But in at-
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tempting to try and get a full explanation of some of the issues
that are addressed in these statements, I think it puts us at a dis-
advantage in trying to contact anybody between 8 o'clock and mid-
night who might shed some light on a subject so that We can pre-
pare what I think are reasotable questions for the witnesses.

Mr. Chairman, if this were the first instance, I would not support
the point of order, but this is not the first instance and it is ex-
tremely difficult, if not impossible, for me to carry out my obliga-
tions as a member of this subcommittee when I am unable to ask
intelligent questions.

I would hope that the chairman would understand the difficulty
which we have and would rule in favor of the point of order.

MT. SENSENBRENNER. Would the gentleman Avid?
Mr. LUNGREN. I would be happy to yield.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I would just like tr, point out that this is

not the first time that I have complained about the fact that the
48-hour rule has not been complied with. It was complied with with
Mr. Rauh and Ms. Kohn; it was not with Ms. Mattox and Dr.
Kinsey.

As the gentleman from California has so very eloquently pointed
out, it puts us at a disadvantage in coming up with intelligent
questions to adequately ventilate all of the pros and cons of the
issues which are being presented before the committee.

I hope that the, chairman would get the message that the 48-hour
rule does have to be complied with so that we can have a fair hear-
ing with good questions.

I thank the gentleman *for yielding.
Mr. EDWARDS. The gentleman frtm Illinois.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, NIP!-Ehairrnan. I don't consider the

point of order well taken. It occurs to me that there have been, in
my brief span as a member of this committee over the past 2 years,
at least three or four situations in which there were exceptions to
the 48-hour rule.

I don't recall that any member of the committee operated at any
great disadvantage. The issues before us today are pretty well
brooded about. I am certain that members on the minority side
steeped in the knowledge of this issue will be more than competent
to deal with this witness here in front of us.

I think the point of order is not well taken.
Mr. EDWARDS. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. Rauh's testimony was here well in ,ddvance and Ms. Kohn

certainly complied. Ms. Mattox's was here yesterday at noon, Dr.
Kinsey's was here at 6 p.m.

The Chair would point out that the Department of Justice a
week or so ago gave us about 2 hours' notice on its testimony and

but I want to assure the gentleman
from Wisconsin and the gentleman rom
that the Chair does take this rule seriously and although at this
time, because of courtesy to the witnesses, and because we are run-
ning out of time, I think it is very important for us to proceed.

The Chair will, with reluctance, overrule the point of order.
MT. SENSENBRENNER. MT. Chairman, I appeal the decision of the

Chair.
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Mr. EDWARDS. There is an appeal to the decision of the Chair.
The question is on the ruling of the Chair: Those in favbr of the
decision will signify by saying aye.

[Chorus of '.',ayes."]
Mr. EDWARDS. Contrary mirOed; no.
[Chorus of "noes."]
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. May we have a rollcall, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Erm Aims. Rollcall is requested.
The Clerk will call the roll.
The CLERK. Mr. Kastenmeier.
Mr. KASTENWHIIER. Aye.
The CLERK. Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Aye.
The CLERK. Mr. Sensenbrenner.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. No.

'The CLERK: Mr. Lungren.
Mr. LUNGRK4rNo.
Th e CLERK. . Edward4,
Mr. EDWARDS. Aye.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Chairman, I have Mr. Shaw's proxy,

no.
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will recess for 15 minutes.
[Recess.]
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Chairman, I make a point of order that

the recess that was declared by the chairman was not in order, and
I refer to this rule that sitys that the speaker may not declare a
recess dunng a rolicall:Thht is pri pap -799.

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, the Chair of this subcommittee is not the
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. But, Mr. Chairman, the House rules apply
to committees and subcommittees Unless the committee or subcom-
mittee expressly adopts a rule that is not in conformity with the
House rules.

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, the Chair disagrees and overrules the objec-
tion. The subcommittee will come to order.

Does the gentleman desire further time?
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to

point out that with that latest statement, together with the fact
that both the House and committee rules are very clear, it seems
to me that this subcommittee is becoming a subcommittee of people
rather than of rules.

Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will continue its review of civil
rights enforcement by the executive branch. This review will Pro-
gress through the 98th Congress. The subcommittee has requested
enforcement data from a number of executive agencies which have
established criteria for complaints investigation and resolutions.

We will seek additional data as we continue this review. In
almost all instances, these agencies' enforcement role is restricted
to the administrative proceedings. Accordingly, we will also look to
the response of the Department of Justice to cases referred to it by
other agencies for litigation when their efforts to achieve voluntary
compliance have failed.
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Today, we are going to begin several days of hearings on the De-
partment of Education's enforcement of title VI, title IX, and
section 504. Thei le provisions prohibit discrimination against minor-
ities, women, and the handicapped, in federally assisted programs.

The Department's Office of Civil Rights has piimary enforcement
responsibility for these provisions. In the past, that enforcement
has been exemplary. For example, the fund cutoff sanction of title
VI was used by OCR to effectively desegregate the Deep South and
border States' public schools from 1968 to 1972.

Since then, the Department has been sued by civil rights groups
for failing to enforce these civil rights provisions. In fact, Depart-
ment officials are currently responding to contempt proceedings for
failure to adhere to the court orders in those cases.

Secretary Bell and Harry Singleton, Director of the Office of
Civil Rights, have accepted our invitation to testify, and they are
going to do so.

This morning's witnesses are all actively engaged in advocating
the rights of the groups protected by this legislation.

Today, without further ado, let me welcome Mr. Joseph Rauh,
who has probably been more responsible for civil rights decisions,
and for work in civil rights, for more years than either he -nor I
care to remember, but we are delighted to have you, Mr. Rauh.

Are there any statements to be made, either by Mr. Kastenmeier
or Mr. Washington?

We apologize for the delay.
Mr. Sensenbrenner.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER: Mr. Chairman, I did have an opening state-

ment, but I think it is absolutely useless to conduct kangaroo-court
committee hearings when the minority is not given the testimony
of two of the witnesses until at the close of business, or consider-
ably thereafter, on the day preceding the moining hearing.

Now, I had always thought that" this committee and this subcom-
mittee had taken uPon itself strict compliance of the rules, and
also wanted to make sure that all Gf the issues at its proceedings
were adequately and fairly ventilated, aid intelligent questions
drafted.

Now, this is not- ihe first time that I have complained about the
fact that witnesses' testimony did not come before the minority
until the night before, as everybody was leaving.

I have warned the chairman of this subcommittee repeatedly
that I think that the committee directive, which is published by the
Government Printing Office, requiring 48 hours filing of prepared
statements, ought to be adhered to, and this committee has consist-
ently and repeatedly decided not to do that, insofar as at least the
three minority members and our staff are concerned.

Now, I regret that there is a disruption in this hearing, but it
seems to me that if this is a Governnient of laws, rather than of
people, then we ought to at least give the.tninority a fair shot to
draft questions and to be able to question the witnesses who come
before us.

Mr. Chairman, I think that we are being trear extremely un-
fairly, this is not the first time that this issue h come up, and,I
would wish that the chairman, sometime, would teft the witnesses
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that if they do not have their statements in on time, they ought to
appear sometime later.

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I thank the gentleman for his observations
and I would like to point out to the gentleman ffom Wisconsin that
the Chair bent over backward in respecting his request.

The rule is nOt as the gentleman stated. Let me read section
113(d) of the Legislative Reorgantion Act of 1970, it provides
that "Each committee of the House of Representatives shall," and I
emphasize the following phrase, "insofar as practicable, °require all
witnessei appearing it to file in advance."

It would not be subject to a point of order. The Chair assures the
I
1

gentlpman from Wisconsin that we will make every effort to
Icomply with this suggestion, this rule, insofar as it is practical

, and----:

Mr. EDWARDS. Yes. We will do better in the future.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Will the gentleman yield?

,

Mr. SENIENBRENNER. Will the gentleman read the next pant-
graph of the printed "Notice to Witnesses" on the letterhead .of the
Committee on the Judiciary.

Mr. EDWARDS. Yes, "The House Committee will require all wit- ,
esses scheduled and it is recommended," and so forth. I think we
nderstand each other. We will do better and we understand your
ituation. .

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. If the kentleman will yield further, it says
t at the: - .

Committee on the Judiciary will require all witnesses scheduled to testify before
it, to provide the committee with the minimum of 35 copies of a prepared statement
at `least 48 hours prior to the scheduled appearance of the witnesses. t,

A might point out that one time when I was appearing before an-
t, t r subcommittee of this ommittee, the chairman, through his

staài, did require me to comply with the 48-hour rule and I did,
even though my staff spent the whole night up at the Xerox ma-
chine copying the material off so that it would be in by 9:00 o'clock
in the morning.

At that time, I made some allegations and some statements of
fact tiat I thought ought to be researched so that I could be ques-
tionec on those claims, and that is why the 48-hour rule is there.

No I do not condone violating the 48-hour rule, whether it is
done by individual witnesses or done by the Justice Department.
That r le is there so that the committee can have both sides venti-
lated at a heL:ring and it is very difficult to do so when we do not
get the 4tatements until after everybody has gone home.

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I thank the gentleman and Mr: Rauh, you
are recognized.

TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH L. RAUH, JR., GENERAL COUNSEL,
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON CIVIL RIGHTS

Mr. RAUH. Mr. Chairman, meinbers of the subcommittee, I am
Joseph L. Rauh, Jr., a practicing attorney,. here in Washington in
the field of civil rights and general counsel of the Leadership Con-
ference on Civil Rights.
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In both capacities, I want to express to this subcommittee my
deepest gratitude and appreciation for the oversight hearings you
are conducting.

But, since this is the first time I have testified here since the
Voting Rights Act was enacted in August, I also want to thank the
members of this committee for their work on that act. I Want to
thank the chairman for the magnificent job that he did, I want to
thank Congressman Kastenmeier and Congressman Washington
for the fine support they gave the chairman, and I want to thank
Mr. Sensenbrenner for the work that he did on the bill.

I think the way that most of Mr. Sensenbrenner's party also sup-
ported the bill was a great tribute to the bipartisanship that we
were able to get there, and all four of you here have the deepest
thanks of the leadership conference for your work on that bill.

We come now to a more difficult subject. The civil rights commu-
nity desperately needs.the help of this committee in its struggle to
resist the administration's counter-revolution against civil rights
and its efforts to lay bare the current hosfile attitudes of the ad-
ministration toward the enforcement of the civil rights laws of the
Nation.

There is no better place to start your oversight thanAwith the
sorry record of the Department of Education in 1981 and 1982.*, .

May I insert my full statement and then not have to follow every
line of it?

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. RAUH. Late one evening last year, I was sitting at my desk

and the phone rang. A voice I had never beard before said:
Mr. Rauh, you have been working for the cause of school integration a long time,

and I just have to help. You should know that Education Secretary Terrel Bell is
philosophically opposed to enforcisg civil rights laws; he has put it all down on
paper in a letter to Senator Laxalighat I have here.

I believe it was a young man in the departmenthe sounded
that way on the phone, although I have never seen him and never
met him. When I asked for the letter, he said, "I don't know, my
job is at stake," and I did not want to press hitn. But the next
morning when I came into the office, there was a copy under the
transom, a letter from Secretary Bell to Sepator Laxalt.

Wherever that young man is, I would like to thank him because
I think it.helps the cause of civil rights to expose the true feelings
of those who are suppoeedly enforcing the law.

Here is exactly what Secretary Bell, whose sworn duty it is to see
that the laws of the land are faithfully executed, wrote to Senator
Laxalt, and I quote:

The Federal courts may soon be after us for not enforcing civil rights laws and
regulations. Your support for my efforts to decrease the ukclue harassment of
schools and colleges would be appreciated. It seems that we haiN some laws that we
should not have and my obligation to enforce them is against my own philosophy.

Slieaking as one who has long worked for the enactment and en-
forcement of our civil rights laws, I respectfully submit to this sub-
committee and to Secretary Bell himself, that he should not have
accepted a position -as the head of a Government agency charged
with the enforcement of Jaws for the desegregation of the Nation's
schools, when, as he put it himself, "my obligation to enforce them
is against my owri philosophy."

ic
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:If Secretary Bell only discovered his philosophical conflict on en-
forcement after he had entered upon the job, he should not contin-
ue in that position. The desegregation of our school systems is far
too important to be left in the hands of a man who candidly re-
ports to a U.S.enator that enforcing the laws cin school desegrega-.
tion is against his philosophy.

The fair and honorable course is for Mr. Bell to resign as Secre-
tary of Education.

There can be no doubt that Mr. Bell's intention was to say to
Senator Laza It that he opposed the enforcement of the school de-
segregation lawsthat is, title VIand the Constitution of the
United States.

It is a coincidence that I happen to be on both sides of this
matter, that I happen to be the recipient of a copy of the letter. I
also know about how you interpret the letter because Secretary
Bell refers to a contempt motion that I had filed in 'Warm v. Bell
and it is in that connection that he talks about why it is against
his philosophy to enforce the law.

He wasI don't know how familiar you all are with our case,
Adams v. Bell. It started in 1970 when John Mitchell and Robert

Finch refused to enforce title VI. They said it quite candidly. And
we brought a suit to make HEW, the predecessor of the Depart-
ment of Education, enforce title VI.

We got the court to order some timefraines that the Secretary
had to meet; he had to do complaints about segregation and he had
to do compliance reviews on segregation and discrimination viithin
a given period.

The motion that we filed that Secretary Bell is complaining
about, that he says is against his philosophy to have to do these
ihings, that motion addressed itself to an obvious violation of the
court's order.

The court had ruled, the Department must deal with these com-
plaints and these compliance retiew§ within a given time. They
were, not doing anything like that. And the court has now adjudi-
cated that Secretary Bell was violating the law and his order. Be-
cause Federal judges are not so happ37 holding Secretaries in con-
tempt, that is still open, that is still being considered.

But the fact that they violated the law, the fact he .was not en-
forcing school desegregation, that is what Secretary Bell was refer-
ring to and that is not open to question. That is decided by the con-
text of what happened. It was fortunate that the letter went to one
who undentood it, because of the fact that we are the lawyers for
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund in Adams v. Bell.

It is clear that Secretary Bell does not believe in title VI, that
title VI is against his philosophy and that he will not enforce it.

How many other civil rights laws he is against, I am not really
able to say. But from the context of his letter which I have at-
tached 0 my statement, I assure you he is n6t in love with title IX.
But hoW many other laws he opposes 1 do not know. You are going
to have other witnesses to testify here. That is not why I am here.

I am here, as I understand it, as general counsel of the Leader-
ship Conference and as a private attorney who has handled civil
rights cases on the side of minorities to give this overview of the
picture of how bad it is down at the Department of Education.
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All apart from the letter,. if I had never seen the letter, I could
have told this subcommittee that it is Secretary Bell's philosophy
not to enforce civil rights laws.

It is nice to have the letter because it confirms what I would
have said anyway.

Let me just give you three examples out of Adams v. Richardson,
filed in 1970, and all the successors down to Adams v. Bell. One I
have given youthe complaint timeframes which Mr. Bell has de-
liberately, openly, and judiciously found to have violated. That is
not all.

One of the worst segregated situations in this Nation today is
higher education. You go take a look sometime. The Banner White
School is still 90 percent white in most of these places. The tradi-
tionally black school is 90 percent or more black. We still have seg-
regated higher education.

What happened? In this same suit We-were trying to enforce title
VI in higher education. We finally in 1977, with the help of the
Court of Appeals of the District, and the help of the District Court
of the.District, got criteria issued by the Secretary of HEW on how
you desegregate higher education.

These criteria were not everything that we asked for; but they
were a lot better than the existing situation. Secretary Bell, at the
least, is not enforcing them; at the most, he has abandnned them.

You have over and over again, now, in higher education, nothing
being done, despite the fact that there is still segregation:It is 28
years after Brown and we still have segregated higher education in
many places in America.

The third example likewise corroborates that Secretary Bell is
unwilling to enforce the law. As late as May 28 of this year, the
Department of Education, his Department, wrote to the superin-
tendent of the Missiseippi *School for the Deaf, MSD, enclosing a
statement of findings to the effect that of the six vocational courses
offered to students in grades 10 to 12, two had only black.students
and`two had only male students.

Did, they take the money away from them under title, VIdid
they car.ry out title VI? No; instead of finding a violation and re-
quiring a specific remedy under the statement of findings,. Bell's
Department plays 'kitty-cake with MSD, merely stating that, be-
cause there are racially isolated classes, as well as sexually isolated
classes, MSD should insu e that these class enrollments are not oc-
curing as a result of racial or sexual discrimination.

How can anybody believe that you get 100 percent black or 100
percent women or 100 percent men in a place without sOme effort
to accomplish that purpose? Yet Well does nothing about it.

Secretary Bell's letter to Sena-tor Laxalt was no whim of the
moment. The truth of the matter is that he does not believe in Fed-
eral enforcement of civil rights.

Let me read you a couple of the things he has said. It is not Joe
Rauh saying 1,vhat Secretary Bell feels; it is Secretary Bell saying
what he feels.

Listen to this, and I do have the full documents here from which
this is taken if the subcommittee would like to have it.

Mr. EDWARDS. It is a part of your testimony.

12
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Mr. RAUH. I have given the quotation from the documents. But if
you wanted the whole thing to be sure I was not quoting out of con-
text or something, I have the documents here. I did not want to
take a chance that somebody would suggest that the statement was
not accurate, and they will be available to the subcommitee if they
desire.

Mr. EDWARDS. That will be received. [See p. 13 ]
Mr. RAUH. Speaking to State educational officials (Council of

Chief State School Officers and the National Association of State
Boards of Education) in March 1981, Secretary Bell said that the
Federal role in monitoring and enforcing laws against discrimina-
tion should be trimmed dramatically and that to the extent that it
could, the Federal Government should get out of the enforcement
business so that the States could assume more responsibiiity.

Secretary Bell repeated this theme 5 months later in a speech to
the Education Commission of the States on August 28, 1981.

"I join you in expressing my indignation over certain Federal
laws and regulations that encroach upon State and local authori-
ty."

And finally, Secretary Bell deqcribes the Bgn.adnii
policy as the States' rights approach to enforcement.

Speaking at the University of Texas in Austin in August 1981, he
announced:

"The Reagan administration is committed to working with the
States rather than policing them, particularly in such sensitive
areas as civil rights."

Heavens above, if there is anything we have learned in this coun-
try, it is that civil rights enforcement is a Federal necessity. The
States cannot regulate themselves. I mean, who have been the vio-
lators of the civil rights laws; it is the State officials themselves.

Ye Bell ruggesting that Gov. Paul Johnson of Mississippi in the
old days should have been allowed to enforce the civil rights laws
when he was the perpetrator of the wrongs?

It is the people who are committing the wrongs that Secretary
Bell is suggesting should have the right to enforce the law.

This is one areaI am sure there are many otherswhere the
Federal Government alone can operate. But this is the most obvi-
ous area where only the Federal Government can deal with offi-
cials in the States and the cities who violate the rights of our black
and other minority citizens.

Secretary Bell does not need me to tell him this, he can look at
his own files. There he will.find, for example, and this is a very
recent example, that a complaint was made that in four school dis-
tricts in Mississippi, (Panola, South Panola, Enterprise and Quit-
man) the school board was running two separate buses in each dis-
trict. One bus came around and picked up blacks, one came around
and picked up whites. The law was clear and the Department had
to ut them in the same buses.

retary Bell is not just going back a ample of years; Secretary
Bell is going back behind the Martin Luther King bus boycott. Yet
he still thinks that the States ought to be given enforcement-all-
thority.
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OCR obviously stopped that most obvious violation. But it shows
there are still things going on that only the Federal Government
can deal with.

We cannot turn the clock back and say, "Well, I' am a States'
righter. That issue was fought out in the last generation. We
fought that issue out and we won."

When the great Johnson statutes *ere passed in the 1960's, the
Federal Government took on the civil rights responsibility. We
have changed America with it. We cannot go back to talking
States' rights in civil rights.

There will be no civil rights if there is a State's rights doctrine in
that area.

In conclusion, let me just note, after considerable years in this
area, civil rights laws are hard to enforce. It is not easy, and I
think that is why it is so important that we are here this morning.

Private suiti by the injured party take money and time in situa-
tions where there is vary little of either. Private suits to require
the executive branch of Government to do what Congress directed
it to dot like my own Adams against Bell, are very difficult to

We have had a very difficult time over the past 12 years. We
have done the best we could, but take it from me, for a private citi-
zen, or a private organization like the Legal Defense Fund, to mon-
itor big organizations like the Department of Education and the
HEW before it, were very hard.

Civil rights laws can only be fully and properly enforced by a
willing and determined executive branch. This will only happen
when there is serious devotion to the task of enforcement by the
leaders of the agency involved. It cannot and will not be done by
people whose philosophy is against the enforcement of those laws.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Mr. Rauh follows:]

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH L. RAUH, JR.

Mr. Chairman, I am Joseph L. Rauh, Jr. a practicing attorney here in Washing-
ton in the field of civil nights and General eounsel of the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights. In both capacitie, I )±,ant to express to this Subcommittee my deepest
gratitude and appreciation for the oversight hearings you are conducting. The civil
rights community desperately needs your help in its struggle to resist the Adminis-
tration's counter-revolution against civil rights and in our efforts to lay bare the
current hostile attitude toward the enforcement of the civil rights laws of the
Nation. There is no better place to start your oversight than with the sorry record
of the Department of Education these past eighteen months.

Late-one evening last, year,-1 picked up the phone in my office and the voice at
the other end said: "Mr. Rauh, you've been working for the cause of school integra-
tion a long time and I just have to help. You should know that Education Secretary
Terrel Bell is philosophically opposed to enforcing civil rights laws and he has put it
all down on paper in a letter to Senator Laxalt that I have here." At great personal
risk, this Education Department employee sent me a copy of that letter and I have
attached it to my statement. Here is what Secretary Bell, whose sworn duty it is to
see that the laws of the land are faithfully executed, wrote to Senator Laxalt: ". . .

the Federal courts may soon be after us for not enforcing civil rights laws and regu-
lations. Your support for my efforts to decrease the undue harassment of schools
and colleges would be appreciated. It seems that we have some laws that we should
not have, and my obligation to enforce them is against my own philosophy."

Speaking as one who has long worked for the enactment anti enforcement of our
civil rights laws, I respectfully submit to this Subcommittee and to Secretary Bell
himself that he should not have accepted a position as the head of a governmental
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agency charged with the erforcement of laws for the desegregation of the Nation's
schools when, as he put it himself, "my obligation to enforce them is against my
own philosophy"; and, if Secretary Bell only discovered his philosophical Conflict on
enforcement after he had entered upon the job, he should not continue in that posi-
tion. The desegregation of our school systems is far too important to be left in the
hands of a man who candidly reports to an influential United States Senator that
enforcing the laws on school desegregation is against his philosophy. The fair and
honorable course is for Mr. Bell to resign as Secretary of Education.

There can be no doubt that it was to the laws on school desegregation that Secre-
tary Bell was referring in his letter. I quote the entire paragraph verbatim:

"Finally, for your information, I am enclosing a copy of a contempt of court com-
plaint that was delivered to my office yesterday. You can see from this complaint
that the Federal courts may soon be after us for not enforcing civil rights laws and
regulations. Your support for my efforts to decrease the undue harassment of
schools and colleges would be appreciated. It seems that we have some laws that we
should not have, and my obligation to entififfeTheiii is against my own philosophy.
Hopefully, the new administration and the new majority in the United States
Senate can join in an effort to make some long overdue changes and improvements
in civil rights laws."

I am familiar with the contempt of court complaint to which Secretary Bell
refers; actually, it was filed in the case of Adams v. Richardson (now Adams v. Bell)
in which I am chief counsel and which I will discuss in greater detail a little later.
We filed the contempt motion to which the Secretary refers precisely because he
was refusing to enforce school desegregation as required by Title VI of the Civil

s I

Courts in Adams v. Bell. Title VI requires the withholding of Federal funds from
schools that segregate or discriminate; a man who says it is against his philosophy
to enforce so elementary a law ought not head the Department of Education.

How many other civil rights laws Secretary Bell opposes I cannot say. From the
rest of his letter to Senator Laxalt, one would certainly get the impression that Sec-
retary Bell is not too enamored of Title IX and as recently as last month Secretary
Bell proposed revising downward the Department of Education's regulations govern-
ing protections for handicapped children. But other witnesses will relate the details
of the Department of Education's failure to enforce existing laws for the protection
of minorities, women and the handicapped. For my part, I would simply like to pre-
sent to this Subcommittee three instances of the Department of Education's failure
to enforce Title VI, the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution, and the orders of the
Courts in the ongoing case of Adams v. Bell.

Back in 1970, we brought the Adams suit for the NAACP Legal Defense Fund on
behalf of black students and parents to require HEW to enforce Title VI and the
Fifth Amendment by withholding Federal funds from discriminatory or segregated
institutions. The District Court here and the Court of Appeals for this Circuit iSaued
orders directing HEW to enforce the law. But for Secretary Bell these Court orders,
like the laws under which they were issued, are things 'we should not have' and
his obligation to enforce them is against his "own philosophy." Let me provide just
three very current examples which illustrate the philosophy against enforcement in
actual practice.

Example 1: In 1976 and 1977 the District Court entered orders directing that com-
plaints of violations of Title VI and compliance reviews be handled within specific
timeframes. When it became clear that the Department of Education under Secre-
tary Bell was paying no attention to these t:meframes, we filed the contempt com-
plaint referred to by Secretary Bell in the letter from which I have quoted. Federal
District Judge Pratt, last March, found that the Department was violating "in many
important respects" his orders requiring DE action within specified timeframes. The
matter of remedy for these violations of judicial orders is still before Judge Pratt
Secretary Bell, believe it or not, proposes that the District Court abolish all time-
frames, apparently as a reward for his violating the existing ones.

Example 2: The Court of Appeals and the District Court in Adams v. Richardson
directed that HEW issue and implement Criteria for the desegregation of higher
education. Those Criteria were issued in 1977 and, properly enforced, would have
provided the means for substantial integration of higher education in this country.
The Criteria provided for the enhancement of the traditionally black colleges (espe-
cially by requiring attractive programs at the black colleges which were not availa-
ble at the traditionally white schools) and required the white schools to desegregate
their student bodies, faculties and administrative activities. At best, the Department
is today giving only lip service to these Criteria; at worst, it has abandoned them
completely. But whichever it is, the Criteria, ordered by the Courts and adopted by

II
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DE's predecessor, HEW, are not being administered today in the interest of ending
the segregation which still persists more than 28 years after Brown.

Example 3: One of the matters that impelled the Legal Defense Fund to initiate
the Adams v. Richardson litigation was the segregation in the field of vocational
education. Indeed, the District Court in that case has been required to issue more
than one order directing the enforcement of desegregation in the area of vocational
education. Yet, as late as May 28 of this year, the Department of Education wrote to
the Superintendent of the Mississippi School for the Deaf (MSD) enclosing a State-
ment of Findings to the effelt that, of the six vocational courses offered to students
in grades 10 to 12, two had only black students enrolled and two had only male stu-
dents. Instead of finding a violation and requiring a specific remedy for the viola-
tion, the Statement of Findings plays patty-cake with MSD, merely stating: "Be-
cause there are racially isolated classes, as well as sexually isolated classes, MSD
should ensure that these class enrollments are not occurring as a result of racial or

is apps cid y wi11iiig1brMSD --ttrValltiltlle-OrdU-segre-
gated way.

I have dwelt on Secretary Bell's letter to Senator Laxalt, but that was no whim of
the moment. He has said on numerous other occasions that he wants to see federal
enforLement-of civil rights laws-drastically curtailed.-Speaking- to state education
officials (the Council of Chief State School Officers and the National Association of
State Boards of Education) in March, 1981, Secretary Bell said that the federal role
in monitoring and enforcing laws against discrimination should be trimmed dra-
matically and that, to the extent that it could, the federal government should get
out of the enforcement business so that the states could assume more responsibility.-----Secretarpeellre ated this theme five months later in a speech to the Education
Commission of the States on August 28, 1981:

"I join you] in expressing my indignation over certain federal laws and regulations
that encroach upon State and local authority."

Secretary Bell siescribes the Reagan Administration's policy as the states' rights
approach to enforcement. Speaking at the University of Texas in Austin in August,
1981, he announced:

"The Reagan Administration is committed to working with the states rather than
policing them,particularly in such sensitive areas-as civil rights."

Instead of making such statements disparaging federal enforcement of civil rights,
Secretary Bell ought to take a look at his own files and he will see why federal en-
forcement is still so vitally necessary. The situation in Mississippi is a good example
of the need for continuing federal enforcement.

Upon investigation of citizens' complaints, OCR found racially segregated buses
operating in four Mississippi school systems (Panola, South Panola, Enterprise and
Quitman). Two buses were going through the same neighborhoods picking up chil-
dren according to the color of their skin and transporting them to the same schools.
OCR got.the buses desegregated by requiring the elimination of overlapping, dupli-
cative bus routes. Would the State of Mississippi and local authorities have acted to
correct this gross violation of Title VI without the Office for Civil Rights and the
right of citizens to file complaints? Or would we be back to the pre-Martin Luther
King days of segregated buses?

Let me just conclude on a note based on long years of working in the ranks of
those who seek an integrated, nondiscriminatory society. Civil rights laws are at
best most difficult to enforce and they are especially difficult to enforce from the
outside. Private suits by the injured party take money and time in situations where
there is very little of either. Private suits to require the Executive Branch of Gov-
ernment to do what Congress directed it to do, 'like Adams v. Bell, are even more
difficult to maintain. Civil rights laws can only be fully and properly enforced by a
willing and determined Executive Branch. This will only happen when there is sin-
cere devotion to the task of enforcement by the leaders of the agency involved. It
cannot and will not be done by people whose philosophy is against the enforcement
of those laws.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Hon. PAUL LAXALT,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LAXALT: Thank you for your letter of April 16. Let me say that I
will be reviewing the Department's plan for compliance activities closely, including
those affecting intercollegiate athletics.
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With respect to your specific questions, the following information was prepared by
the Office for Civil Rights (OCR). The budget data used here includes: salaries, bene-
fits, and support costs such as case-related travel and training. A copy of the OCR
Title IX Intercollegiate Athletics Enforcement Plan and modification are enclosed
for your reference.

1. Of the 1,082 Title IX complaints OCR anticipates closing in fiscal year 1981, 144
are related specifically to Title IX intercollegiate athletic activities.

2. For the resolution of Title IX intercollegiate athletic complaints, OCR antici-
pates utilizing 12 regional investigative staff years at a cost of $397,620. For general
Title IX complaints, OGC has allocated 50 regional investigative staff years at a cost
of $1,954,965.

3. OCR i:elieves that approximately half of the regional investigative staff time
that was allocated ta the enforcement of the Title IX intercollegiate athletics regu-
lations during fiscal year 1981 was expended during the first four months of the

HoweverTlwaiuse the-OCRvckmeas-arement syatem now in operation
does not measure time expenditure by specific issue or jurisdiction, OCR has no way
of knowing exactly how much time has been spent in this area. OCR is in the proc-
ess of adding this capability to their work measurement system. In an effort to
answer your specific citia-ation, OCR estimates that approximately six regional- inves-
tigative staff years and approximately $200,000 was expended during the first four
months of fiscal year 1981 on Title IX intercollegiate athletics complaint investiga-
tions. OCR records do not show what funding resources are spent by sources outside
the Department for this purpose.

4. OCR has allocated 77 staff years to the resolution of Title VI complaints; the
SleII ttr8 t

5. The total regional investigative staff time devoted to complaint resolution by
OCR is 296 years. The budgetary resources for this regional activity are $9,807,960.

In retrospect, it seems that the fiscal year 1981 Annual Operating Plan for OCR
underestimated the staff needed to investigate compliance with the new Title IX
regulations oti intercollegiate athletics. In light of this, OCR has narrowed the Title
IX intercollegiate athletics enforcement plan to streamline the size of investigations
and investigative teams.

In my opinion, the Title IX regulations need to be modified. I have already taken
action to withdraw the dress code rules written in connection with Title IX. (This
action has resulted in a number of vigorous protests, but I do not believe that we
have any Federal right to interfere with local issues of length of hair, beards, and
skirts on school and college campuses.) I am still reviewing these and other regula-
tions and plan to take action to cut back as much as I can under the law and under
the restraints and demands imposed by the courts.

Finally, for your information, I am enclosing a copy of a contempt of court com-
plaint that was delivered to my office yesterday. You can see from this complaint
that the Federal courts may soon be after us for not enforcing civil rights laws and
regulations. Your support for my efforts to decrease the undue harassment of
schools and colleges would be appreciated. It seems that we have some laws that we
should not have, and my obligation to enforce them is against my own philosophy.
Hopefully, the new administration and the new majority in the United States
Senate can join in an effort to make some long overdue changes and improvements
in civil rights laws.

Please let me know if this information answers your questions adequately.
Sincerely, -

T. H. BELL.

[From the Washington Star. Friday, Aug. 7, 1981)

BELL EXPRESSES DOUBTS ON CIVIL RIGH'IB LAWS

EDUCATION HEAD RAPS "UNDUE HARASSMENT"

(By Roger Wilkins)

Education Secretary Terrel H. Bell told a Republican senator last spring that he
was philosophically opposed to enforcing some civil rights legislation, and added
that the "federal courts may soon be after us" for not doing so.

"It seems that we have some laws that we should not have, and my obligation to
enforce them is against my own philosophy," Bell said in a letter to Sen. Paul
Laxalt of Nevada, who is President Reagan's best friend in the Senate. "Hopefully,
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the new administration and the new majority in the United States Senate can join
in an effort to make some long overdue changes and improvements in civil rights
laws.

". . . for your information, I am enclosing a copy of a contempt of court com-
plaint that was delivered to my office yesterday," Bell wrote. "You can see from this
complaint that the federal courts may soon be after us for not enforcing civil rights
laws and regulations. Your support for my efforts to decrease the undue harassment
of schools and colleges would be appreciated."

The contempt of court complaint was filed two days before by the plaintiffs in an
11-year-old lawsuit against Elliot Richardson, former secretary of health, education
and welfare. It sought to force the government to enforce the nondiscrimination re-
quirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 against Southern school dis-
tricts and states that were still discriminating against black schoolchildren.

After winning that original suit and having the ruling affirmed on appeal in 1973,
the plaintiffs have returned to the district court several times for extensive remedi-
al orders. Those orders established rules under which the Department of Education
was directed to enforce prohibitions against discrimination against women and the
handicapped, as well as against racial minorities. The contempt complaint accused
Bell of failing to enforce the remedial orders.

In a telephone interview yesterday, Bell said that he "agrees with the central pur-
poses" of civil rights legislation, but that "there are a host and range of statutes to
be enforced" which are being "forced and stretched so that you don't know what
you're doing:"

' .
ft.

The secretary cited as particularly troublesome rulings by some federal courts
that Title IX of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 covers employment discrimination as
well as other forms of sex discrimination. He noted that there is a conflict between
court rulings on the subject, which creates an area of "ambiguity" he would like to
clear up.

Bell also said conflicting interpretations of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
-of 1973 and Public Law 94-142, which also deals with handicapped children, "whip-
saw" local educational officials.

Elliott C. Lichtman, an attorney for the plaintiffs in the 11-year-old lawsuit men-
tioned in Bell's letter, said yesterday the contempt motion alleged that Bell "has
totally disregarded a series of crucial time frames previously directed by the court
to redress the central violations foundthat the agency had endlessly delayed in
the investigation of possible disc7imination and in securing corrective action where
discrimination is found."

The papers filed in connection with the motion assert that from January through
April of 1981, the Department of Education consistently failed to meet court-im-
posed time limits for compliance procedures which the department itself had initiat-
ed. The papers also allege that Bell has held.up "approximately 80 to 100" letters
proposing to find violations of anti-discrimination laws and regulations.

"We have dealt with secretaries under Nixon, Ford, Carter and Reagan in this
case," said Joseph L. Rauh, the veteran civil rights lawyer who has also served on
this case. "Some others have been unenthusiastic about civil rights, but they pale
into insignificance when compared with Bell. His department's disregard of anti-dis-
crimination laws goes across the boardelementary and secondary education, state,
college and university systems, sex and the handicapped."

Bell said yesterday that his agency's enforcement efforts have been hampered by
the need to streamline regulations while working against court-imposed deadlines,
by the need to get rid of some regulations like school dress codes, and by the fact
that two key presidential appointees in the department weie sworn in only in the
last two weeks.

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Rauh.
The gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Kastenmeier. We will be op-

erating under the 5-minute rule.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to

compliment the witness, who I know personallyI have known
him for many years.

He served the cause of the civil rights movement. He is a giant
in the movement in much of the law. All the laws we have had in
the past 25 years that we have passed are due to Joe Rauh.
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His perspective and his insight with respect to the problems kill
confronting us, with respect to the executhe branch, is appreaiat-
ed.

I think that he has offered us wise counsel in that regard. I only
regret, Mr. Chairman, I must excuse myself to the Rules Commit-
tee, but I am very pleased to hear Mr. Rauh's testimony.

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you.
I want to reemphasize something that the witness said about the

major contribution that the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Sen-
senbrenner, made in the enactment of the Voting Rights Act. We
really could not have gotten along without him, could we, Joe?

The gentleman from Wisconsin is recognized.
Mr. SENSENBRZNNER. I thank the chairman, as well as Mr. Rauh,

for those kind statements. I also thank Mr. Rauh for getting his
testimony in 48 hours in advance so we could look it over.

Have you, Mr. Rauh, complained to the court of appeals of your
allegations that Secretary Bell is not enforcing or is disregarding
the higher education desegregation criteria?

Mr. RAUH. Only in one particular instance, and the issuethere
was not whether they were --Conlie. MIS whali-
er the district court here had jurisdiction after the State of North
Carolina had brought a suit in North Carolina and the district
judge there had accepted the settlement between the State of
North Carolina and the Department of Educationwhich settle-
ment, we say, did not comply with the criteria, but which settle-
ment the court here was not reviewing.

In the Court of Appeals, the Government never did challenge our
contention that the agreement did not live up to the criteria. What
they challenged was the jurisdiction of the courts of the District to
do anything after there had been an end run around the courts of
the District by the State of North Carolina and Mr. Bell who made
a settlement which violated the criteria and presented it to North
Carolina district court.

The issue of whether criteria are being abandoned is now before
the district court here. We have shown him that, in a dozen or so
States, the criteria have in fact been abandoned.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. In other words, the Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia did reverse that decision and send it back
to the district court.

Mr. RAUH. No, they did not.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. On jurisdictional grounds.
Mr. RAUH. No. What happened, sir, was that the district court

dismissed our challenge jurisdictional grounds. He said that North
Carolina had jurisdiction. We said, no, they do not have it, because
they made an end run to get it. The Court here was first and
should have it. He disagreed with that.

The Court of Appeals said the case was moot by a 2-to-1 vote.
That is now before the Court of Appeals. I have petitioned for a
rehearing and I don't know what will happen.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. You mentioned in your testimony that you
had brought a contempt motion against the Secretary. Has there
been a hearing yet, or has the Secretary been held in contempt?
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Mr. RAUH. There has been a hearing. The court found that the
Secretary, the Department, had violated his orders "in many im-
portant respects."

The judge, Judge Pratt, held the issue of contemptir those vio-
lations he had found, in abeyance. There have been p apers since
then, and the question of contempt is pending before Judge Pratt.

The question of violation was found by Judge Pratt:
Mr. SENSENDRENNER. During these proceedings, did the court in-

dicate that it was entertaining reconsideration of the timeframes
which were set forth in the Adams decision?

Mr. RAUH. No. What the court said was this: If you two groups
can get together and agree on modifications, that will be all right.
At no time did he indicate that that was what he wanted. He found
that there were violationi. Then he said, you try to see if there
should be some modifications, if you two could agree on them.

Then he said, I will withhold the contempt decision on the basis
of the violations. That decision has not come down. But the Gov-
ernment, they did not come and say, well, we will comply with
some modifications.

The Government has now moved to get out from under the order
what a_dozen secretaries before have

had to deal with, Bell says, no, I don t wan an
I do not want any timeframes, I can take as long as I want, I can
take forever. And he had moved for a vacation of the order of 1977.

I am not of the belief that he will be successful.
Mr. SENSENERENNER. I have a couple of other quick questions. It

seems to me that the problem 'of complying with the Adams time-
frames is not new to Secretary Bell or this administration. And
that the Carter administration had extreme difficulty in complying
with those timeframes as well.

Now, from the information that has been given to me, the former
Director of the OCR, David Tatel, testified as your witness at the
hearing that he was not able to meet with the timeframes of the
Adams decision when he served as Director of the OCR in the pre- 5

vious administration.
Don't you think that really the blame for not meeting those deci-

sions is really a bipartisan blame and that you certainly cannot
heap all of the scorn on the preient encumbent, even though he is
the guy that- is there now?

Mr. RAUH. I have been a critic of the enforcement of civil rights
laws bipartisan, with the certainty that no administration has lived
up to the hopes that I have had for enforcement.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Certainly is a shame we could not get a
hearing on that question 2 years ago to bring you in here.

Mr. RAUH. You interrupted me, sir.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. SOrry.
Mr. RAUH. I had just said 'but," there is a difference. Tatel was

the first one confronted with the timeframes. He got rid of the
backlog and the ones they could not do within the timeframes were
within the 20 percent exception Judge Pratt's order permits.

We already had a 20-percent exception. You know, this is a very
flexible thing. Tatel was trying to do it. Clarence Thomas, who
came to testify for Bell; Bell would not testify; we would have liked
to cross-examine him about this. He admitted they were paying no
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attention to the time frames. I will say for Mr. Thomas that he was
very candid about their violations. The Tatel group tried very
much to carry this out and I would say for David Tatel, that he
substantially carried out the time frames for compliance.

Mr. SZNSENBRENNZR. I have a memo in front of me dated April
28, 1980, by Roma J. Stewart, Director of OCR, to OCR regional di-
rectors in regions 1 through 10.

It says, "This serves to confirm our recent oral communication
with you concerning the current moratorium on title IX, intercolle-
giate athletic activity." You were told to halt all complaint and
review work in this area until further notice. Now this was a prod-
uct of the previous adminiaration.

Do you think that was in violation of the Adams order?
Mr. RAUH. I regret that I cannot answer that. There will be a

title IX expert here. My view is that there may have been some
basis for that, but I cannot say.

We brought Adams v. Bell on behalf of blacks. The women inter-
vened and have had their own case. My general belief is that the
two twether have obtained a good deal of enforcement.

FuWiermore, there were moments when we were complaining of
the Democratic enforcement of the laws. All I would say to you is
that, as one who has been in on the enforcement of the laws since
they were enacted, I would say that the two worst and they really
are not in the same catecorv. were_John_Mitchell in 1970, when he
publicly announced on July 3, he was not going to enforce title VI;
and Bell, who has admitted and openly said they were not going to
comply with the timeframes.

Mr. EDWARDS. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. SENSENBRENNRR. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. The gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I, too, want to welcome Mr. Rauh to this com-

mittee. Your name in this field, obviously, is legend, and you were
a household name in my neighborhood long before I thought about
coming to Congress.

I want to join the chairman in commending you on your past
work in this field.

I must say that Secretary Bell's statement to SenatoT Laxalt is
not astounding at all. It might tiave been 2 years ago. I think it is
typical of this administration, and we have henrd some of the re-
marks, although not as blatant, from other high authorities in the
administration; namely, Bradford Reynolds, who has taken a
strong posifion that certain remedies carved out by the courts will
not be utilized by this administration.

So that attitude seems to permeate the entire structure of civil
rights enforcement under this administration.

Mr. Bell is supposed to appear before this committee and it will
be interesting to see what his response to that statement will be.
Or has he ever made a response? Has he ever undertaken to re-
spond or to explain, if he possibly could, the contents of that letter
to Senator Laxalt?

Mr. RAUH. Roger Wilkins last year did call Secretary Bell about
this letter. You see, I am a cautious lawyer and even after the
letter was put under my transcom, I didn't assume its authenticity.
I gave it to Roger Wilkins, who was then a leading figure on the
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Washington Star, and he called Secretary Bell and Secretary Bell
authenticated it, and then made an explanation that I did not con-
sider an explanation.

Mr. Bell said he was not saying anything about the civil rights
laws in that philosophical statement. It is impossible to read that
statement the way Secretary Bell wanted to interpret it.

But, sir, if you are going to interrogate Secretary Bell, I would
suggest that the staff get his explanation, which is in the last edi-
tion of the Washington Star; it is on page 2 of the day they folded.
All that is on page 1 is the story of the folding.

On page 2, the lead story is on this letter and Secretary Bell's
then explanation of it.

Mr. WASHINGTON. The swansong information about the Washing-
ton Star.

Mr. RAUH. It was in the Washington Star the day of the closing,
sir. It is not in my judgment an explanation. It iswell, it is fluff.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Let's take a look at it. I think you summarized
the entire matter very succinctly on page 8, Mr. Rauh, in your last
two sentences there.

Civil rights can only be fully and properly enforced by a willing and determined
executive branch.

I might say we simply do not have that at present, but we are
going back to some other resources. What would you suggest that

----advocates_ofetrong_enf rcmwr'th_illaws resort to at this point
in time?

Obviously it appears we will be bogged down interminably in the
courts. What would you suggest?

Mr. RAUH. All that can be done, sir, outside of the political
arena, on which I am sure you were not asking for my opinion, all
that can be done is public pressure.

Public pressure does help some. I have referred in my statement
to the handicapped regulations they proposed about 6 weeks ago.

Yesterday, they backed down partially. We do not know how far
they backed down on the handicapped, but they at least backed
down in part. I had thought reading the paper this morning, they
had backed down completely, but I am informed this morning that
that would be incorrect. They have not backed down completely;
they are still going ahead with some of it.

Nevertheless, public pressure by the handicapped, and by people
sympathetic to the handicapped, did affect Bell there. And I am
suggesting that public pressure can affect him in other areas. I am
also suggesting that this airing by your committee is the best thing
that can be done and we will be seeking here and elsewhere to
bring public pressure on Secretary Bell.

I don't think he listens to me too carefully, so it is unlikely that
he will resign. Nevertheless, I believe in public pressure through
the committee, the subcommittee, the others in Congress, the orga-
nizationsall of us together.

We in the Leadership Conference are 157 organizations and we
shall try to bring public pressure to get enforcement. We shall con-
tinue with our suit, Adams v. Bell, although, as I laid, it is a sad
day in America where private citizens have to press for the en-.
forcement of laws to protect our minorities.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Perhaps we should have elections every 6
months and we could get something out of this administration.

I will yield now.
Mr. EDWARDS. I thank the gentleman and I think that Mr. Rauh

knows this subcommittee, both sides of the aisle, well enough to
know that there is not anything political in any of these oversight
hearings we are-having.

We would be just as tough on a Democratic administration, as on
a Republican, and we have in the past. Some of our former employ-
ees in the Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, have felt
the lash of this House Judiciary Committee, whether the President
was a Republican or Democrat, and certainly this hearing today
has no overtones of politics whatsoever.

We just want those people to do their job. We do not want these
divisions in the country. We want the Constitution obeyed and we
want the laws obeyed. That is our job, that is the oath that we
took, all of us here.

I do appreciate Your testimony and we're sorry we were delayed.
MT. RAUH. Thank you, MT. Chairman.
Mr. EDWARDS. Our next witnesses will constitute a panel. Marga-

ret Kohn, Esq., representing the National Women's Law Center;
Ms. Nancy Mattox, representing the- Disability Rights and Educa-
tion Fund; Dr. Morris Kinsey, representing the NAACP State of
Mississippi Education Committee.

We understand that Ms. Kohn will be first; Nancy Mattox,
second; and Dr. Kinsey, thiM-.

Without objection, all of the statements, of course, will be made a
part of lihe record and you may proceed.

A

TESTIMONY OV MARGARET KOHN, ESQ., NATIONAL WOMEN'S
LAW CENTER; NANCY MATTOX, nISABILITY RIGHTS AND EDU-
CATION FUND, AND MORRIS KINSEY, NAACP.STATE OF MISSIS-
SIPPI EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Ms. KOHN. Thank you.
Good morning, my name is Margaret Kohn, I am an attorney

with the National Women's Law Center. -

Thank you very much for inviting me to testify before your sub-
committee today. I am here on behalf of 15 'organizations. All of
these organizations share a common interest and goal. They are
working to end discrimination on the basis of. .nex in educational
programs.

All are convinced that the Federal Government and the Depart-
ment of Education in particular, must conduct an effective enforce-
ment program to insure that federally assisted programs do not
discriminate on the basis of race, sex, national origin, or handicap.

We have been monitoring the civil rights enforcement efforts of
the Department for many years. Since January 1981, when the
Reagan administration took hold of the reins, we have observed-
several disturbing trends and practices which seriously impede ef-
fective enforcement in a qualitative manner.

These practices interfere with the ehforcement.efforts under all
three statutes; title IX, title VI, and section 504.

23
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They reflect dramatic changes in approach from preyióus admin-
istrations. Changes which reduce the chances that beneficiaries of
each of these statutes will be protected.

As a member of this panel, my testimony will/provide an over-
view of the shortcomings we have all qbserved within OCR. That
we all experience the same types of problenis underscores their
widespread, nature, and the need for corrective action throughout
the OCR operation.

My colleagues on the panel will expand and elaborate, based on
their extensive experience seeking enforcement of title VI and
section 504 and with the regional OCR offices in Atlanta, Ga., and
Dallas, Tex.

First, let me emphasize that we think the need for an effective
and sincere enforcement effort is as great as ever. Invidious dis-
crimination is far more widespread than any of us would like to
believe.

Let me give you some examples of whaf is going on today around
the country.

In Louisville, Miss., since desegregation in 1969-70 school year,
all five principal vacancies were filled with white males. The De-
partment of Education found, and I quote, that "Qualified black as-
sistant principals were excluded from consideration in each in-
stance."

At Converse College, a woman's scholarship was rescinded when
she became pregnant.

Also in Louisville, Miss., the district assigns high school students
II II I " - -

gated basis. Girls in one room, boys in another.
In Brownwood, Tex., the school district mislabeled Hispanic

youngsters and incorrectly assigned them to special education
classes. Hispanic students with limited English-speaking abilit
were not tested in Spanish, and Hispanic parents were not affor ed
procedural due process in connection with the assignment or p ace-
ment of their children.

Serious and destructive discrimination still persists at an alarm-
ing level. And therefore, the need for thorough and exacting work
by the Department of Education has not diminished.

Let me point out that the Office of Civil Rights has some capable
and dedicated employees. On occasion, the wqrk product of these
individuals shines through, demonstrating that good performance
is possible.

In our view, it is the absence of strong leadership at the top that
permits the complacency that results in the disarray we so often
observe. It is the leadership's lack of commitment to Federal en-
forcement of the civil rights laws that leads the agency to tolerate
sloppiness, delay, poor management, and imprecision as the norm.

The problems I am going to describe in the regions do not occur
in a vacuum. They are part of an overall agenda for the Depart-
ment, as Mr. Rauh said, one that is intended to depart from civil
rights principles accepted on a bipartisan basis by a series of past
administrations, both Republican and Democratic.

Secretary Bell and his legal advisers have systematically worked
to narrow the scope of the civil rights laws since they came into
office.
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Let me give you just a few examples. In the summer of 1981, Sec-
retary Bell took steps to change the title IX regulations by with-
drawing coverage of employment, abruptly reversing the position of
the agency, for the past 9 years.

Those regulations were subsequently upheld by the U.S. Su-
premaCourt.

Secretary Bell sought,to restrict his Department's civil rights au-
thority when Federal funding was delivered in the form of guaran-
teed student loans.

At the beginning of this month, ignoring the advice of his Assist-
ant Secrets*, for Civil Rights, Secretary Bell intentionally decided
riot to appeal a district court decision, which severely circumscribes
the authority of his Department to investigate civil rights com-
plaints in the eastern district of Virginia. The name of that case is
the University of Richmond v. Bell.

The Secretary has also proposed rulemaking to eliminate written
assurances of compliance with civil rights law as a precondition for
the receipt of Federal assistance from the Department of Educa-
tion.

And finallY,.but equally importantly, Secretary Bell has pushed
to require that Government and private parties alleging discrimi-
nation prove a discriminatory purpose in order to prevail on an al-
legation of_diserinrination in violation of any of these statutes.

o ner worda, to require proof of intent to discriminate.
These are cutbacks and reversals of the most serious nature. All

are likely to restvict civil rights enforcement under all three stat-
utes because the three,laws are so similar in their structure and
language.

The message conveyed by these actions is clear. In our 'View, the
Secretary is telling his civil rights staff to hold back and to back
off.

With this as a backdrop, let me explore several specific problems
within the regions, which are all interrelated with and support the
policy-level cutbacks that are being supported and put forth by the
Searetary. It is all part of the same pattern and plan.

First, tiieDepaFtment, and OCR in particular, applies the wrong
-legal standards. ltis-not uncommon to read letters of finding. from
OCR which articulate -legal standards which ire the reverse of
those required by the statute-and regulations.

There appears to be no control Co insure that such errors are
identified and corrected, nor to prevent repeated application of the
wrong standard.

I have given several examples in the materials. Let- me_focus on
one in which the Office for Civil Rights did not find a violation be-
catise they claimed there was an isolated incident and not a pat-
tern of discrimination.

The statute prohibits incidents as well as patterns of discrimina-
tion. Also in the same case, they stated that there had to be a
showing of discriminatory purpose in violation of title IX. But the
Department ofEducation has never announced a formal policy to
require proof of intent in title IX cases, and no such requirement
has been established by the courts in Tex7 where this complaint
arose.

.5
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- By applying the wrong standard, the finding by the office was a
finding of compliance, instead of a finding of noncompliance. The
application of the wrong standard led to the wrong outcome.

In another example of the standards problem, and here I echo
what Mr. Rauh has said, also, the Department is failing to apply
its own vocational education guidelines that it itself developed
when it handles a vocational education institution review or com-
plaint.

The guidelines were developed pursuant to the 1977 Adams v.
Bell court order and they provide guidance both to the Department
staff and to recipients on what ought to be done to insure compli-
ance.

However, in two recent region VI compliance reviews of admis-
. sion practices in vocational institutions, the guidelines were not

even mentioned.
The second problem area is that the Department accepts inferior

work and has no meaningful quality control pro,;,;.am. The failure
to demand quality work, in-depth investigations and a thorough
review of data collected as well as letters of finding in which the
conclusions are well supported by data is part of the overall plan to
reduce effective Federal enforcement through the administrative
probess.

Shallow investigations and sloppy work leads to fewer findings of
violation and far less change. The quality and depth of investiga-
tions, as evidenced in letters of finding, varies excessively, both
within regions and from region to region.

For exaMple, compare the letter of finding for the Medical Col-
lege of Georgia and for the University of South Florida College of
Medicine compliance reviews. Both are from region IV in Atlanta,
reviewing for sex discrimination in recruitment, admissions, and fi-
nancial aid.

,The Georgia letter provides no numerical figures on enrollment
or applications by sel, no explanation of what data was considered,
or how coVusions were reached.

The 2 1/4 age letter is so conclusory that one can ot4 assume the
review was superficial. In contrast, the six-page South Florida
letter has significantly better data anti provides far more info'rma-
tion on thy school's practices, as well as a basiaor some of the con-
clusions. - a

We are not demanding more from the agency than can be tea-
sonably expected. Two recent letters of finding issued by the A an-
ta office within 1 month of each other in this ,year demo te
that one investigator did a good job, while the other provide no
support whatever for the finding of no violation.

Although OCR has a mechanism entitled the "Quality Assurance
Program, it clearly does riot work. One very important .reakiti
that it fails is because three categories of cases are excluded entire-
ly from its review process.

Each is an area which requires in-depth investigation and the
collection and review of substantial data. Discipline discrimination,
law reviews and intercollegiate athletic investigations. These are
very important reviews and OCR has a considerable number of
them.
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We would expect the agency to be very interested in assuring
those investigations were handled well if there were a sincere com-
mitment to enforcement. The exclusion of these cases confirms our
belief that the Department leadership is more than content with
the erratic performance and poor quality evident in regional work.

The third area, and I know my colleagues on the panel will share
more information with you about this, is that the Department is
increasingly accepting an inadequate remedial action plan as an in-
dication that the recipient is in compliance with the law.

The increase in the number. of these cases since January 1981
has been tremendous. These quick, superficial corrective action
prOmises enable OCR to close their cases, but often do not change
the underlying discrimination.

One of the most outrageous examples of this practice is a letter
of finding issued to the University of Nevada at Reno on an inter-

-- collegiate athletic program complaint. Orie of several areas show-
ing inequity was access to coaching and the Department, in its
letter, Concluded. and I quote, "Women athletes are denied coach-
inc:ga f an equivalent nature and availability."

t is a violation of the statute, of.the regulations, and is incon-
sistent with the policies that the DePartment has issued'in that

a. However, the regional staff required absolutely no remedy for
jhfficiency.

In:March of 1982, along with others, I met with Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Education for Civil Rights, Joan Standlee, to protest
this and to urge that this portion of the letter be withdrawn and
significant changes be required. .

As of July 1982, no such steps had been taken. We also recom-
mended that changes be made to address the deficiencies that were
of a systemic nature that this situation illustrated so well, that .
there was. nb mechanism to review major letters from the regions,

either before or after they were issued: No review was done by the
national office. -

In July, Ms. Standlee informed me that no 'systemic changes to
address this issue were needed. .

We are unsatisfied with the handling of this situation. If the re-
gions are out of control, they need to be reined in. Instead, we
learn that senior Department officials choose to give the regions
more and more authority, mote discretion, and less supervision.

Another, example. of inadequate corrective action that OCR ac-
cepted as insufficient so that it tould issue a finding of compliance
also occurred this year in Monmouth County Vocational School
District in New Jersey. \

In the interest of time, I will not describ this example in detail.
The fourth area is the failure to mon tor compliance after a

letter of finding is issued. Since January of 1981, the Office for
Civil Rights has issued an ever-increasing volume of letters of find-
ing stating that the recipient institution is in compliance with the
pertinent statute, but only,because it has agreed to take corrective
action steps.

Many of these corrective action steps, all too many of them, will
be taken in months or, indeed; in years after the case is closed and
the investigation has been completed.

.1
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We doubt that OCR returns to each of these recipients to deter-
mine whether the promised changes have been implemented. Espe-
cially when the compliance of large numbers of recipients is contin-
gent upon future actions. OCR must not be permitted tb make a
finding of compliance and then fail to return to insure that the cor-
rective steps have been completed.

In conclusion, I have outlined four of the most common generic
problems civil rights advocacy groups have found. Acceptance of in-
ferior work and lack of quality control, application of the wrong
legal standards, inadequate remedial action accepted as compli-
ance, and failure to monitor compliance after the LOF is issued.

The examples cited are replicated over and over and over in
other letters of finding issued by OCR. These are not the exception-
al cases.

The agency, in our view, has a poor record. We know it could do
a much better job if the leadership of the Department supported
this work and communicated their commitment to their staff and
to the public with words, and more impertantly, with actions.

We are convinced that the main reason that the Department op-
erates this way and the way it has been operating is because it is
exactly what the administration wants.

That is a very sad commentary.
I thank you and I would be happy, of course, to answer any ques-

tions, either now or after the other panelists.
[The statement of Ms. Kohn follows:]
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Good morning. My name is Margaret Kohn, I aM an attorney at

the National Women's Law Center. Thank you for inviting me to

testify before your Subcommittee today. I am here on behalf Of

fifteen organizations:

American Association of University Professors

American Association of University Women

Federation of Organizations for Profes: __nal Women

Girls Clubs of America, Inc.

NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc.

National Association for Girls and Women in Sports

National Educatfon Association

National Student Education Fund

Office of Women in Higher Education, American
Council on Education

Project on Equal Education Rights
of the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund

Sociologists for Women in Society

United Statec Student Association

Wider Opportunities for Women

Women's Equity_Action League

Women's Legal Defense Fund

All of these organizations share a common interest and

goal. They are working to end discrimination-on the basis of sex

in educational programs. All are convinced that the federal

government and the Department of Education, in particular, must

conduct an effective _enforcement program to ensure that federally
,

assisted programs do not discriminate on the basis of sex, race,

national origin or handicap. we have been monitoring the civil

30
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rights enforcement efforts of the Department for many years,

through the experiences of the members of organizations who have

filed7complainta with Ph. nffice_for_CivItitights tOC24,..by

reviewing Letters of Finding in compliance reviews, and at the

national policy making level.

Since aanuary 1981, when the Reagan Administration took hold

of the reins, we have observed several disturbing trends and

practices which seriously impede effective enforcement in a qual-

itative manner. These Practices interfere with the enforcement

efforts under all three statutes, Title IX, Title VI, and 8504.

They reflect dramatic changes in approach from previous adminis-

trations -- changes which reduce the chances that the benefi-

ciaries of each of these statutes will be protected and provided

the eduCational opportunities to which they are entitled. .

As a member of this panel my testimony will provide an over-

view of the stiortcomings we have all observed within OCA. That

we all experience the same types of problems underscores their

widespread nature and the need for corrective action throughout

the OCR operation. My colleagues on the panel will expand and

elaborate based upon their extensive experience seeking enforce-

mnt of Title VI and 8504 and with the regional OCR offices in

Atlanta, Georgia (Region IV) and Dallas, Texas (Region VI).

First, let me emphasize that we think the need for an effec-

tive and sincere enforcement effort is as great as ever. Invid-

ious discrimination is far more widespread than any of 421 would

like to believe. I have several examples that support this con-

clusion all too well:
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.In Louisville, Mississippi, since desegregation An

the 1969-70 school year, all five principal vacan-

cies were filled by white males. "Qualifiett black-

assIstant principals were excluded from considera-

tion in each instance.".1/ The District lacked

selection criteria, did not accept written appli-

cations for the positions and neither posted nor

advertised the job openings.

At Converse College a woman'& scholarship was re-

scinded when she became pregnantwa/

In Louisville, Mississippi, the district assigned

high school age students at two schools to home- "

rooms and gtudy hills by sex and conducted as-

semblies 4or students 621 a sex segregated basis.1/

in Brownwood, Texas, the school district mis-

labelled Hispanic youngsters and incorrectly as-

signed them to special education classes. Hispanic

students with limited speaking ability in English

were not tested in Spanish, and Hispanic parents

were not afforded procedural due process in connec-

tion with the assignments or placement of their

1/ OCR LOP Louisville Separate School District, Louisville,
Missisippi, 804-80-1337, September (?) 1981, p. 9, Region /V".. '

2/ OCR LOP Converse College, Spartansburg, South Carolina, 804-
81-2073, January 6, 1982, Region /V.

1/ OCR LOP Louisville Separate School District, supra, p. 16.
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Serious and destructive discrimination still persists at an

alarming level for a nation which promises equality in the

1980s. The need for thorough and exacting work by OCR has not

diminished.

The Office for Civil Rights has some capable and dedicated

employees. On occasioh the work product of these individuals

'shines through, demonstrating that good performance is

possible.1/ In our view it is the absence of strong leadership

at the fop that permits.the complacency that results in the

disarray we so often observe. It is the leadership's.lack of

colimitment to federal enforcement of the civil rights laws that

leads the agency to tolerate sloppiness, delay, poor management,

and imprecision as the norm rather than as an unusual exception.-

The problems thatsI will describe today do not occur in a

vacuum. They are part of an overall agenda for the Department

one intended to depart from civil rights principles accepted on a

bi-partisan basis by a series of past adminstrations, both

Republican and Democratic. Secretary Bell and his legal advisors

have systematically worked to narrow the scope of the civil

Al OCR LOP Brownwodd Independent School District, Texas, #06-80-
1075, November 5, 1980, Region VI.

.1/ Examples of thorough and well reasoned Letters of Finding
with the attached Statement of Findings include those issued to
Louisville Separate School District, Louisville, Mississippi,
September 1981, #04-80-1337; Bessemer City Board of Education,
Bessemer, Alabama, February 13,1981, #04-80-5020; Humboldt
County School District, Winnemucca, Nevada, August 21, 1980, #09-
78-0155, Region /X; University arf California, Davis, June 19,
1981, #09-80-2128, Region /E.

1.4-1111 0-1111--21 "!
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rights laws since first assuming office.

During the summer of 1981 Secretary Bell took steps

to change the Title IX regulations by withdrawing

coverage of employment, abruptly reversing the
.A-

potation of his agency for the past nine years.14

4
Secr tary Bell sought to restrict his department's

civ'l rights authority when federal funding was,

de ivered in the form of Guaranteed Student Loans

SLs).24

t the beginning of September 1982, ignoring the

advice of his Assistant Secretary for Civil

a A
Rights24 Secretary Bell intentionally decided not

to appeal a District Court 'decision which severely

circumscribes the authority of his Department to

investigate civil rights complaints in the Eastern

District of Virginia. The case is University of

Richmond v. Bell, No. 81-0406 (E.D. Va. July 8,

1982) Warriner, J..

Secretary Bell prepared proposed notices of rule-

making to eliminate a written assurance of compli-
.

i

,

14 The Supreme Court subsequently upheld the validity of the

Title IX employment regulations in North Haven Board of Education

v..Be11, 102 S.Ct. 1912 (1982).

, t -14 The Nouse Education and Labor Subcommittee on Postsecondary

Education held hearings on the Department's proposed changes in

/

GSL's as federal funding for civil rights accountability purposes

on May 13, 1982.

14 A copy of Mr. Singleton's memo of August 19, 1982 to

Secretary Bell is attached to this testimony as Exhibit A.

3 4'
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ance with civil rights laws as a precondition Or

receipt of federal assistance from the Department

of Education.

Secretary Bell has pushed to require that the gov-

ernment and private parties prove a discriminatory

purpose in order to prevail on an allegation of

discrimination in violation of Title IX, Title VI

and 5504, i.e., require proof of intent to dis-

criminate.

These are cutbacks and reversals of the most serious

nature. All are likely to restrict civil rights enforcement

under all three statutes, because the three laws are so similar

in structure and language. The message conveyed by these actions

is clear. The Secretary is tellfhg his civil rights staff to

hold back, to back off, and to lie low.

With this as a back drop, let me explore several problem

areas within the regions, which are inteirelated with the

cutbacks supported by the Secretary.

1. Application of the Wrong Legal Standards.

It is not uncommon to read Letters of Finding from OCR which

articulate legal standaids which are the reverse of those requir-

ed by the statute and regulations. There appears to be no con-

trol to insure that such errors are identified and corrected, nor

to prevent repeated application of the wrong standard.

For example, in an,A4Igust 1981,Letter of Finding, the Simms

Independent,School District in Texas was found in compliance with

Title IX even though the investigation did_uncover sex discrimin-

35'
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-arion in the distribution of athletic awards2/ The decision was

based on two legal conclusions that are patently wrong.

First, OCR stated the practice

... was an isolated incident and not part of a
pattern to deny extra curricular benefits to
female students on the basis of sex."

\
Neither the Title IX statute, nor its regulations prohibit only

patterns of discriminatory behavior. Single acts are also prohi-

bited.

Second, OCR eated that

"There are no records or other evidence to
substantiate that the district's departure
from the practice of awarding letter jackets
in the student's junior year was for a sexual-
ly discriminatory purpose in violation of
Title IX." (emphasis supplied).

The Department of Education has never announced a formal

policy to require proof of intent in Title IX cases. No such

requirement hes been established by'the courts in Texas,

either.12/ By applying this standard, OCR used a much more bur-

densome standard of proof than was permissible. In this case,

the OCR rationale for its conclusion that the district was in

-dOMpliance, was legally flawed. Therefore, application of the

wrong standard led to the wrong outcome. A finding of violation

1/ OCR Letter of Finding, Simms Independent School District,
Simms, Texas, 806-79-1520, August 31, 1981, Region VI.

The issue of intent has been considered by many courts. See
e.g., Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974); NAACP v. Medical
Center, 657 F.2d 1322 (3d Cir. 1981) (en berm); Cannon v.
University of Chicago, 648 F.2d 1104 (7a-E17.
denied, 102 S.Ct. 981 (1981). The U.S. Supreme court-War
aiiiDer the issue again on the Title VI context this term in
Guardians Association v. Civil Service Commission, 633 F.2d 232

(2d Cir. 1980) cert. grantd, 102 S.Ct. 997.(1982).
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was necessary, but was never made.

Another manifestation of the standards problem is the

'failure to apply Vocational Education Guidelineall/ developed by

the Department when reviewing vocational institutions. These

guidelines were developed pursuant to the 1977 Order in_the Adams

v. Bell case. They clearly outline the Department's position and

the crlkeria it will use to assess recipient compliance with

Title VI, Title IX and 5504. However, in two recent Region VI

compliance reviews of admissions practices for Title VI and/or

Title IX compliance at vocational institutions, the guidelines

were not even mentioned...1V

2. Acceptance of Inferior Work and Lack of Meanginqful
Quality Control.

The failure to demand quality work, indepth investigations,

thorough analysis of data collected and Letters of Finding in

which the conclusions are well supported by data is part of the

overall plan to reduce effective federal enforcement through the

administrative process. Shallow investigations and or sloppy

work leads to fewer findings of violations and far less change.

The regional offices do not hold their staff to a standard of

performance that could and should be met.

II/ 34 CFR 100 Appendix B Guidelines for Eliminating
Discrimination and Demand of Services on the Basis of Race,
Color, National Origin, Sex and Handicap in Vocational Education
Programs.

12/ OCR LOF Southwest Louisiana Vocational Technical School,
Crowley, Louisiana, August 3, 1982, #06-82-6006, Region VI (Title
IX and Title VI) and OCR LOF Foothills Vocational Technical
School, Searcy, Arkansas, June 17, 1982, #06-82-6005, Region VI
(Title VI).

e
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The quality and depth of invesOgations, as e0denced by the
_

/

Letters of Finding, varies excessi'Vely both within regions'and

from region to region. The very'same compliance review or

complaint which covers the same areas of concern, in similar

kinds of institutions, under the same statutes result in Letters

of Finding as different as night and day. One is shallow,

conclusory and contains inadequate numerical or other data

supporting the conclusions. The other contains a thorough review

of facts which support the legal conclusions reached.

For example, compare the Letters of Finding for the Medical

College of Georgia and for the Univeristy of South Florida

College of Medicine compliance reviews. Both are from Region IV

and both reviewed medical and/or dental schools for sex discri-

mination (Title /X violations) in recruitment, admissions and

financial aid. The Georgia review letter provides no numerical

figures on enrollment or applications by sex, no explanation of

what data was considered, nor how conclusions were reached.11/

The 2 1/4 page letter is so conclusory that one can only assume

---- he review was superficial. In contrast, the six page South

Floriiet er was significantly better in providing far more

information on the ool's practices and some of the underlying

data that formed the basis o e conclusions.11/

oe

12/ OCR LOF Medical College of Georgia, Augusta,
February 12, 1981, 404-81-6003, Region IV.

11/ OCR LOF University of Southern-Florida, Tampa, Florida,
October 23, 1981, 404-81-6006, Region IV.
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(genre notHdemanding more from the agency than can

reasonably be expected. Two recent Letters of Finding, issued by

the Atlanta office within a month of one another in the first

quarter of the 1982 calendar year, on the same issue -- racially

isolated and disproportionate classes -- demonstrate that one

investigator did a good job while the other provided no support

Whatever for the finding of no violation. The letter to

Lexington County School District 41, Lexington, South Carolinall/

-disposes of the issue in one, brief conclusory paragraph, while

the one.to Clinton City schools in North Carolinalq/ devotes

seven pages and provides a thorough and comprehensive analysis.

Both letters were issued by the Atlanta Regional Office, one in

Feburary 1982 and the other in March,1982.

Although 6CR has a mechanism entitled the quality assurance

program, it clihrly does not work. One very important reason

that it fails is because three categories of cases are excluded

entirely from its review process. Each is an area which requires

an indepth investigation and'the collection and review 'of

substantial data -- discipline discrimination, Lau Reviews

(compliance reviews on language services to non and limited

English speaking students) and intercollegiate athletic

investigations. These are very important reviews and OCR has a

considerable number of these cases. We would expect OCR to

-kV OCR LOT Lexington County School District'#),,Lexington,
South Carolina, ;04-81-1251, February 19, 1982, Region IV.

IA/ OCR LOT Clinton City Schools, Clintom City, North Carolina,
404-80-1234, March 30, 1982, Region IV. Stathment of Findings,
pp. 24-31.
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be very interested in assuring ihose investigations were handled

wellif there were 0 sincere commitment to enforcement. The

exclusion of these cases confirms our belief that Department

leadership is more than content with the erratic performance and

poor quality evident in rAgional work.

3. Inadequate Remedial Action is Accepted As Compliance
by OCR.

Since 1981 there has been a dramatic Increase in the number

of cases in which OCR ,ccepts an indequate remgdial plan which

fails co assure the discrimination will be ended and the effects

of past-discrimination remedied in return for a finding of

compliance. These often superficial corrective action,promises

enable OCR to get a quick case closure -- with little more than a

cosmetic powder to hide the underlying discriminatory practices

which remain unchanged. While the agency lists these cases as

ones in which corrective action has been achieved, often only the

tip of the iceberg has been melted down, and nothing more.

One of the most outrageous examples of this practice Is the

LOP issued to the University of Nevada at Reno on an intercol-
1

legiate athletic program complaint. OCR found numerous deficien-

cies and vidlations of Title IX and its regulstions.12/ One area

1
showing inequity was access to coaching,-

8/ OCR found/togii "...

women athletes are'denied coaching of an equivalent nature ant

availability." However, OCR's Region /X staff determined that no

11.t.

II/ OCR LOF ahd statement of findings, Univertity of Nevada,
Reno, January l., 1982, 009-80-2082, Region IX.

11/ Id., Statement of Findings, pp. 8-12.

4
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remedy was needed. The LOF states that "... MR has agreed to

review this program area in spring 1982 and to correct any

disparities if inequities aie found to exitt. OCR will review

VIIR's determination in the fall of 1982."12/ ,In plain English

that amounts to no corrective action.

March, 1982, along with others, I met with Deputy Assis-
-

tent Secretary of Education for Civil Rights, Joan Standlee, to

urge that this portion of the, letter be withdrawn and significant

changes be required. As of July 1982 no such steps had been

taken. We had also recommended in our March meeting changes to

addxess the systemic OCR deficiency, so well illustrated by this

xample, that there is no mechanism to review major letters from

the Tegions, either before or after they are issued. However, in

July Ms. Standlee informed me that no sinstemic changes to address

this issue were needed. We remain unsatiified with the handling

of this situation. If the regions are out of control, they need

to be reined in. Instead, we learn that senior Department

officials choose to give the regions more and more authority,

more discretion and less supervision. Although OCR,has a
0

NOality assurance program", sex discrimination in

intercollegiate athletic programs is specifically excluded from

the quality assurance effort. Thus, :he internal agency

mechanium that might otherwise have uncovered this problem

bypasses this kind of investigation entirely.'

1-1/ Id., p. 12.

a
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Another example of inadequate corrective action that OCR

accepted as sufficient so that'it Could issue a finding of

compliance occurred this year in Monmouth County Vocational

School District in New Jersey.--w20/ There one of eleven vocational

campuses enrolled only male students and had had exclusively male

enrollment for the preceding three years, even though the

district policies appear to allow women to enroll. This would

appear to be a violation of the Department of Education's

Vocational Education Guidelines21/, but the only action OCR

required of the District was that they make a special effort "to

reach female students during their recruitment presentations" in

the school's feeder districts.22/ The letter offers no

justification for such little corrective action. We think

additional intensive recruitment of women, the addition of other

programs at the school which will attract female students, or the

reallocation or clustering of programs and courses at various

locations should also have been required. All of theSe options

are suggested by the Vocational Education Guidelines 5IV-1.

OCR's demand was entirely inadequate and is unlikely to integrate

the school.

211/ OCR LOP Monmouth County Vocational School District,
,Marlboro, New Jersey, June 25, 1982, Region //.

21/ 34 C.F.R. 5100 Appendix B: Guidelines for Eliminating
Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of Race,
Color, National Origin, Sex, and Handicap in Vocational Education
Programs, 5IV-H.

22/ OCR LOF Monmouth County Vocational School District, supra,
n. 20, p. 3.
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4. Failure to Monitor Compliance After the LOF Is Issued.

Since January 1981, OCR has issued an ever increasing volume

of Letters of Finding informing the recipient institution that it

is in compliance with the pertinent statute because it has de-

veloped an acceptable corrective action plan. Often such plans

involve actions that will be,taken in the futire, over a period

of months, or several years-22/ We doubt that OCR returns to

Wicii-6i those recipients to determine whether the promised

changes have been implemented. Especially when the compliance of

large numbers of recipients is contingent upon future actions,

OCR-mUar-not be permitted to make a finding of compliance and

, fail to return to assu -the corrective steps have been

completed.

Conclusion

five outlined four of the most common generic_prOblems

civil rights advocacy groups have found --_acceptance of inferior.

work and lack of quality control, application of the wrong legal

-2-2/ See, *.g., pcittor University of California at Davis, June
19, mr, 409-80=2128, Region IX (submit report October 15, 1981
and grievance procedures January 15, 1982); OCR LOF #09-81-6012,
University, Inglewood, California, August 12, 1981, Region IX
tsubmit report January 15, 1982); OCR LDF University of Nevada at

----Reno; January 11, 1981, Region IX (5 years to correct athletic
scho).arship inequities); OCR LOF University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, March 1982, Region V (report-due at close of
1982-83 academic year) Overall Finding, p. 3; OCR LOF University
of Bridgeport, Connecticut, August 1981, Region I, (renovations
to bademnpleted January 1982, recruiting funds substantially
equivalent during academic year 1981-82, review of budgets by
October 15, 1981); OCR LOP-Kansas State University, Manhattan,
Kansas, January 29,-1942, #s 07780041 and 07780042, Region VII
(athletic scholarship aid equity expected by 1983-84; games and
practice time corrections to be completed in 1982-83;
(recruitment budget still has huge disparity in 1983-84) Overall
Finding, pp. 29-30.
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standards, inadequate remedial action accepted as compliance and.

failure to monitor compliance after the LOT is issued. The

examples cited are replicated over and over in the Letters of

Finding issued byLN.R.----The-yiire not the exceptions. The agency

has_a_poori-4-mord'. tie know-it could do a much better job if the

-----leadership of the Department supported this work and communicated

their commitment to their staff and to the public with actions

and with words. We are convinced that the main reason that the

Department operates the way it does is because that is exactly

what this Admihistration--waats:

/ am happy to answer questions now or after the other

panelists have given their testimony.

_---------
------
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MEMOR AND UM

: The Secretary

FRO rry M. Singleton
acring_Asalacent Secretary

for Civil Rights, 20-7640

MACS: Appeal of University of Richmond v. Sell. C.A. 81-006-11
(E.D. Vs. Jull 8,..1812)

LINrW STAZIM DEPARTIM-TbF =LICATILI11.
WASIONGTON. D.C. :a30

pultpOSE : INTORMATIOS

ALIG 191982

ISSUE

OCR recommendation that sn appeal be taken from the permanent injunction
anteredria University of Richmond v. Sell, No. 31-0406 (E.D.Vs. Jay 8, 1882).

TOW= EMT

Ts 00000 eve the Department's right co ergs' any issue on appeal, the Department
of JulltiCn Oust file 'mice of appeal by September 7. 19112. I su told that
DOJ had -senesced OCC co inform them ef the Department's intent by August 6, 19112.
V;rmally, it is OCC's responsibility to coordinate the Departnent's response.
To sy knowledge, OCC hss taken no action on the qieetton. Therefore, I am raising
the issue here se that immediate active may be taken to preserve our right co
appeal from che Ric:booed decision.

.hACCGROUND

/lummary ef Decision

The OffIce.for Civil Rights received a number of complaints alleging sox die...
criminate's in athletics se the University of lichsond. OCR commenced a routine

investigatioa osier Title IX. 2/ The University refused to allow the investige
tion because ne Federal funds are earmarked for athletics at the University.
The Usiversity, however, receives substantial amounts of National Direct Student

. Loan money, and other student aid that la used co fund che University's athletic
department. When OCR persisted in its requests for information, the University

sued.

On July II, 19$2, the diqtrict =Kt hearing the case ruled in favor.of the Univer-
sity. The court held that the Department dyes not have jurisdiction to investigate
alleged 7411 discrimination under Title IX in intercollegiate athletics where no
rederal funds are specificilly earmarked for athletics. The court aloe' issued a
broad injunction barring OCII investigations absent a prior showing that the pro-

gran to be investigated receives direct Federal sid. While OCR could interpret
this injunction narrowly as applying only to Title IX actions, the language'of
:he court's zrder, on its face, enjoins OCR in cases involving discriminatiOn
on the lAsis of race and handicap as well.

A notice of appeal does not include a stat4Ment of a litigant's position
or aPecific grounds for appeal. A briefing schedule is established after

4 notice of appeal is filed. '

2. 71:le :X of tha Education ;.Ltandma:s of 1972, 20 U.X.C. UV!! at sti.
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In reaching its broad investigative ban, the court d sevcrel of the most

fundamental principles under which OCR has operated. The court found that:

(I) the 'athletics progrss" is the 'program or activity under Title IX:

(2) tudent financial aid does not constitute Federal financial ass/scents to the
University; (3) even if student financial aid were Federal aid tO the University,
it is not Federal 40 to the 'athIstics'program;" (4) OCR does not have authority
to investigate whaffir discrimination in athletics caused discriminatiom in (or

'infected') other programa of the University; and (5) OCR cannot now invesagere
co decermine whether it In fact hasjurisdiction over athletics at the University.

As a result, the court ordered that f61 OCR must not investigate any_ institution
in the Eastern District of Virginia before showing that. the program to be investi-

gated directly receives Federal financial assistance.

The impact of the court's opinion is sweeping and profound. The opinion is auto-

matically applicable in a large portion of Virginia, and will be invoked by
institutions across the country seeking to inhibit the Department's exercise of

its law enforcement obligations. If universally accepted, the opinion would

(I) halt all protection against discrimination in curricular and extracurricular
athletics at all educational levels; (2) nullify, all civil rights responsibilities
deriving from the broadest forma of aid to education (including, it would appear,
:enact aid to school districts as well as campus-based student aid in colleges
and universities); (3) allow recipients to insulate pockats of discrimination by

the vay they structure their aPplicatione for assistance; (4) preclude OCR from
adequately investigating discrimination in a student aid office whore the student
aid office is acting on the instructions of the athletics department; (5) preclude
investigations in other cases where discrimination originating in one part of a
school causes discrimination in another part; (6) pcaclude OCR even from gathering

a; rt
inf rmetion about the structure and funding pattern of a.recipient; and (7) require

0 to be ready to sake factual presentation to cou before it makes initial

gtact with a recipient. In short, the opinion reaches well beyond the legal
question of jurisdiction over intercollegiate athletics and would seek to intrude

the district court into the day-to-day workings Of OCR.

Tbe Richmond decision must be appealed for aaaaaa l reasons. The central facts of

the case contradict the court's conclusion that the athletic program at the

University of Richmond does not receive Federal assistance. The court's legal

"reasoning contradicts the weight of the case law and the traditional position of

this Department and the Department of Justici on the jurisdictional reach of

student financial aid. Moreover, the court turned specific decisions based on

the facts of one case into an overly broad injunction affecting virtually

every complaint OCR receives and every coopliance review OCR may wish to conduct

in the eastern half of Vitginia.

B. -District court holdings

:. The :our: held that the "a:-.letis program- Is t'ne "orogram or activity"

a: issue.

4 6
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The University argued that its 'athletic department is a separate program.'
In writing the Government's briefs, the Department of Justice avoided the
'program or activity issue as much as possible, knowing that the position
it contemplated on this issue mould not be approved by ED's Office of the
General Counsel. The Governmet offered no definition of 'program or activ-
ity' whatsoever. The Government made only two brief references to the meaning
of this phraea." The government's opening brief said only that 'the athletic
department of the university is an appropriate subject for s Title IX investi-
gation by ED.' The Government's reply brief relied again on the use of student
aid money an. sa.d tbUrt need not decidi whether the University or
the athletic department is the appropriate program or activity under Title
/X for purposes of deciding this case.'

Tne result was a vacuum Which the court filled with an erroneous view of the
Government's position. lased on letters from Dewey Dodds (OCR Director, legion
III), the court ascribed to OCR an 'institutional' or 'unified entity' approach,
which equates 'program' with 'recipient' in .11 cases. I have never advocated
or employed such a theory and, furthermore. Title IX jurisdiction over athletics
is not dependent on such an approach. With little discussion, 3/ the court
defined the proEram at issue as the 'athletics program,' consisTing of merely
:ne athletic department Of tha Universitv.4/

%

The Federal Government has never disbursed money earmarked for school athletics.
OCI's athletics regulations and guidelines are based on the understanding.that
lithIvilcs is not a separate 'program or activity' but rather is part of a more
inclusive education program. The regulations have thus been implemented as
covering athletics so long as the larger program of which athletics is a part
receives lederal financial aSsiStance. The Richmond court's conclusion specifi-
cally rejects this view of the law. OCR's vi74;77Ri- , has more recently been
upheld by the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Grove City v. Sell,
Nos. 80-2383, 802384 (3rd Cir. August 12, 1982). In Giove City, the

3/ That Judge Warriner considered no other alternative short of the 'insti-
tutional' or 'unified entity' approach is clear in the Statement of the

issue in the first paragraph of the opinion.

At issue is whether the ED is authorized to investigate
and regulate the athletic program of a private university
where the athletic prograa itself receiues no direct
Federal financial assistance.

Slip, at I.

At carious points, the court referted to 'achle-'-s,- 'intercollegiate athle-
tics,' and 'the athletic departnent,"_as if they :ate synonyms. Differen-
tiating among :he three terms aould have no Impact on Richmond or 2011t other
cases.
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Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held that, in a functionally 'Integrated'
college receiving Pell grants (such as Grove City College), those Pell grants
confer Title IX Jurisdiction over the College as a single 'program. 5/

2. The court field that student financial aid is not aid to the institu-
tion and that, even if it were aid to the institution, it is not aid

recolvid by the athletics program.

naving defined athletics as the program in question, the court focused on
the question of whether that pregram received Federal financial *indecent*.

The court termed the athletic department's receipt of student aid funds
'indirect receipt,' and said that Such 'indirect" aid is not 'received' by
a college in the sense meant by Title IX.

The court recognized that the athletic program receives income frog' the
general university fund, a substantial,portion of which is derived from
Federal student assistance funds. The court also noted that intercollegiate
athletes receive.scholarships through the student aid office that prone 0000

Federal student aid. The court concluded, however, that the funds, while

substantial in nature, did not constitute Federal financial assistance to
eithe: the athletic department sperifically, or the University as e whole.
In reaching this conclusion, thscourt dismissed the Government's reliance on
Sob Jones University v. Johnsoa, Grove City Celleje v. Barris, and gaffer v.
Temple University, as "salilNiard.' Slip op. at II. 6/

5/ The appellate deCision in Grove Cite considered end expressly rejected the

district court opinion in VIYArirr".tity of Richmond v. Sell.

6/ In lob Jones University v. Johnson, 296 1, Supp. 597 (D., S.C. 1974)$ aff'd

mem., 529 lam 514 (4th Cir:-.57), the court held that v eeeee n's bene1177-

disbursed to students were 'federal financial eSaistance thfficient to
subject the educational program of the University to Title VI's prohibition

against discrimination. The district court .4,r/sated the seining of program

or activity as follows: "(AM ihat is neceseary for Title vr FurPosas ii
showing that the infusion of federal money assists the educational

program of the approved school.' 396 F. Supp. at 603 n. 22. In Grove City

v, Harris, 500 F. Supp. 253 (W.D. Pa. 1950), affirmed recently sub nom.

GroW-ErEy Collo'. v. Sell, flos. 50-2383, 50-2354 (3rd Cir. 198177

district court held that students' participation in Federal assistance

program* constitutes Federal assistance to the college. In gaffer v.

Teeple University, 524 F. Supp. 531 (S.D. Pa. 1951), appeal pending, the

court held that there was clear Congressional intent to cover at leties,

and trat, because Federal funds not eermarked for ethletiAS were so easily

:ransferable to st!..letics, athletics 'recei.ed" 7edAral financial assis:ance.
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Further, the court acknowledged that the University
received Federal funds in

the form of work study assistance and that
work-study students are employed in

the University's athletics department.
The court again concluded, however, that

these funds did not constitute Federal financial
assistance to the athletics

program.

\The court essentially recognized that the athletics program benefits froe this

indirect receipt, but found that this did not.maan that the athletics program

receives Federal financial assistance as contemplated in Title IX.

The court made clear (1) its general doubt that Title IX contemplated ever

equating an indirect benefit aith the direct receipt of Federal financial

assistance, and (2) its specific conclusion that student
financial aid does

not constitute direct Federal financial assistance to the University or to-the

athletic department.

This opinion is in conflict with the Third Circuit's subsequent decision in

Grove City, which held that student financial aid is
Federal financial assistance

to the institution and its parts. The appellate decision in Grove Citv relies,

in part, on the Supra,' Court's recent conclusion in North Ne7,17-11517rof

'Lau:Ai:ion v. Sell, 10: S. CI. 191: (1962). 'Mk Supreme Court ruled that, by

conforming to a standard incorporating specific
language of the Fifth Circuit

opinion in bard of Public Instruction of Taylor County, Florida v. Finch,

414 F.2d 1061, 1071 (5th Cir. 1969), the Department's
Title IX regulations met

t'te tragrsm specific limitation of Title IX. 7!

3. The court held ttst OCR could not investigate in order to see whether

discrimination in athletics "infected' other programs.

In Richmond, the Government argued thst it shnuld be-allowed to investigate

to see whether -- even if athletics is not 'program or activity receiving

Federal financial assistance" -- discrimination in athloics causes discrimi-

nation in other university 'programs that are federally funded. (For example,

the generally-phrased student complaints may
implicate discrimination in the

student aid office and in the office making work-study assignments.)

Tne language from the Taylor County decision, which is quoted in the comments

to the Title IX regulations, provides:

!Ain education program or activity or part thereof operated by

a recipient of fedeial
financial assistance administered by the

Department will be subject to the requirements of this regulation

if it receives or benefits from such assistance . . . . 40 Fed. Reg.

24125 .1975.

SI,P 0P. at 27 :footnote oral:fed).
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The court rejected tne claim, noting thai there was no allegation that discri-

mination in athletics infected programs that the court would view ss federally

funded (slip, at 15). 6/ The court then went on to reject the infection ap-

proach in its entirety (slip, at 15-1), and enjoined the Department from

inveitigacfng the "Infectious" source of discrimination if that source is

outside the federally funded "program (slip, at 20-21).

4. The court held that OCR could not now investigate to
determine whether ic

in fact had jurisdiction over athletics at the University of Richmond.

The Government argued that it should be allowed to investigate to determine

whether athletics at the University of Richmond is in fact 'program or acti-

vity receiving Federal financial assistance." The court rejected this claim

as "double-talk and sophistry" since the regional office had demonstrated Its

oelief that it had jurisdiction over athletics per se (slip, at 17). 9/

This holding, in itself, is not of general concern, since it is a reaction to

OCR's handling of this particular investigation, and because the holding comes

after the pre-trial discovery process by which the Department had an opportunity

to make its preliminary investigation into jurisdictional questions. The

court's order (listed here as the fifth holding), however, forecloses pre-

Ilmtnary Investigation into jurisdictions: natter! ir all :sees if OCR can

make no showing of jurisdiction at the outset.

5. The court enjoined all investigations in the judicial district, absent

a nrior showing of program's direct receipt of Federal funds.

Judge Warriner enjoined all further activities with respect to the University

of Richmond's athletic program. Moreover, the court enjoined the Department

from

investigating any other programs or activities at an educational

institution within the jurisdiction of this Court absent prior

showing that such said isic] program or activity is the recipient

of direct Federal financial assistance.

Slip, Judglent, at 1; see also, slip, at 20-21. The court clearly intended

its order to apply to each institution of elementary, secondary, or post-

secondary education in the judicial district, end did not limit les holding

to Title IX cases.

6/ Although the point 4115 not emphasized in our
district court briefs, on

appellate brief could discuss our interest in examining possible discrimi-

nation in the student aid office that was caused by athletics policies,

and in investigating that possible discrimination tc its. source.

9 The 7.0tat CIS() said chat, in contrastito :he
examrlary thci4sion of

11mited section on investigations in the Title VI regulaticns, the Title

:X regulations do lot authorize investigations
(slin, at 1!-19). This is

inacturate. The Title VI regulation cited ,itn approval by the

:our: 34 C.F.R. 100.7(c)). 10 in fact incorporatet v re!erence in the

7:71x :v reculat...,ns, at 74 C..F.R. 106.71.
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Anwors...

The terms of the order givi added impact to holdings three and four by fore-
closing investigations of an 'infector program that is not directly funded,
and by foreclosing preliminary invee!igations by which OCR informs itself about
the structure and funding of a recipient. This creates a 'Catch-22' for OCR.
Safer. OCP can investigate, it must show direct funding, but it cannot show
direct funding without investigating the adeinistrative and budgetary structure
of the recipient.

OPTIONS AND ANALYSIS

OPTION I: Appeal the cairn.

Discussion/Aseesssont:

A. Substantive Concerns

To obtain 1 of the district court's decision in Richmond, it is neces-
sary to persuade the Fourth Circuit (1) that Federal student financial aid is
aid 'received' by the institution under Title IX, and (2) either that student
aid ie received by each part of the institution that drgys from the general
university fund, 10/ or thee athletics is part of the sale education program
tnat receives chelreieral student aid funds.

Persuading the Fourth Circuit to reverse the district court only to che extent
orsaying that Federal student ald is received by che institution (but not ice
;arts) umuld :eave the district court's opinion essentially intact. Similarly,
pursuading the Fourth Circuit to reverse only che district court's narrow
defialcion of 'program' (without also eeeee sing on whether student aid is aid ,

'received' by the University) would also leave.the district couree opinion
intact.

In short, as effective al will occur only if the 'athletics program' is
said es receive Federal student aid or if athletics is pare of a larger program
that receives the Federal student aid funds. 11/ A successful appeal in the

or activity' and the 'receipt of stain aid' would also dispense
pro overly broad language of che injunction.

101 It is stipulated in the Richmond tifIS :NM 010
funded nom fhb tehdruT-miversity fund that receives the t nts.

\ 11/ The University of !litho:and is typical of nany colleges whose athletic
\ program we seek to investigate. Thus, there are no factual anomalies

(other than the existence of the ad lower court decision) aking this
case inappropriate for'pursuing OCR pnlicies.

artmenc is
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I. Strategic Concerns

An appeal is justified to ensure that every ffort is taken to maintain OCR's
position on these very fundamental questions, However, definite Department
policy in these aaaaa should be established prior to takIng the appeal.

The handling of the Richmond case, thus far, exemplifies the danger of entering
into case only to later contest with OGC the substantive content of the briefs.
The Government's briefs were, in my view, compromised by internal bickering with
lOC on the legal and policy issues raised by the case. Although Judge Warriner
might not have been receptive to alternative vieum on "program or activity,"
the fact remains :gt :he Richmond case was the first time the Government has
had an opportunity to be heard in court on the issue and, in part because' of
tn. Government's awkward silence, 12/ the court ascribed to OCR a view that
OCR has long rejected. OCR cannot afford to enter into another case, partic-
ularly at the Circuit Court level, inwhich, because of unresolved policy
questions, it fails to respond to the other party's positton with cozev ,. legal
analytic.

Thus, mv recommendation to appeal is premised upon the assueption that we,
within Lae Department, den agree upon a conerenc, persuasive position 4111C11
would -- if it prevailed on appeal eeeee se the district court's holding.
One way of developing the necessary policy position is to limit our inter-
Departmental review of the program or activity question to those aspects of
the ..s:ue ,hicr :elate to the Richmond appeal and reserve other aspects of the
issue for the upcoming regulation review mange. For example, in its recent
Grove City decision, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals limited its analysis
to the nature of the 'program receiving nonparmarked funds. The Court thus
put aside the definition of 'program' where specificslly earmarked funds are
the funds being 'received." The Department eventually must articulate policy
covering both situatfons. In an appellate brief in the Richmond case, h
we could limit oursflves to the "program or activity' issue in the context of
nonearmarked funds.

An alternative wizhin this option is to appeal ome issues and not appeal
others. 131 'While it is possible to choose among the holdings of the court

1-/ The generally wavering and inconsistent nature of the Government's stance
,as noted ov the district court in its opinion,

13/ The Department could: appeal the "receipt' holdings; appeal the overbreadth
of :he order; not appeal the "program or activity" holding; but state that
cne 5overnment does not agree with the "program or activity" holding and
will seek clarlfi7ation and nationwide cons!stency chrcugh rulemaking.
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and to appeal only those ea which the Department is closer to consensus, as a
practical matter the key boldings are closely interwoven. 1 Appealing moss
holdings while remaining *ileac os holdiegs involvisg unre lved Polley
areas -- such as the definitioa of 'program or activity p. would be awkward

AIIJNOLT._ Male wa dam *scones. the appellate court to p4ils in our favor
witheuead4resiing the "pregramor activity issue, th.,4 is no guarantee that
it would de so.' Re attempted this 'selective" appros to the issues -- un-
successfully -- at the district COI= level.

The appeal, if taken, would be to the Court of AppealS for the Fourth Circuit.
while it is impossible to predict what the, Fourth Circuit will do with Richmond,

/;

judicial activity ip the yest of the country gives s se indication that the
district court's s:reaely narrow definitions of "p

!

gram or activity" and
what it means to receive Federal funds is against t e trend of other courts.
For example, the Court of Appeals for the Third Ci cuit recently issued its
opisien in Grove Citv College v. Sell". 'The epini a full. supports OCR's pi:1.1-
[1*n sled specifically rejected the district court's Richmond decision. 15/ In

addition, Raffer v. Temple OaiversirY, Impre, presents the seed substantive
issues as Mirclissed case awl le presiaIf peadieg appeal in the Third
Circuit, eh sia.M.Visues. In Rafter the district court rendered a decision
in tiepins with OCR's 00000 IC in rrrrrrrr tie= of "program' or activity" and
of "receipt" of Federal fleancial as aaaaa ace. Tlis key threat to succeeding
os the appeal is posed by rhe absence ef unified, coherent Governmeet position.

II: :aka no appeal.

Discussies/Assessmest:

If uni Ily accepted, the district court decision in Richmond would
sweeping changes under each of the statutes implemented WRit. Indeed, imple -

seating the coart's approach would remove civil righti jurisdiction over the
OUNIVOUS cases in which the discriminatioa alleged is not within the.smallest
organizational unit for which Federal aid is earmarked.

141 While this suggests the possibility of appealing either the "receipt"
holdind or the 'program or activity" holding, the strength of the appeal
af the 'receipt" holding is affected by whether or not the "program or
activity' holding is appealed. To sose extent, these two issues stand or
fall together. Mowever, this is one of the questions to answer in the
process of writing our.brief on appeal.

15! Since the Grove City and uchaond decisions are from different judicial
circuits, the Grove City decision did not overrule the Richmond decision.
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Mu effect "told cut across each eiatute and most tYpes of cases handled by

am The very sweeping implications of the lIchmen decision, however, are
the product a the combinatin of (1) the cniFFIrGading that the athletics

departmeet is the statetory 'program or activity, an (2) the court's
tn-promgod holding that studest fisancial aid is not aid to the institutims
amd thee, eves if itvare aid to the institution, it is en aid received by
the athletics program. The first of the two prongs eliminates jurisdiction
over tains depapdent on student financial aid even where discrimination is
alleged in theMward of student fimancial aid or in admissions. le/ Sy

lgical extension, it would eliminate jurisdiction over the nanyaanentary
and mamidary cases dependent on the receipt of impact aid.

In combination, the court's two key holdings mean that the absence of funds
e armarked for athletics is jurisdictionally fatal. virtually all cases
involving alleged,discrimisiatin im thletics would be foreclosed, as would
a substantial percentage of other cans. If me accept the idea that each

part of recipleet is divorced from *each other part, and the idea that the
broadest and nest common forms of aid aro jurisdictionally irrelevant, few of

the Title VI, Title IX, or Solecism 304 coeplaints now handled by OCI would
-.met:, within OCR's jurisdiction. The tingle arta of greatest impact wnuld

be Title IX athletics.

OCR's athletics regulation mid guidelines 177 are band on the unCerscanding
that athletics is not a separate 'progran or activity' hut rather is part of

more inclusive general educatin program. The regulations have thus been

(melanoma as covering athletics oo lomg a the larger program of which
athletics is a part receives Federal financial assistance. OCR's policy also

acknowledges that athletics is routinely funded out of etudent aid receipts.
Complaints are received and processed, in large ousbers. P ursuant to this

policy.

Of al open Title IX complaints ea of June 30, 1f$2, 20.92 (5, out of 282)

dealt with situations virtually identical to that of the Richmond case. That

Is, they involve athletics, they Involve institutions of postsecondary educa-

tion, they involve no aoney directly earearked for athletics, and It is likely

that virtually all of the institutions participate in one or more Federal

16/ The second of the two prongs, vithout the first -- that Is, the inition

that student sid is aid 'received' by the institution, but not aid 'received"

by the athletics department -- would retain jurisdiction over discrimination

in student aid or maissions, but wouletemove jurisdiction over virtually all

other cases dependent on nonearmarked funds.

17! Pursuaat to a statuary amendment to Title IX requiring Title IX regula-

tions covering intercollegiate athletics, OCR has promulgated Title IX

regulations dealing with athletics and guidelines dealing with intercol-

legiate athletics.
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etwileet financial aid programs. Of all Title IX cemplaints closed betwe-e-n
Janwary 20, 18131 amd June 30, 1982, 111.12 (113 of 697) are in this category.
Of Title IX complaints closed during that peiiod resulting in ewes benefit to
the complainant, 28.42 (84 of 266) are in this category. Figwees on elementary

and secomdary athletics caems would increase these percentages.

RECOtleNDATIOSI

I recommend that the Department appeal the Richmond decision because it is JO
overly broad as to !starter with Fhe everyday activities of OCR.
Further, the position taken by the court on a 'number of substantive issues
contradicts the weighs of existing case law, disputee the validity of the
Department's regulations, and jeopardizes the ability of OCR to effectively
perform its statutory duties:

ATTACIDIENTS:

Tab A: District Court opinion in Richmond MM.
Tel I: Circuit Court opinion inArove City dace.
Tao C: Llist oi SOU4 of the Colleges and Universities located within cne

Easters District of Virginia, as well as a list of some of the
Counties and Cities that are located within the Eastern District
of Virginia.

PREPARED SY: OCR:LITIGATION:R.FOETERL6/16/82/245-0312
CONTACT: N.EINCLETON:245-7680
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Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, we appreciate your testi-
mony and we will have questions when all three of the panelists
have completed their statements.

The next witness to speak will be M. Nancy Mattox of the Dis-
ability Rights and Education Fund.

Ms. Mkrrox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, I am Nancy

Mattox and I am here today to present testimony on behalf of the
Disability Rights, Education and Defense Fund of Berkeley, Calif.

Mr. EDWARDS. Speak up, please.
Ms. MATrox. OK. My apologies for the lateness of my testimony

to this committee. I am sure you are aware that this has been a
very busy week for disability issues.

DREDF- is a national organization committed through its educa-
tional community organizing and research activity to the advance:
ment of independence for disabled people. We serve a national net-
work of over 4,000 disabled people, parents of disabled children,
and their advocates, by providing information and support on dis-
ability rights.

For the past 3 years, our organization held contracts from the
U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights, to conduct
training programs across the country on section 504 implementa-
tion and enforcement.

It was our charge to provide necessary followup to each trainee
to remedy problems of noncompliance in their areas. I came to
DREDF from a program in North Carolina which conducted such a

aining program for the northeastern part of the country and in
the uth.

As a technical assistance person for that organization, I became
very farniiiar with the Office for Civil Rights, in both Dallas and
Atlanta.

In preparing for this hearing, we contacted personnel within the
Office for Civil Rights in Atlanta and in Dallas, Chicago, and
Washington. Our sources assured us that the caseload presently
being carried by staff investigators in these regions was down sig-
nificantly from months ago.

in Chicago, which may be one of the busiest regions in the coun-
try, the caseload is down to about 18 cases per Investigator and in
Denver, it is down perhaps to less than one case per investigator.

There are a number of reasons why we: think this caseload has
fallen off. We would like to think it is because there are a lot of
smart disabled people out thew who are working with recipients
on their own getting some sort of voluntary compliance and who do
not need Federal intervention.

We have concerns that the administration's plans to change both
Public Law 94-142, as reported in today's paper, and section 504,
may be frightening people off into thinking that some of the pro-
tections they have now will not exist in a few months.

However, we are also concerned by reports from advocates in
some States that the Office for Civil Rights may have lost credibil-
ity in .assuring that civil rights complaints are properly investigat-
ed and compliance enforced. Thus, disabled people now choose op-
tions other than the OCR complaint process to resolve problem
areas.

5 6 .
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Our displeasure with the Office for Civil Rights is not something
new which began with this administration. For several. years, our
concerns have centered around recurring issues involving excessive
violations of the Adams order timetables, insufficient documenta-
tion of findings and individual complaints and inconsis,ent findings
in complaints involving similar issues.

However, since 1981, the Office for Civil Rights has begun at
least two changes which we believe soften OCR's assurances that
compliance will be vigorously enforced. We refer specifically to the
establishment of hold categories and directives from OCR Washing-
ton'to regional offices that when recipients agree to take corrective
action to remedy discriminatory acts, letters of finding should not
state that the recipient has violated civil rights laws.

The first thing I want to talk about in detail is the establishment
of hold categories. The Office for Civil Rights began a process in
about September of 1981 to reorganize the manner in which com-
pliance reviews and complaint investigations were conducted.

One of the first things they did was develop a whole series of
hold categories. Of the six hold categories created, five deal with
section 504. Some of them include employment, catherization, psy-
chotherapy, discipline, extended school programs, and auxiliary
aids in post-secondary institutions.

We believe theae actions are in direct contradiction to existing
504 mandates and interagency guidelines. The internal review
process is occuring without adequate notice and opportunity to
comment by the class of disabled people protected by 504, and it
undermines the coordinating authority and responsibility of the
Department of Justice, pursuant to Executive Order 12250 and the
504 interagency guidelines.

In employment, prior to August 6, 1982, five circuit courts held
that 504 did not convey protections from discrimination in employ-
ment unless the purpose of the Federal financial assistance was to
provide employment opportunities.

The Office for Civil Rights continued to hold from investigation
all employment complaints, including those complaints filed in re-
gions not covered by such decisions and those complaints for the
purpose of the FFA may well have been to provide employment.

On August 9, Department of Justice Assistant Attorney General
Brad Reynolds, in response to a letter of complaint filed by our or-
ganization sent a memo to then Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights, Clarence Thomas, requesting that the hold be lifted from
complaints in regions not covered by a restrictive interpretation
and that all employment complaints be processed w here the pur-
pose of the assistance was to provide employment opportunities.

There is no word on what happened after this memo. On May 24,
Acting Assistant Secretary Harry Singleton lifted the hold from
title IX employment complaints, following the North Haven deci-
sion by the Supreme Court.

He also reported that an analysis of North Haven's applicability
to section 504 would be forthcoming. No such analysis has yet ap-
peared.

Disability is eager to find out whether, indeed, 504 will be ex-
tended to employment because very, very recently in August and
September, we have had two circuits throw out the decisions made
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by the previous five circuits and rule that employment discrimina-
tion is covered by section 504.

Despite Mr. Reynolds' memo to the Office for Civil Rights and in-
dications that the office would soon reach a decision on 504's appli-
cability to employment, OCR personnel in Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago,
and Washington reported to us this week, that the hold has not
been lifted from employment complaints or any other restricted
areas.

Hold categories for some of the other areas include extended
school year programing, catherization, discipline and psychothera-
py. All of them very important to children in school.

Presumably, the Department looked to clarify some of these
issues in its proposed regulations for Public Law 94-142, published
on August 4, proposals which are receiving overwhelming disap-
proval by disabled people, their advocates, and school districts
across the country.

_

The Department of Education proposed specific regulatory lan-
guage which would allow disciplinary sanctions to be exercised
against disabled children without the opportunity for a hearing,
except in those instances where nondisabled children are provided
hearings for suspensions or expulsions.

For the remaining three areas, the Department has requested ad-
ditional public comments to be submitted and to give the Depart-
ment direction formulating appropriate policies.

I should note here that yesterday Secretary Bell withdrew some
of these areas, although discipline was not one. The withdrawal of
some of those six areas from the education regulations is only
going to throw us into more confusion and leave these issues up to
interpretations by the individual regions, which we believe is a
problem.

Existing case law in the areas of catherization, psychotherapy,
and extended school year program is very clear. A DIecember 3;
1981, memo from Deputy Assistant Secretary Michael Middleton to
Mr. Thomas, outlines a whole series of cases which might require
the specific related services to be provided by recipients.

Middleton's memo states "law and policy on each of these ques-
tions is clear" and recommends that "the hold categories be de-
leted."

Ten months later, the hold categories are still in place and the
Department, rather than providing clarification in its proposed
rules, only asks the public for additional guidance during the com-
ment period.

This December 1981 memo to Mr. Thomas conceded that the cre-
ation of hold categories had "stifled mOrale in OCR, and more im-
portantly, impeded the timely processing of a number of com-
plaints.

Although Middleton's instruction to regional OCR directors in
December noted that the creation of hold categories _did "not mean
that case processing activities are to stop,' our organization has-
been told by OCR personnel in Dallas and Atlanta, that the region-
al offices have in fact ceased processing the majority of c: : 6- which
might fall under a hold.

The other problem that we have is what Ms. n just referred
to, compliance by correcC ve voluntary ac In October of last
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year, a memo was sent from the Departmental Division for Litiga-
tion, Enforcement, and Policy Service through the Deputy Assist-
ant Secretary for Civil Rights, notifying regional directors that the
Office for Civil Rights was implementing a new program to encour-
age early voluntary compliance settlements with recipients.

LEP's suggested that a "violations-corrected" letter of finding be
written after the recipient had submitted a corrective action plan
which would fmd the recipient tO be fulfilling its obligations or in
compliance upon completion of the remedial steps.

This and subsequent memos from OCR directed investigators to
write letters of finding in such a way that when recipients agree to
correct discriminatory acts, the LOF shogld not state that the re-
cipient has violated civil rights laws.

Cases could be closed after the receipt by OCR of plans for com-
pliance.

The problems with this are very obvious. One of the complaints
that we are receiving from people in the field is that if the recipi-
ent decides not to follow his own voluntary compliance plan, what
option does that have for the people that began the complaints to
begin with?

Does yet another complaint have to be tiled with the Office for
Civil Rights on the exact same issues? And specifically, what kind
of followup is being done by OCR in the field? Our reports say very,
very little.

We have been told that sometime during the month of August,
Mr. Singleton has directed the regional offices to return to earlier
practices of clearly stating findings of noncompliance and evidence
of clear compliance efforts before cases are closed.

We cbl" not have that memo. We have been assured that that
action has been taken, and we hope that it has.

We have had a number of complaints over the past years. In the
spring of 1951, attorneys from the Texas and Oklahoma Protection
and Advocacy Systems and two private advocates filed a joint com-
plaint with the Department of Justice, charging that the Office for
Civil Rights in Dallas wts not adequately enforcing 504.

The group charged that OCR region VI was negligent in their ad-
herence to Adams order timeframes, that insufficient documenta-
tion was being gathered in complaint investigations by a number of
field staff, that findings in cases involving similar situations were
very dissimilar.

The Department of Justice found in April of 1982 that while
charges that OCR was unnecessarily delaying 504 compliance activ-
ities, could not be substantiated, the charges of inconsistent find-
ings and inadequate training of field investigators could not be ig-
nored.

The Department of Justice recommended that for the following 6
months, the quality assurance branch of the Planning and Compli-
ance Service specifically monitor all the 504 activities in region VI.

That 6-month review should be ending about now, and we will be
monitoring the results.

In reviewing some of the cases that were submitted to this sub-
committee over the last 2 years, we have been encouraged by a
number of things, frankly.
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Some of the investigations have been very good. A school district
called the Amite County public schools in Mississippi, had a com-
plaint filed against them, and the LOF showed that appropriate,
good statistical data had been gathered on the school's placement
Procedures, among other things, and all of these things dispropor-
tionately had an adverse impact on black students.

The problem still exists, however. While the Atlanta office con-
ducted a good investigation of the Amite County public schools on,
among other things, alleged discriminatory treatment of black stu-
dents, the same office conducted a very poor investigation charging
title VI and 504 violations of the school district in Amory, Miss.

The investigator in the Amite County case gathered data to show
the total school population by race, compared to the population of
special education programs by race. The Amory investigator never
cited the racial composition of the district and finds that the school
district is in compliance, even though some troubling information
is given.

We find that 94 percent of white students who were placed in special education
were placed in specific learning disabilities classes. We find that 27 percent of black
students placed in special education programs were placed in specific learning dis-
ability classes and the other 73 percent were placed in classes for educabre mentally
retarded children.

They end their complaint with, "Only black students are placed
in educable mentally retarded classr000ms," and still the Office for
Civil Rights found the school system in compliance.

We have received no indication that OCR has gone back to moni-
tor whether the voluntary steps have yet been taken.

One other area, other than OCR and complaint processing, is
OCR's gathering of data collection where disability is concerned.

In June 1982, OCR released to all superintendents of public ele-
mentary and secondary schools, their civil rights survey, asking for
numbers of children served in their programs by race, sex, and
handicapping condition. ,

A number of statistics are not kept on disabled children. Specifi-
14

tacally,

no data is requested on the sex, race, or thnicity of special
ed ucation students except for five conditions: entally rerded,
the speech-impaired, the severely emotionally isturbed, and those
children with specific learning disabilities.

No information is requested in these areas for children who are
hard of hearing, deaf, vistailly impaired, mobility impaired, blind,
et cetera.

We have no idea, why this information is not requested except
the problems of mislabeling, particularly of minority children, usu-
ally become noticed because of the overuse of the five categories
mentioned.

It is also interesting to us that OCR has blocked out one part of
the' reporting form- which would allow disabled children to be
counted in the gifted and talented programs.

Is this because OCR does not want children counted in two differ-
ent' categories, both gifted and talented and disabled, Or is it be-
cause of a perception that disabled children could not qualify for
gifted and talented programs?

No information is required for the number of faculty or staff who
identify themselves as disabled. Given that subpart (3) of the De-
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partment of Education's existing 504 regulations requires recipi-
ents to employ and advance in employment qualified handicapped
persons, shouldn't these statistics be gathered to monitor compli-
ance? ,

I have attempted to outline the problems the disability communi-
ty faces in processing discrimination complaints through the Office
for Civil Rights.

The creation of hold categories contrarY, to intent often slow the
timely processing of complaints or held complaints up altogether.
The Office for Civil Rights has spoken to the need for suspending
hold categories in areas dealing with the provision of services to
schooI-age children.

The practice of OCR in writing letters of finding of compli-
ance--

Mr. EDWARDS. Because of a vote in the House, we will have to
recess for about 10 minutes. Sorry.

[Recess.]
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order and you may

proceed.
Ms. MATrox. I am going to come to a close here, Mr. Chairman.

We have two major concerns, the hold categories, which keep com-
plaints from being processed, and which are not there for a good
reason, anyway, and the way that the Office for Civil Rights is
writing letters of finding that there is compliance found, and very
little followup of the corrective action plans.

We have a series of suggestions for the subcommittee, if you
would like to take them under consideration.

Thank you.
[The statement of Ms. Mattox follows:]
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STM WNW OF NANCY MATTOX

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee)

I am Mancy.MAttox, and am here today to present testimony

on behalf of the Disability Rights Education and.Defonse

Fund: Inc. (DUD?) of Berkeley, California. The Disability

Rights Education and Defense Fund is a national organization

committed through its educational, community organizing, .

and research Activities to the advancement of independence

for disabled people. DREDF serves a national network of

over 4,000 disabled people, parentg of disabled children,

and their advocates by providing information and support

on disability civil rights.

For the past three years, our organization held

contracts from the U.S. Department of Education - Office

for Civil Rights to conduct training programs fOr disabled

people and their advocates on Section 504 implementation

and enforcement, and to provide the necessary follow-up

assistance to remedy problems of noncompliance. That work

afforded us,an opportunity to work closely with the Office

for Civil Rights' regional offices and to monitor their

investigation and enforcement capabilities.

In preparing for this hearing, we contacted personnel

within the Office for Civil Rights in Atlanta, Dallas,

Chicago and Washington. Our sources assured us that the

caseload presently tarried by staff investigators in

the regions was down significantly from previous months.

Wp are sure there are any one of a number of reasons for

this. We would like to think that, in the area of disability

. complaints, knowledgeable disabled people are working well

with recipients to bring programs into voluntary compliance

with Section 504. We believe that the present regulatory

review of Public Law 94-142 (the Education for All Handicapped

Children Act) and Section 504 has caused concern°among
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disabled people that sdioe of the present protections included
in those regulations may be eliminated in the months to
come. However, ye are also concerned with reports by

advocates in some stetes that the Office for Civil Rights
may have lost credibility in insuring that civil rights

complaints are properly investigated and compliance enforced,
and that disabled people now choose options Other than
the OCR complaint process to resolve problem areas.

The disabled community's displeasure with the Office"
for Civil Rights is not a new phenomenon which began
with the start of this Administration. For several years,
our concerns with OCR have centered around recurring issues

involving excessive violations of the Adams Order timetables,
insufficient documentation of findings in individual

complaints, and inconsistent findings in complai9ts involving

similar issues. However, since 1981, the Office for Civil
Rights has instigated several changes in its 7andard
operating procedures ehich we believe softe OCR's assurances
that compliance will be vigorously pursue4l We refer specifically
to the establishment of "hold categories", and directives
from the OCR-Washington to regional offices that, when
recipients agree to take corrective action to remedy

discriminatory acts, Letters of Finding should not

state that the recipient has violated the civil rights

laws.

The establishment of hold categories - The Office

for Civil Rights issued internal memoranda to Regional

Directors restricting pre-letter of finding negotiations

on specific areas of Section'504 by Regional OCR investi-

gative officers (September 4, 1981 and October 19, 1981).

The 504 areas under restriction include employment, catherization,

Osychotherapy, discipline, extended school years programs,

and auxiliary aids in postsecondary institutions. These

actions are in direct contravention of existing 504 mandates
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and inter-agency guidelines. The internal review process

is occurring without adequate notice and opportunity to

comment by the class of disabled people protected by

Section 504, and it undermines the coordinating authority

and responsibility of the Department of Justice pursuant

to Execntive Order 12250 and the 504 Inter-Agency Guidelines.

Employment - Prior to August 6, 1982, five Circuit

Courts held that 504 did not convey protections from discrimination

in employment unless the purpose of the federal financial

assistance was to provide employment opportunities. The

Office for Civil Rights continued to hold from investigation

all employment complaints, including those complaints filed

in regions not covered by such decisions and those complaints

where the purpose of the federal assistance may well have

been to provide employment.

On April 9, 1982, Department of Justice Assistant

Attorney General William Bradford Reynolds, in response

to a letter of complaint filed by our organization, sent

a memo to then-Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights Clarence

Thomas requesting that the hold be lifted from those

complaints in regions not covered by a restrictive inter-

pretation, and that all employment complaints be processed

where the purpose of the assistance was to provide employment

opportunities (see Attachment A). On May 24, 1982, Acting

Assistant Secretary Harry Singleton lifted the hold from

Title IX employment complaints, following the Supreme Court's

decision in North Haven Board of Education v. Bell, and

reported that an analysis of North Haven's applicability

to Section 504 would be forthcoming. No such analysis

has yet appeared. Two Circuit Courts recently ruled

that Section 504 was intended to convey employment coverage '

(Jones v. MARTA, Ilth. Circuit Court of Appeals, No. 81-7746,

August 6, 1982, and LeStrange v. Conrail, 3rd. Circuit Court

of Appeals, 501 F. Supp. 964, September 1, 1982). Despite
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Mt. Reynolds' memo to the Office for Civil Rights and indications

thatothe Office would reach a decision soon on 504's

applicability to employment, personnel with OCR in Dallis,

Atlanta, Chicago and Nashington reported to us this weer

that the hold has not been lifted from employment complaints

or other restricted areas.

Other hold categories - Molds still continue in

the areas of extended school year programming, Catherization,

discipline and psychotherapy. Presumably the Department

looked to clarify some of these issues in its proposed

regulations for Public Law 94-142, published August 4, 1982,

proposals which are :vceiving ovetwhelming disapproval by

disabled people, the,r advocates apd school districts across

the country. The Diqartment of.Rducation proposed specific

regulatory language waich would allow disciplinary sanctions

to be exercised againat disabled children without the

opportunity for a hearing, except in those instances where

nondisabled children are provided hearings for suspensidhs

or expulsions. For the remaining three areas, the Department

has requested additional public CoMments be submitted to

give the Department direction in formulating appropriate

policies.

However, existing case law in the areas of catherization,

psychotherapy and extended school year programming clearly

points to the school district's responsibility to provide

uch services if necessary to keep a child in an appropriate

placement. A December 3, 1981, memo from Deputy Assistant

Secretary Michael Middleton to Thomas outlines a succession

of cases which require these specific related servics to be

provided by the recipients (see page 2 of Attachment 8).

Middleton's memo states, "Law and policy on each of these

questions are clear," and recommends that "this hold category

be deleted." Nearly ten months later, the hold categories

are still in p1aCe and the Department, rather than providing

clarification in its new proposed regulations, only asks

the public for additional guidance during the comment period.
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The Office for Civil Rights has already admitted that

existing case law clarifies the issue; why try to change

through the deregulatory process what has not been conceded

by the courts? ,

It should noted that Middleton's memo tit Thomas

Also concedes that the creation of hold categories had

"stifled morale in OCR and, more importantly, impeded the

timely processing of a number of OCR cases." Although

Middleton's instructkns to Regional OCR Directors in

December, 1981, noted that the crealion of the hold categories

did "not mean th t case processing, activities are to stop"

(see Attachment C), our organization has been told by OCR

personnel in Dallas and Atlanta that the regional offices

have in fact ceased processing the majority of casei which

might fall under a hold.

Compliance by voluntary corrective action. On October

19, 1981, a memo walesent from the Departmental divison for

Litigation, Enforagent and Policy Service through the Deputy

Assistant Secretary for-Civil Righi's notifying Regional

Directors that the Office for Civil Rights was implementing

a program to encourage early voluntary compliance settlements,

or pre-LOF settlements, with recipients (see AttacHgent D).

LEPS suggested that a "violations corrected" Letter of

Finding be written after the recipient had submitted a corrective

plan of action which would find the recipient to be "fulfilling .

its obligations", or,in compliance, upon completion of the

remedial steps. This and subsequent memos from OCR directed

investigators to write Letters of Finding in such a way

that, when recipients agreed to correct discriminatory .

acts, the "LOF should not state that the recipient has

violated the civil rights laws." Cases could be plosed

after the receipt by OCR of plans for compliance. One of

the problems that this creates is! what happens if the

recipient indeed does not meet the compliance agreement and

the case is closed? Is the complainant required to file
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another complaint against the recipientT.The key, of

course, is in follow-up monitoring by the Office for

Civil Rights.

in reviewing complaint resolutions which have been

rendered by'OCR-Rogion VI since 1981, we were pleased__

to find some complaints_which contained specific timelines

AL for -remedying noncompliance (#06012006 - Guidry v. University

of Southwestern Louisiana, #06801239 and #06001249,- Garcia

v. Regional School for the Deaf, #06811078 - VanOsdol v.

Perkins-Tryon Sehool District, etc.). The correspondence

indicated that the schools had either already come into

comRlianee by making necessary modifications during the

negotiations settlement or voluntarily'Submitted prOgress

reports to the Office for Civil Rights. owe er, the material

supplied to us. by OCR di4 not contain any fo low-up correspondence

from OCR to the schools. We contacted Mr. rald Garcia,

one of the opmplainants listed above, and Mr. Garcia informed

us that he was only contacted once since receiving the letter

of settlement to check on the progress being made at the

school, but the contact was made by tge State Educational

Agency, not by the Office for Civil Rights. While there was

cOnsufficient time to make contact with a number of former

complainants and cannot then say that we have established

a pattern for lack of follow-up, we were told this week

by OCR personnel in Chicfgo and Washington, and private

attorneys in Austin, that follow-up by the Office for

Civil Rights of these settlements is verb minimal. A contict

with OCR in Chicago told us that follow-up was left up

to the conscientiousness of the field investigator or the

tenacity of the original complainant. The burden of compliance

monitoring may have shifted to the complainants, not to OCR.

We have been told that during the month of August,

Mr. Singleton has directed the Regional Offices to return

to the earlier practices of clearly stating findings of

noncompliance and having evidence of clear compliance efforts

before cases are closed. While,we have not been able to
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obtain copies of any such directives at this time, we

would hope that the forMer'practice isejlow in place.

Other concerns - Over the last threevears, we have

heard a substantial number of,general complainti from

our network, particularly regarding the operations of the

Offices for Civil Rights in Dallas and Atlanta. In the

spring of 1981, attorney$ from the Texas and Oklahoma

'Protection and AdVgiCACYSICAteMS_ML_tmaiwivaleadvocates

filed a joint complaint with the Department of Justice

charging that the Office for Civil Rights in Dallas was

not adequately enforcing Section 504. This group charged

that OCR-Region VI was negligent in their adherence io.

Adams Order timeframess that insufficient documentation

was being gathered in complaint investigations by a number

of field stafiCthat findings in cases involving similar

situations were very dissimilar, etc.,The Department of

Justice found in April of 1982 that while charges that

QCR was unnecessarily delaying 504 compliances activities

could not_be substantiated, the charges of inconsistent

findings and inadequate training of field investigators

could not be ignored. The Department of Justice recommended

that for the following six months, the Quality Assurance

Branch of the Planning and Compliance Service specifically

monitor all of the 504 activities of Region VI's Elementary

and Secogdary Division. That six-months review will be

ending the first week of October and our office will

monitor those results.

Our office did review many of the cases which were

received by the Subcommittee over the last week, and is

pleased by some of the i'hings we find. The Office for

Civil Rights in Dallas reopened a case involving Coweta

Public Schools in Oklahoma, conducted a more thorough

investigation, provided sufficient documentation, and

clearly stated violations. The Atlanta regional office

conduCted an appiarently thorough and comprehensive investigation
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of.the Amite County Public Schools in Mississippi and

collected the appropriate statistical'data to show the'

came nrin ng-ot.har-things,-had-

a diaproportionately adverse impact on Black students.

However, some problems apparently Still exist. While

the Atlanta office conducted a good investigation Of

the Amite County Pdblic Schools on, among other things,

alleged discriminatory.treatment of Black students, the

Office conducted a fairly poor investigation charging Title VI

and Section 504 violations of a school district in Amory,

Mississippi. The investigator in the Amite County case

gathered data to show the total school population by race,

compared to the populrtion of soecial programs by race.

The Ampri, investigator never cited the racial composition

of the district, and finds the school system in compliance

ven though some troubling information is given: "We found

*hat 94% of the white students who were placed in a special

education program were placed in ALB (specific learning

disability). We found that 27% of the black students

placed in a special education program were placed in SLD and

the'other 731 were placed,in EMR (educable mentally retarded).

Only black students were placed in EMR."

We.find that in some of the cases reviewed, *dams Order

timetables were still exceeded but this may be caused 'by

the time allowed school districts to develop corrective

action agreements with OCR investigators. We also find that

timetables are exceeded in almost every case where the Letter

of Finding is referred to the Washington Office for Civil

Rights for approval. The total number of cases being reviewed

by OCR-Washington was not available to us. Overall, these

general complaints are very difficult to fully analySe without

'accesi to:full sets of documents including the original complaint,

all communication from OCR to the recipient and from the

recipient to OCR, etc.

Before concluding, there is another area of OCR's
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operation which concrns us - that of datS collection.

On June 9, 1982, OCR released to all.Superintendents of

public elementamand_sscamiary schools their-civil rights

survey asking for numbers of children served in their

programs by race, sex and handicapping condition. A number

of statistics are not kept on disabled children. SpeCifically,

no data is requested on the sex, race or ethnicity of special

education students except for five conditions: educable/

trainable mentally retarded, the speech-impaired, the

severely emotionally disturbed, and those children with

specific learning 'disabilities. No information is requested

in these areas for children who are hard of hearing, deaf,

visually impaired, mobility impaired, health impaired,

deaf-blind, etc. We have no idea why this information is

not requested, except that problems of mislabelling particularly

minority children disabled usually become noticed because of

the'overuse of these five categories.

It is also interesting to us that OCR has blocked

out one part of the reporting form which would allow

disabled Children to be counted into gifted and talented

progrdms. Is this because special needs children should

not be counted twice in the annual child count, Or is

it because of a perceptionthat disabled children may not

qualify, because of their disabilities, for accelerated

classrooms?

No information is required for the number of faculty

or staff who identify themselves as disabled. Given thit

Subpart of.the Department of Education's exizting 504

regulations requires recipients to "employ and advance in

employment qualified handicapped persons," shouldn't these

statistics be gathered to monitor compliance?

No data is required for the number of disabled students

(by disability) who succeisfully complete high schbOls

programs and graduate.

The recently-approved data collLction instrument
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asks respondents to note the number of sOhools with
--

accessible_ emtrancesrestroosts, and_sciencesrlAbe_but

requests numbers for children in wheelchaixs'Only. Presumably,

asking school districts for such figurfiril:s a means of

measuring the cost-effectiveness ofking schools

accessible, but the figure,Dulit-lot take into account

children with general mpbrility impairments.

We wish to ra 'ihe issue of data collection because

the informatio collected in the past has often not tiought

informati on the race and sex of disabled people, and on

the sures of their success.through graduation from

gh school programs, participating in home economics

or industrial arts courses, etc. The new survey instrument

appears to be biased and limiting.

o Conclusion - I have attempted to outline the

problems the disability community faces in processing

discrimination complaints through the Office for Civil

Rights. The creation of hold categories, contrary to

intent, often slowed the timely processing of complaints

or held complaints up altogether. Office for Civil Rights

officials have spoken to the need for suspending hold

categories in areas dealing with the provision of services

to school-age, children. The practice of OCR in writing

Letters of Finding of compliance when recipients submit

voluntary corrective plans somewhat clouds OCR real

responsibility to promptly respond to investiaations

and issue binding requirements. It places the burden

unfairly on disabled complainants to monitor the compliance

activities of recipients, not on OCR where it belongs.

If recommendations to this Subcommittee for possible

areas of action is in order, we would like the pose the

following possibilities:

1. That the Subcommittee encourage the Department
of Education-Office for Civil Rights to release
its analysis of the applicability of the North
Haven decision to complaints filed under Subpart B
FrIhe 504 regulations - employment being central
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to the full integration of disabled
people;

-----Thatther-Subcommittee- call On M.
Singleton to remove all hold categories
from the area of related services for
school age children and develop appro-
priate guidelines for implementation of
the named related services areas;

3. That the Subcommittee support a policy
within OCR to write letters of finding
stating noncompliance with civil rights
laws, to keep complaint files open until
the.Office has received evidence that the
recipient has met the terms of compliance,
and that investigators be required to
systematically follow-up.ppiris for
voluntary

4. That the Subcommittee request additional
information from the OCR central office
in Washipgton pertaining to the number of
comp nts in review, the average review
per od for proposed LOFs, the average

--number of complaints on the case load
of investigators in the regions, etc.

Thank you for this opportunity.
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Deparirsace. efJusUcc

__.CiyiiRightion-

ATTACHMENT A

officrwilwAssaimi.wwwyGenow WashinVon. D.C. IWO

Mr. Clarence Thomas
Assistany Secretary
Office for Civil Rights
United States Department of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear.Mr . ,T.,14-emtBs;

We recently obtained 4 copy of.-Beputy Assistant
Secrett.ry Michael A. Middloton's :Ectember 3, 1981 memorandum
to your regional offices Conecreing the disposition of
certain types of cases. ./go,--dre concerned by the directions
provided for the handlpyg-of employment.complaints filed
uneer section 5."..4_9),Tine Rehadilitation Act of 1973 asamended.

My,etaff ha$ determined that, for the mos.t part, the
\ effesvbf this Memorandum has been co stop she processing of
I altl-'employment complaints filed under Subpart B of your 504
.---feguiations, 34 C.F.R. 104.11-.14. We believe that the) Office for Civil Riz,,hts is correct in refuding to process-"Subpart: B complaints in those states covered by the
decisions in the second, fourch and eizhth circuits whichlimit 504 employment coveree. Kowever, we Ouestion the
propriety of refusing to process Subpart 11 complaints inl
those states not covered by the rulings. 'Therefore, werequest that you pros.ptly notify your regional offices whose
jurisdiction has not been limited by the circuit court
decisions to begin accepting, inves.igeting and, where
appropriate, remedying all 504 employment complaints. Instates where- coverage has been limited, regional offices
shovld be informed that they r.ay process employment
comp:aine$ where the purpose of the grant is so provide
employment ni the alleged dit.eriminacica might impact on thebeneficiary class. Finally, we recom.moad that in all
regions your offices should accept complaints, even if they
cannot at 'this time be investigated, for the purpose of
assuring a timely-filing date.

If your staff has any questions please have them
contact Stewart B. Oneglia, Chief, Coordination and Review
Section at 724-2222.

Sincerely,

Wm. Bradford Reynolds
Assistant Attorney General

Civil Rights Division
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'MEMORANDUM

TO : Clareace Thomas
Assistant Secretary for

Civil lights

FROM : Michael A. Middleton
Deptaa, Assistant Sezet&j
for Civil Rights

70

UNTIED STATM DEPAIVIICENT OF EDUCATION
WASH24GTON.D.C. 203112

ATTACHMENT B

3 DEC 1987

SMUT-Cf: Bold Categories

As a result of a number of discussions that we have had over
the past several weeks ragardinghold categories, you have
requested my suggestions as to each. /n my view, the hold
category concept is a good one, but one that has stifled morale

-in OCR mad._ eore.importantly. impede& the timtly.ST98888114 Of 8
of_ala_reles. Since we have desonstrated our ability to

relolve the many controversial civil rights issues amicably, and
since in recognition of that fact, you have authorized me to
promeed with negotiations in cases involving hold category issues,
I recommend chat the majority of these issues be dropped. The

mere existence of hold categories has proved to be a rallying
point around which our detractors can accuse us of pulling back on

our enforcement efforts. By droppimg most of the hold categories,

we minimize that argument. Sy resolving cases involvirg those
issues through voluntary settlements where possible, we continue
to enforce these civil r.ghts laws amicably and non-intrusively
as Congress intended. Dropping these categories would not in

any way interfere with the Secretary's prerogative of closely
scrutinizing letters of findings of violations.

My sPecific recommendations follow:

1. DIVATICNT JURISDICTION UNDER TITLE IX AND SECTION 504

Issue: The.extent to which Title'IX and Section 504 empower the

Department to require nondiscriminatory employment policies and
practices froa recipients of Federal financial assistance. In .

the past OCR has taken jurisdiction over 1) employment gua employ-
ment and 2) employment practices which have an adverse impact
on student beneficiaries of Federal assistance.

Status: Cases arising under both types of jurisdiction are placed.

en hold. As of 10/20/81, 124 cases were on bold in this

category.
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Recommendation: All enforcement activity in Title IX Subpart-E cases
should remain suspended pending the Supreme Court's decision in North
Haven. All Title IX Subpart D cases should continue to be investigated
consisteat with existing policy. We recommend'euspending enforcement of
Section 504 Subpart Bmaployment cases until the issues involved are re-
solved. Title IX Subpart E and Section 504 Subpart B ases should, therefore,
remain on hold.

2. RELATED SERVICES UNDER sEGTION

a. Catheterization
b. Psychotherapy

Issue: Whether the requirepent that recipients of Federal finan:rial
assistance make available to each handicapped child a free appropriate
public education, including special education and related aids and services,
specifically requires the recipient to make availablc catheterization and
psychotherapy services.

c. Extends:1 School Year

Issua: Whether the recipients must make available a longer school year as
a -related service for those children whose handicap requires additional
time in school.

Status: All cases are placed :in hold. As of 10/20/81. 49 cases were on
hold in the above three categories. Our data on the related services
question is not broken down into subcategories of catheterization, psycho-
therapy and extended school year.

Iacono's:dation: Law and policy on each of these questions are clear. The
Department's regulations require the provision of related services. In
addition, three Federal courts have held that the provision of catheter-
ization services is rim:tared by tection 504: Tatra v. Texas, 625 F.2d 557
(5th Cir. 1980); Tokarcik m. jhresr Hills School District, No. 60-2844

iE
(3rd Cir. Sept. 8, 1981 ; and Hairston v. Drosick 167, 423 F. Supp. 180
(S.D. W.Va. 1976). Co u s have also ruled that psychotLerapy is required
as a related service un er Section 504: Panacoda v. Connecticut, No. H-80-
630 (D. Conn. May 22, 1981); Gary I. v. Cronin, No. 79-5T383 TE.D. III.
July 17, 1980); In the Matter of the "A- Family, 602 P.2d 157 (S.Ct. Mont.
1979). Finally, all of the courts which have addressed the 'extended school
year' question have held that the absolute exclusion of educational
programming in excess of 160 days is prohibited: Battle v. Pennsylvania,
629 7.2d 269 (3rd Cir. 1980); Georgia Assoc. of Retarded Citizens v. McDaniel,
No. C28-1950A (N.D. Ga. April 3, 1981); Anderson v. Thomson, 495 F. Supp.
1256 (E.D. Wis. 1960), aff'd in part, No. 40-2364 (7th Cir. Sept. 4, 1981);
and In the matter of Scott X, 92 Misc.2d 681, 400 N.Y.S.2d 289 (Fam. Cr.
1977). Even though the related services question in each of these three

is being evaluated in the context of the regulations review project,
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the clarity of our existing regulations and the state of the case law on
the subject do not allow us to cease to apply the law in this area until
the Department decides to engage in the rulemaking process to change that
law where it has the discretion to do so. We, thereftreq recommend that

thiS lield-estegory- rocessed immediately

under existing OCR pulley. Currently. OCR takes the posititilthis,
cervices are included la an appropriately developed IEP, a recipient must
provide them. If, as a result of the regulations review process, the
Department decides to seek revision of those portions of the regulations
which are at issue here, enforcement should be suspended, as was done in
the Title IX Subpart E employment issue, and the issues placed os hold.

3. ATELETICS ORDER TITLE IX

Issue: The definition o: equal educational opportunity in interscholastic
and intercollegiate athletics programs.

Status: All athletics cases irrespective of issue are being held at head-
quarters, with the exception of intercollegiate athletics Las which hive
proved capable of settlement. As of 10/20/81, 36 athletics cases were os

bold.

Recommendation:

a. Intercollegiate Athletics

The ;resent policy is to have all letters of findiags which cite a recipient
postsecondary athletics progrso for a violation of Title IX dealt with by
headquarters personnel in cooperation with the regions. Each such letter
is evaluated for legal sufficiency and the institution is then contacted
in an effort to seek voluntary compliance. This procedure has resulted in

imitable settlement5 to date. Given the success of negotiations in this
area, we recommend that this hold category be deleted. If the regulations

review process results in a Departmental effort to revise the athletics
policy, the issues involved say be placed on hold.

b. Interscholastic Athletics

We recommend that Title IX athletics cases arising in the context of
elementary and secondary education programs be processed under existing

procedures. lecause interscholastic athletics is not part of regulations

'review, there is no pending change in the Depar.ment's policy which may
justify placing cases in this category on hold.

4. DISCIPLINE UNDER TITLE VI, TITLE IX AND SECTION 504

a. Title VI and Title IX

Issue: Whether a violation of Title VI or IX exists where race or '

gehder is factor in the adeinistration of discipline or where students
are disciplined differently on the basis of race or gedder.

.7 6
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Status: All cases which show disparAte treatment on the basis of race or
gender in the administration of disciplinary sanctions are on hold. A.
i 10/20/1l, three cases were on hold in headquarters.

Recommendatieni This substantive area is not included oh the regulationsreview process. Thus, separate policy initiatives must be undertaken to
resolve the Secretary's concern here. The Secretary's concern is as I
understand it, that discipline cases cannot be made simply on the basis
of statistical evidence. Recognizing that education cannot proceed
is a tumultuous environment, be wishes to be more certain that dis-
parities in treatmeet are the result of unlawful discriuination. We
recemend that a meuorandsua 11011 prepared for the Secretary which will defiee
the issue and describe tha legal standards applied to cases arising under

100.3(b) and lOG.31(b). Should those standards be found inadeluate, me
will prepare an options memorandum based upon the Secretary's concerns
with present standards. Until such time as the Secretary has decided upon
a separate lagal.standard, we recoomend that this hold category be deleted,
but that the three cues presently held at headquarters be processed at
headq usuler the oversight of Joan Standlee. OCR's communication
with the Secretary's office and the processing of these three cases should
result in clear policy guidance to the regions.

b. Section 504

Issue: Whesher a handicapped student may be suspended or expelled without
firm: receiving a hearing on whether the disciplinary infraction was a
product of his r her haodicapping condition and (2) whether a recipient
oust take the student's handicapping condition into account in framing a
disciplinary sanciion.

Status: All cases involving the discipline of handicapped students
without the requisite procedural safeguards are on hold.

Recommendation: lecause cases arising in this art& deal with technical
gm:stinn ,. of procedurel safeguards, they are frequently capable of negotiated
settleuent through technical assistance. Given the relatively small nuuber
of cases it this area and their susceptibility to amicable settleuent, we
recommend that the eases be processed through existing procedures. Sus-
pension of enforcement in this area is appropriate once the Department
decides to change existing policy and regulations which require the apirr..,.
cation of procedural safeguards under Section 504.

CONCLUSION

letause of the negative effects of the existence of hold- categories, I
recommend that uost be dropped. Only where the Department has taken
concrete action to change existing regulatory requireeents or where our
jurisdiction is seriously questicned do I believe that a 'bold status is
appropriate. In such eases, all activity should cease. 4As to the remaining
issues, I recoessnA that OCR process cases as usual. When eegociations
fail, draft violation LOTs will be submitted to you through ths Early
Warning Report for careful scrutiny.

AMOTE

DISAPPROVE

OTIZ1
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UNITED STATM DEFAXIICNT OF EDUCAL
Asxmanni. D.C. X203

ATTACHMENT C

TO : Begiosal Directors
Office fer Civil lights
legless I X

FROM : Michael A. Middleton
Deputy Assistant Se r

for Civil lights
ta

SUBJECT: Enforcement Procedures in Sold Category Cases

°An: 3 DEC 1981

ibis memorandum supercedes all previous sesoranda relating to regional

enforcement activity in 'hold category cases and other cases involVing

issues uader policy review.

The memorandum ef understanding bstveen OCR and the Secretary's Office

regarding Early Warning procedures foi letters of findings of civil

rights violatiosa (M00) identifies six f policy reconsideration

(see TAB A). These policy aaaaa are commonly leferred to as 'hold

tategeries.' As described in the MOD, these categories are:

1. Employment (Title IX and Section 504);

1. Cathstetization (Section 504);

3. Psychotherapy (Section 504);

4. Discipline (Title VI, IX, and Section 504);

5. Extended School Year (Section 504):

4. Athletics (Title IX)

These are the 1st held categories within OCR and they do not affect

the regional handling of cases. When a substantive issue is designated a ,

'hold category' for OCR enforceeent purposes, it means that the issue is

one where OCR policy is under reconsideration by the Secretary. During

that period of reconsideration, the Secretary
will exercise a higlier

degree of scrutiny to letters of finding of violation in these suistantive

areas. This does not scan that case processing
activities are to stop.

Cases within the hOld categories ate
subject to Early Complaint Resolution,

investigation, PreLOT Settlement and Early Warning Report procedures

through, the applicatios of policies in
effect prior to the time the issue

vas placed on bold. You need not consult vith LETS prior to engaging in

PreLOF Settlement negotiations in bold category cases.
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AA with all cases, if a recipient is unwilling to negotiate, the case
should he subeitted en the Early Warning Report. furthermore, if you
anticipate being unable to achieve voluntary compliance in any given
case. staadard LOP clearance procedures should be followed in submitting
the case em the Early Warning Report (EW1). Please keep us informed,
ef your progress seder these procedures. This is especially necessary

.

for all cases sulaitted on EWR. The status of negotiations in each
case must le tated em the MIR submission. No case say le sulsitted
for the Report milers nagotiati*es have been attempted.

Among tha held category cases, there are those that require the
immediate cessation ef processing. (See Tab )). Those categories
of cases are: cases *rising under the Title IX dress code regulation
which are Miss held pending tba anticipated Publication in January 1982
of the fieal rsle deletimg the requirement of nondiscrimination it the
applicatioe of dress codes; Title TX Subpart E Cases which should he
processed censistest with tha July 5, 1979 sesarandum (Tab C); aed,
Section 504 Subpart I cases. I will sotify you when it becomes
necessary to cease activity in other categories of cases.

Where the law, policy or any other matter which may affect negotiatioss
of a case is not clear in any of the above described categories, you
should cossult LIPS in accordance with established procedure* (see TO
D).

Attachments

Tab A.- October 15, 1981 )OO regarding Early Warning procedures

Tab I - December 3, 1981 memorandun on hold category cases

Tab C - July 5, 197, meeorandum on Title IX Subpart E

Tab D - September 29, 1980 nemorandue on communication procedures
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MEMORANDUM

TO : Regional Directors
Office for Civil Rights
Regions I -X

THROWN: Ridhael A. Riddle
Ceputy Assistant Se6rtárj

16" )

for Civil Rights

PRON : Antonio .7. Califa

7 6

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDOCAIiÔN
WASHINGTON. D.C. MDS2

Director for Litigation, Enforameent
and Policy Service

DAM: 19 OCT 1981

ATTACHMENT D

SUBJECT: Interim Direction on Pre-ICIP Settlesent Procedures

In an etfore"to laprove our perforeance under the Adams time-
frames and to reduce confrontations between OCR and recipienta -
of Federal assistance, we are imaementing a program of encoar-
aging settlements in the early stages of our dealings with the

recipient. lhis memorandum outlines interim procedures for
achieving pre-LOP settlements. Pre-IL)F settlement proceckires

applY during the investigative stage and, therefore, should
not be confused with Early Complaint Resolution which occurs

prior to an investigation. A more detailed explanation of OCR
policy and procedures regarding pre-IDP settlementa la being
developed in coordination with similar projects in PCOS and
PRAS and will be forwarded to you as soon as possible.

Sometimes emphasis cn the letter of findings (LOP) has urreces-
sarily inhibited cur ability to achieve voluntary compliance

from postsecondary educational institutions and local school

districts. With this nefforandum, we are encouraging you to use

your beat efforts to negotiate with recipients to achieve a

settlement of the comlaint which is legally sufficient and

sltisfies the needs of the complainart and the reciptent. The
Regional Director is responsible for identifying whether any

given case or compliance review may be settled through pre-LOF

negotiations. The Chief Regional Civil Rights A'.torney shouid

serve as counsel to the Regional Director in making such deter-

minations and designing settlements under thia procedure.

With theexceptions listed in Appendix.A, negotiations may be

conducted in complaint investigations and compliance reviews

where the law and policy are clear on the issues involved.

/he -nit of proscribed settlement categories in Appendix A

will be revised periodically as circunatances change. Where

the law, policy or any other matter which may affect the

negotiation of a case is not clear, you should conault LEPS

in accordance with eetablished proCedures. (See Appendix B)
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Obviously, the pre-DOF settlement approach requires the
cooperation of the recipient. The-recipient's willingness to
negotiate will often depend upon your readiness to commmicate
anticipated findings and offer practical soluticas to the com-
pliance problems discovered doing the investigation. Thus,
present standards for the conduct of investigations and consul-
tatfon with supervisors and staff attorneys apply under these
procedoes.

Negotiations should not begin until after supervisory and
attorney review of and concurVence in the substance of the
prtposed findings and rowdies. All proposed settlement
agreements must be reviewed by the Chief Regional Civil Rights
Attorney and approied by the Regional Director. Thus, where
the Regional Director is not present during the negotiations,
the recipient sust be advised that matters discusted.are aubj*
to review for final approval by supervisory personnel in the
region and that additional concecne may be raised in subsequent
=run/cations with the recipient.

Once the region hes received written verification of compliance,

"vicaations corrected" LOF should be issued to the recipient
stating the factual tssis for the finding and the remedy for
each violition. If the region accepts a specific corrective
plan which has yet to be implemented, the larguage which follows
is illustrative of the approach to take in the letter:

Based upon your written assurance that these
remedial actions are being or will be imple-
mented as set forth in [cite to relevant
document], we consider [insert recipieds
name} to be fulfilling its obligations a
this time. Continued comp]iance is COnt
upon implementation of the plan.

The letter should also Atate that conpliantwith the a
we

lree-
nt will be monitored and diplcnatically te the conbequencez

of failure t rform as agreed upon in'the negotiated settle-
ment. As ways, a "plan to plan" or a plan which has tot been
fo adopted by the recipient does not qualify a case for
closure under this procedure.

Arte Adore order rekires tgt the reCipient receive notice of
-the IWPTartznent's findings within 105 days of the filing of the
complaint. We request that all autnissiona-to the Early Warning
Report include the draft LOF. If you anticipate beihg unable
to achieve voluntary compliance within 105 days, then you
shculd follow standard LOF clearance procedlres. Submission
of the draft LOF to headquarters reeCam interrupt the negotia-
tions process. Indeed, we request that you indicate whether
or nou negotiations are in process with the recipient who is
the subject of the LOF and keep us apprised of your progress.

.r

ht.
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of the pre-LCIF settlement procedures does not Change
Adams requirement that ;complainants be informed prior to

settlement. Paragraph 12 of the Adams order reads
relevant part: "if HEW makes a finding ordriErindmaticn,
shall seek voluntary compliance through negotiations.

rior to tts initiation of negotiations, HEW shall mann-
th and obtain from the covlaimant any information which
be needed to fashion an appropriate remedy: During the

'Iperiod of negotiations, HEW also shall keep the complainant
!advised of the status of the pegotiations as they apply to the
!remedy being sought for the explainant."

IWe realize that this wooed:re places even greater responsi-
i bility upon the regions to initiate timely and thoroue::
investigatium so that pre-LCIP settlement may be accamplished

I within the strictures of the Admuns Grder. Please keep us

;
informed of ycur progress uncrirVeme procedAres
so that the final memorandum may adequately address the

!
practical concerns arising from the implementation of this

i interim instruction.

Attactments

Tab A - Areas where Pre-IDP Negotiation:: cannot be Conducted

Tab B - Memorandum on Regonal Headquarters Comminication
Procedures
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Mr. EDWARDS. Those a.regood suggestions and we will take them
very seriously.

Dr. Morris Kize represents the NAACP State of Mississippi
Education Committee.

You are yercome, Dr. Kinsey. You may proceed.
Mr. K EY. Good morning, and thank you for the opportunity to

prese my views, experiences, and recommendations regarding the
e9fIcement of civil rights by the De artment of Education.

My name is Morris Kinsey. I wish to apologize, Mr. Chairman,
and to members of this committee, if we have caused any incon-
venience in the delay in getting materials over to you, as we had to
call in to Washington to have our prints and copies made up for
you. I do apologize for the delay, if we have caused any incon-
venience to you.

I am a native of the Deep South. I was born in Lisbon, La. on
March 2, 1940, and attended a segregated public elementary and
high school in Lisbon. Upon high school graduation, I atteaded
Laney College in Oakland, Calif., where I received an associate of

-arts degree in 1965, a bachelors and masters of arts in education
from Michigan State University, and a Ph. D. in higher education
administration and clinical psychology from Michigan State Uni-
versity in 1972.

Upon -completion of my formal education in 1972, I returned to
the South and became the first black Ph. D. to teach/it Mississippi
State University in Starksville, Miss. From 1976 to 1980 I served as
dean of admissions at Mary Holmes College in West Point, Miss.
Since 1980 I have served as the full-time chairperson of the Missis-
sippi NAACP Education Committee.

I have been primarily involved in fostering and maintaining
equal educational opportunitks in the delivery of services through-
out the State of Mississippi public education system.

My activities have brought me in direct contact with the citizens
who, for various reasons, feel that they have been deprived and
denied educational opportunities solely because of race and sex.

In that context, I have endeavored to develop a working Telation-
ship with the Office for Civil Rights of the U.S. Department of Edt,
cation and to assist OCR whenever possible to address these prob-
lems.

During the past 2 years sI have filed 149 individual complaints
with OCR on behalf of students, parents, and other taxpayers
against various Mississippi public schools. To date, very few of
these complaints have been resolved satisfactorily. I would charac-
terize my experience with OCR as being very disappointing and dis-
couraging.

As I understand, OCR is responsible for enforcing title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination on the
baais of race, color, and national origin in federally funded pro-

'', grairils and activitie,s; title IX of the Education Amendments of
Nit which p'ohibils sex discrimination in federally funded pro--
giiiinS and actiyities; and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973,',which prohibits discrimination against handicapped persons
in federally funded programs and activities.

OCR is responsible for processing and resolving complaints
brought pursuant to these laws and regulations and has the power
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to terminate or suspend Federal funding of programs and agencies
that are not in compliance.

The NAACP has received complaints on top of complaints from
parents, students,and black educators year after year regarding the
many racially discriminatory practices encountered daily byl blacks
from white school officials and personnel.

These complaints prompted our organization to conduct ilts own
investigation to confirm much of what we were already awate prior
to submitting the individual complaints against 149 ichool districts
in Mississippi.

As a result of continued violations of the civil and constitutional
rights of blacks and women, the Mississippi State Office of the
NAACP prepared and submitted the complaints to the U.S. Depart-
Ment of Education, Office for Civil Rights, in an effort to end the
racial discriminatory practices so abundantly demonstrated.

The complaints I have filed with OCR demonstrate a pattern of
conduct, policies, and procedures designed to systematically deny
black students and teachers their rights under the Constitution
and Federal civil rights laws. These include: Discrimination against
black teachers throughout the Mississippi school system, which in-
cludes employment, promotion, benefits, retention and assignment;
misplacement of students, through biased testing and other devices,
into segregated tracking systems designed to isolate black students;
misuse of Federal funds provided to Mississippi school districts; and
violations of court orders designed to -desegregate the public
schools.

The patterns and practices used in the Mississippi public school
districts are broad, excessive, frequent, consistent, devastating, and
most damaging to black students' education and black school per-
sonnel. Blacks are being denied equal protection, equal access, and
equal educational opportunities.

Blacks have suffered a sharp decline in employment since the
public schools were ordered to desegregate in 1970, which has seri-
ous racial implications and has impacted upon both black school
personnel and students alike.

In the 1967-68 school year, 42 percent of all teachers in Missis-
sippi were, black, but by the 1978-79 school year it had dropped to
36.6 r lrcent. Ovel this time period the number of black teachers
incre ied by 851, but there was an increase of 5,001 white teachers.

The discrimination against blacks in employment in the Missis-
sippi schools is achieved through a number of methods and devices.
Blacks are discriminated against in employment and job classifica-
tion and assignment.

The pattern of employing personnel and assigning personnel to
schools is done solely by race. Blacks are seldom employed as prin-
cipals, assistant principals, coaches, assistant coaches, counselors,
English, math, science, speech, biology, chemistry, physics, or
music teachers, choir directors, or school psychologists. Blacks are
seldom employed as department heads, nor do they receive equal
salaries and equal length in contracts as their white counterparts.

It is not unusual for a white instructor in vocational education,
with less than a college degree to earn more than blacks teaching
in the public schools with higher degrees and certifications.
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White principals, coaches, and other personnel often receive free
housing, free utilities, supplemental pay, longer contracts, better
working conditions, fewer ,responsibilities and larger salaries than
blacks or women.

The U.S. Federal- 'Courts have ordered the Mississippi public
schools to desegregate, employ, and maintain a certain percentage
of black personnel at all levels and positions, yet most of the school
districts pi Mississippi are not in 'compliance and are defying the
court.order. Of the 25,000 elementary and secondary teachers in
Mississippi, only 7,000 are black.

..' One way in which blacks are discriminated against in employ-
ment is that whites are employed to fill vacancies once held by
blacks who are no longer employed due to terminations, resigna-
tions, demotions, and retirement. This causes a major imbalance of
black personnel to white personnel.

In renada County Municipal School District, for example, a
compla'nt was filed in 1980 alleging that the district was in viola-
tion of an existing court order. It took 2 years for a letter of finding
to be it sued by OCR, and even then it did not deal in a substantive
way NO b our major contention: that black teachers leaving their
jobs were not being replaced with blacks.

The letter of finding did note a disproportionate number of
blacks leaving employment and being replaced with whites hut the
only action required of the district was 0.x-eporrlin-Srea-iFtNia sper
cific goals or thnelables were

Black students represent over 54 percent of the, State's public
school enrollment, while white teachers still maintain 75 percent of
the classroom teachirepositions. There remains a ratio of 4 to 1 in
guidance counselors, 5 to 1 employed as principals and assistant
principals, over 12 to 1 in coaching and assistant coaching posi-
tions, band _directors, choir directors, department heads, Federal
program coordinators, and vocational education principals. Such
discrimination-denies-blacks professional and nonprofessional posi-
tions in schools statewide because of their lace. All but seven
school districts have white superintendents.

Black teachers have lost their regular teaching positions to white
teachers, giving white teachers job security and less exposure to
black students, especially slow learners who score low on standard-
ized tests.

Black teachers are assigned to teach in federally funded pro-
grams which offer little or no job security, as funds for many of
these programs have already been, and continue to be, cut. A
school district in Newton County, for example, now has only two
black teachers left, one in special education and one in title I.

When Federal fund cutbacks occur, blacks are the first to lose
their jobs. The moving of black teachers from their regular teach-
ing positions and employing blacks in mostly federally funded pro-
grams is, by design, a racial tool used to isolate, discriminate, and
segregate in Mississippi public schools.

The Mississippi public sehool districts employ title i coordinators,
special education coordinators, and directors of Federal programs
to administer, monitor, coordinate, and evaluate programs that
serve a 90 percent black clientele. Yet 90-percent of the depart-
ment heads are white. We believe that this confirms that a pattern
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of racial discrimination in employment and education against
blacks in Mississippi is broad and real.

Mississippi utilizes a tracking system, about which I wili com-
ment in more depth later in ray testimony. Most often black teach-
ers are assigned to teach the remexlial or lower level classes that
are almost exclusively black, while white teachers are assigned to
teach major subjects in the higher levels.

Despite title IX, prohibiting discrimination on sex, sexual dis-
crimination iB still evident acrosi the board in employment, treat,
ment, promotions, demotions, fringe benefits, unequal advancement
opportunities assignment, contract terms conditions and lqngths,
working Conditions, work load and career opportunities, as *ell as
in athletic programs and facilities, budget personnel, expenditures,
and curriculum.

Throughout our investigations into lmployment and other dis-
crimination in Mississippi schools, we . wive found these and other
patterns and practices of discrimination against blacks in hiring,
promotion, retention, and benefits.

We have discovered and filed complaints against many schools
utilizing a sophisticated system of discrimination to isolate, segre-
gate, and deny equal educational opportunity to black students in
the Mississippi public schools. . .

tallrVI :t ell I - I : II ree-/evel
tracking system. The districts utilize4racially disciiminatory stand-
ardized tests as criteria to group students and isol black stu-

4' dents in the lowest level, level III. White students a: c assigned to
level I and II classes. Black students are rarely assigned to level I
and only a token number are assigned to level H.

Through the use and misuse of standardized tests, raw test scores
and placing students through the recommendation of white teach-
ers, all of which are biased towards blacks, districts have main-

-tained segregated classes.
In the case of McComb School District, for example, the Califor-

nia aehiAvement test has been used to track and segregate students
Into classrooms that are 90 percent black.

The NAACP filed a complaint against this school district alleg-
ing violations in employment, hiring, and prgattion, school testing

te dused in a discriminatory manner to isola misplace black stu-
dents, as well as other discriminatory policies and practices. An on- ,

site investigation was conducted and OCR issued a finding that sev-
eral of these allegations were unfounded.

White t .tachers will recommend, refer, assign, flunk and refuse to
teach black students in order to get them placed in lower levels
and slow groups, thus freeing themselves of their constitutional ob-
ligation to provide equal education. White administrators and
tepchers often refer black students to black teachers' classes, teach-
ers who are also victims of racism and discrimination.

White administrators, teachers, and staff use title I, special edu-
cation and other federally funded programs as a dumping ground
for blacks and poor children. White teachers in Mississippi with
deep-rooted racial prejudices refuse to teach black students who
have be...a kbeled slow, retarded, or troublemakers, or blacks who
score low on standardized achievement tests.
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This process denies blacks equal access and equal educational op-
portunities. Testing and isolating blacks in low groups causes de-
struction in that they are labeled, stigmatized, and stagated, thus
causing them to have lower expectations of themselves.

This, in itself, causes a lack of motivation, self-worth7drive, and
confidence. This also .causes blacks to be less competitive and less
productive and has the long-range impact of-molding young people
who are less likely to succeed in life.

In Starkville, for examplet this three-level tracking system is uti-
lized. In level I and level H, almost 100 percent of the students are
white. Level I students are tracked into college preparatory classes
at the high school level. They receive instruction in algebra, chem-
istry and jAysics, for examnle, while the remedial levels receive in-
struction in remedial math and other less comprehensive curricu-
lums.

As a result, when black students graduate from high schoolif
they graduatethey read at the seventh or eighth grade level at
best. Statewide each year about 15,000 students drop out of
schoolof these, 73 percent are black.

There are ern school districts in Misaissippi that use three sets
of grades, one for each group or tracking level, as part of their cri-
teria for student placement. The grades given in the different
levels are assigned different values so that a student who is placed
in leVel I receives an A grade of more value than the student who
earns an A in level H or III.

There are other ways in which black students are discriminated
against in the Mississippi schools. Black students are forced to ride
in mechanically unsafe, overcrowded buses. White students are
seldom subjected to such unsafe conditions.

Many of the school districts in Mississippi discriminate in the
transportation of students as there is overlapping and rerouting of
buses to maintain racial and sexual segregation of students. School
districts are restricting buses that pick up students in the same at-
tendance zone where a mixture of black and white students reside
in order to avoid integration. Yet, when OCR investigates they do
not talk to the bus drivers.

For example, in the complaints we filed against schools in Choc-
taw, Oklaona, Clarksdale, Oktibbeha, and Cohoma Counties, we
recommended specific bus drivers for the investigators to speak
with. OCR was, however, steered to talk only to certain people by
school principals and superintendents.

White students are permitted to jump school zones, e en 'across
county lines outside their school districts, in order to at nd classes
in other schools and avoid integration, which causes ajfacial imbal-
ance in many school districts as well as being a vi ation of exist-
ing court orders.

In many Mississippi school districts, blacks are excluded frOm
many of the social clubs and organizations Blacks do not receive
financial achievement awards equally and are not elected kings
and queens, unless, of course, a white king and queen are selected
simultaneously.

Blacks are denied participation in school bands, choirs, and other
extracurricular activities. Black students are excluded from hold-
ing office in student government due to the criteria used and are
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seldom chosen valedictorian or salutorian due to selection criteria
based oti the tracking and grading system I have already discussed.

Black students are also being discriminated against because the
schools misuse funds for special education and title I. Although
these funds are provided to the State department of education by
the U.S. Department of Education and other Federal agencies to
provide special personnel, supplies, equipment and space specifical-
ly for disadvantaged and handicapped students, such funds ear-
marked for many Missiseippi school districts are being used as "gen-
eral assistance, to meet the needs of students in areas other than
special education, title I and other such federally funded programs.

Funds granted especially to meet the needs of those students are
shifted to other areas throughout the school district where every-
one except the students identified to receive such services and
benefits participate.

Black students in Mississippi make up more than 90 percent of
the eligible recipients of such sérvies. However, they are being
grossly neglected in services, supplies, benefits and treatment.

For example, in Oktibbeha County, special education and title I
funds are not being utilized to purchase special texts and hire spe-
cialized personnel. Instead, they hire personnel that work only part
time in that area.

In some cases, title I funds are being used to supplant district
funds. The funds are used, for example, to pay a bookkeeper who
keeps the books on the entire district funds, rather than supple-
menting the salary of that person for title I fund administration.

In addition, boys and girls are still segregated in classroom seat-
ing assignments, assemblies, athletic trips and other areas where
blacks and whites are grouped together, thus assuring that white
girls, especially at the junior_ high and high school levels, are not
seated next to any black boys. This occurred, for an example, in a
school in Louisville; also in others..

Black students are victims of malpractice by white school offi-
cials and educators. The majority are not proficient in reading,
writing, spelling, and mathematics. They suffer these academic
skill deficiencies because they are not taught, counseled, cared for,
nor encouraged to further their education.

Mr. EDWARDS. Dr. Kinsey, I am going to have to interrupt sour
excellent testimony for I minute. We are going to have to puf the
rest of your statement in the record. All of the members have read
it, but we are starting to run out of time, arid we do have some
important questions to ask.

I am sorry we got off to a delayed- start today. Otherwise we
could have gone through the whole testimony, which on all three
parts is excellent and very, very helpful to the House Judiciary
Committee.

[The state-Jent of Mr. Kinsey follows:]
STATEMENT By DR. MORRIS KINSEY, PH, D.

Good morning, and thank you for the opportunity to present my views, experi-
ences and recommendations regarding the enforcement of civil rights by the Depart-

ment of Education
My name is Dr. Morris Kinsey. I am a native of the deep south. I was born in

Lisbon, Louisiana on March 2, 1940 and attended a segregated public elementary
and high school in Lisbon. Upon high school graduation, 1 attended Laney College
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in Oakland, California, and received an' Associate of Arts degree in 1965, a Bache-
lors and Masters of Arts in Education from Michigan State University and a PHD
in Higher Lducation Administration and Clinical Psychology from Michigan State
University in 1972. Upon completion of my formal education in 1972, I returned to
the South and became the first black PHD to teach at Mississippi State University
in Starksville, Mississippi. From 1976 to 1980, I served as Dean of Admissions at
Mary Holmes College in West Point, Mississippi. And, since 1980, I have served as
the full-time chairperson of the Mississippi NAACP Education Committee.

I have been primarily involved in fostering and Maintaining equal educational op-
portunities in the delivery of services throughout the State of Mississippi public edu-

ocation system. My activities have brought me in direct contact with the citizens
who, for various reasons, feel that they have been deprived and denied educational
opportunities solely because of the race and sex. In that context, I have endeavored
to develop a working relationship with the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) of the U.S.
Department of Education and to assist OCR whenever possible to address these
problems.

During the past two years I have filed 149 individual complaints with OCR on
behalf of students, parents and other taxpayers against various Mississippi public
schools. To date, very few of these complaints have been resolved satisfactorily. I
would characterize my experience with OCR as being very disappointing and dis-
couraging.

As I understand, OCR is responsible for enforcing Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color and national origin
in federally funded programs and activities, Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972 which prohibits sex discrimination in federally funded programs and activi-
ties, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which prohibits discrimina-
tion against handicapped persons in federally funded programs and activities. OCR
is responsible for processing and resolving complaints brought pursuant to these
laws and regulations And has the power to terminate or suspend federal funding of
programs and agencies that are not in compliance.

The NAACP has receiVecI complaints on top of complaints from pasertts, students,
and black educators year after year regarding the many racially discriminatory
practices encountered daily by blacks from white school officials and"personnel.
These complaints prompted our organization to conduct its own investigation to con-
firm much of what we were already aware prior to submitting the individual tom-
plaints against 149 school districts in Mississippi. As a result of continued violations
of the civil and constitutional rights of blacks and women, the Mississippi State
Office of the NAACP prepared and submitted the complaints to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, Office for Civil Rights in an effort to end the racial discriminato-
ry practices so abundantly demonstrated.

The complaints I have filed with OCR demonstrate a pattern of conduct, policies
and procedures designed to systematically deny black students and teachers their
rights under the Constitution and federal civil rights laws.

These include:
Discrimination against black teachers throughout the Mississippi school system

which includes employment, promotion, benefits, retention and assignment;
Misplacement of stacturitt, lirough- Wased testing and other devices, into segre-

gated tracking systems designed to isolate black students;
Misuse of federal funds provided to Mississippi school districts; and
Violations of court orders designed to desegregate the public schools.
The patterns and practices used in the Mississippi public school districts are

broad, excessive, frequent, consistent, devastating and most damaging to black stu-
dent's education and black school personnel. Blacks are being denied equal protec-
tion, equal acces,, and (qival educational opportunities.

EMPLOYMENT

Blacks hme suifered a sharp decline in employment since the public schools were
ordered to desegregate in 1970, which has serious racial implications and has im-
pacted upon both black school personnel and students alike. In the 1967-68 school
year, 12 percent of all teachers in Mississippi were black, but by the 1978-79 school
year it had dropped to 36.6 percent. Over this period the number of black teachers
increased by 851, but there was an increase of 5,001 white teachers.

The discrimination against blacks in employment in the Mississippi schools is
achieved through a number of methods and devices. Blacks are discriminated
against in employment and job classification and assignment. The pattern of em-
ploying personnel and assigning personnel to schools is done solely by race. Blacks
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are seldom employed as principals, assistant psincipals, coaches, asilistant coaches,
counselors, English, math, science, speech, biology, chemistry, physics or music
teachers, choir directors, or school psychologists. Blacks are seldom employed as De-
partment heads, nor do they receive equal salaries and equal length in contracts ati
their white counterparts. It is not unusual for a white instructor in vocational edu-
cation, for example, with less than a college degree, to earn more than blacks teach-
ing in the public schools with highei degrees and certifications. White principals,
coaches and other personnel often receive free housing, free utilities, supplemental
pay, longer contracts, better working conditions, fewer responsibilities and larger
salaries than blacks or women.

The U.S. Federal Courts have ordered the Mississippi Public Schools to desegre-
gate, employ, and maintain a certain percentage of black personnel at all levels and
positions, yet most of the school districts in Mississippi are not in compliance and
are defying the court order. Of the 25,000 elementary and secondary teachers in
Mississippi, only 7,000 are black.

One way in which blacks are discriminated against in employment is that whites
are employed to fill vacancies once held by blacks who are no longer employed due
to terminations, resignations, demotions and retirement. This causes a major imbal-
ance of black personnel to white personnel. In Grenada County Municipal School
District, for example, a complaint was filed in 1980 alleging that the district was in
violation of an existing court order. It took two years for a Letter of Finding to be
issued by OCR, and even then it did not deal in a substantive way with our major
contention: that black teachers leaving their jobs were not being replaced with
blacks. The Letter of Finding did note a disproportionate number of blacks leaving
employmerit and being replaced with whites, but the only action required of the Dis-
trict was to report in 3 yearsno specific goals or timetables were set.

Black students represent over 54 percent of the State's public school enrollment,
while white teachers still maintain 75 percent of the classroom teaching positions.
There remains a ratio of 4 to 1 in guidance counselors, 5 to 1 employed as principals
and assistant principals, over 12 to 1 in coaching and assistant coaching positions,
band directors, choir directors, department heads, federal program coordinators and
vocational education principals. Such discrimination denies blacks professional and
non-professional positions in schools state-wide because of their race. All but seven
school districts have white superintendents.

Black teachers have lost then: regular teaching positions to white teachers, giving
white teachers job security and less exposure to black students, especially slow
learners who score low on standardized tests. Black teachers are assigned to teach
in federally funded programs which offer little or no job security as funds for many
of these programs have already been, and continue to be, cut. In Newton County, for
example, they now have two black teachers left, one in Special Education and one
in Title I When federal fund cut-backs occur, blacks are the first to lose their jobs.
The moving of black teachers from their regular teaching positions and employing
blacks in mostly federally funded programs is, by design, a racial tool used to iso-
late, discriminate and segregate in Mississippi public schools.

The Mississippi public school districts employ Title I Coordinators, Special Educa-
tion Coordinators, and Directors of Federal Programs to administer, monitor, coordi-
nate, and evaluate programs that serve a 90 percent black clientele. Yet, 90 percent
of the department heads are white. We believe that this confirms that a pattern of
racial discrimination in employment and education against blacks in Mississippi is
broad and real.

Mississippi utilizes a tracking system, about which I will comment in more depth
later in my testimony. Most often, black teachers are assigned to teach the remedial
or lower level classes that are almost exclusively black, while white teachers are
assigned to teach major subjects in the higher levels.

Despite Title IX, prohibiting discrtmination based on sex, sexual discrimination is
still evident across the board in employment, treatment, promotions, demotions,
fringe benefits, unequal advancement opportunities assignment, contract terms and
lengths, working conditions, work loan and career opportunities as well as in athlet-
ic programs and facilities, budget personnel, expenditures and curriculum.

Throughout our investigations into employment and other discrimination in Mis-
sissippi public schools, we have found these and other patterns and practices of dis-
trimination against blacks in hiring, promotion, retention and benefits.
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DISCRIMINATION AGAINST STUDINTS

We have discovered, and filed complaints against many schools utilizing, a sophis-
ticated system of discrimination to isolate, segregate and deny equal educational op-
portunity to black students in the Mississippi public schools.

Nearly every school district in the state utilizes a three-level tracking system. The
districts utilize racially discriminatory standardized testa as criteria to group stu-
dents, and isolate black students in the lowest level, Level III. White students are
assigned to Level I and II classes; black students are rarely amigned to level I and
only a token number are assigned to Level II.

Through the use_and misuse of standardized tests, raw test scorei and placing stu-
dents through the recommendation of white teachers, all of which are biased toward
blacks, districts have maintained segregated classes.

In the case of McComb School District, for example, the California Achievement
test has been used to track and segregate students into classrooms that are 90 per-
cent black. The NAACP Filed a complaint against this school district alleging viola-
tions in employment, hiring,' and promotion, school testing used in a discriminatory
manner to isolate and misplace black students, asbwell as other discrilninatory poli-
cies and practices. No on-inte investigation was conducted and OCR issued a finding
that these allegations were unfounded.

White teachers will recommend, refer, assign, flunk, and refuse to teach black
students in order to get them placed in lower levels and slow groups, thus freeing
themselves of their constitutional obligation to provide equal education. White ad-
ministrators and teachers often refer black students to black teachers' classes,
teachers who are also victims of racism and discrimination.

White administrators, teachers and staff use Title I, Special Education and other
federally funded programs as a dumping group for blacks and poor children. White
teachers in Mississippi with deep-rooted racial prejudices refuse to teach black stu-
dents who have been labele4 slow, retarded, or trouble-makers, or blacks who score
low on standardized achievembnt tests. Many white teacheis have not been trained
in interpersonal relations and find it difficult to instruct black students. So, these
students are assigned to the low levels of the tracking system.

This process denies blacks equal access and equal educational opportunities. Test-
ing and isolating blacks in low groups causes destruction, in that they are labeled,
stigmatized and stagnated, thus causing them to have lower expectations of them-
selves. This, in itself, causes a lack of motivation, self-worth, drive and confidence.
This also causes blacks to be less competitive and less productive and has the long
range impact of molding young people who are less likely to succeed in life.

In Starkville, for example, this three level tracking system is utilized. In Level I
and Level II, almost 100 percent of the students are whitk, Level I students are
tracked into college preparatory classes at the high school level. They receive in-
struction in algebra, chemistry and physics, for example, while the remedial levels
receive instruction in remedial math and other less comprehensive curriculums. As
a result, when black students graduate from high schoolif they graduatethey
read at the 7th or 8th grade level at best. Statewide each year about 15,000 students
drop out of school. Of these, 73 percent are black.

There are even school districts in Mississippi that use three sets of grades, one for
each group or tracking level, as part of their criteria for student placement. The
grades given in the different levels are assigned different values so that a student
who is placed in level I receives an "A" grade of 'more value than the student who
earns an "A" in Level II or III.

There are other ways in which black students are discriminated against in the
Mississippi schools. Black students are forced to ride in mechanically unsafe, over-
crowded buses. White students are seldom subjected to such unsafe conditions.
Many of the school districts in Mississippi discriminate in the transportation of stu-
dents as there is over-lapping and rerouting of buses to maintain racial and sexual
segregation of students. School districts are restricting buses that pick up students
in the same attendance zone where a mixture of black and white students reside, in
order to avoid integration. Yet, when'OCR investigates, they do not talk to the bus
drivers. For example, in the complaints we filed against schools in Choctaw, Ok-
laona, Clarksdale and Coahoma Counties, we recommended specific bus drivers for
the investigators to speak with. OCR was, however, bteered to talk only to certain
people by school principals.

White students are permitted to jump school zones, even across couiity lines out-
side their school districts, in order to attend classes in other schools and avoid inte-
gration, which causes a racial imbalance in many school districts as well as being a
violation of existing court orders.
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In mein}, Mississippi school districts, blacks are excluded from many of the school
clubs and organizations. Blacks do not receive financial Achievement Awards and
are not elected Kings and Queensunless, of course, a white King and Queen is se-
lected simultaneously. Blacks are denied participation in school bands, choirs and

A3ther extra curricular activities. Black students are excluded from holding office in
student government due to the criteria used and are seldom chosen Valedictorian or
Salutatorian due to selection criteria based on the tracking and grading system I
have already discussed.

Black students are also being discriminated against because the schools misuse
funds for Special Education and Title I. Although funds are provided to the State
Department of Education by the U.S. Department of Education and other federal
agencies to provide special personnel, supplies, equipment and space for disadvan-
taged and handicapped students, funds earmarked for many Mississippi school dis-
tricts are being used as general assistance, to meet the needs of students in other
than Special Education, Title I and other such federally funded programs. Funds
granted eLpecially to meet the needs of those students are shifted to other areas
throughout the school district where everyone except the students identified to re-
ceive such services and benefits, participate. Black students In Mississippi make up
more than 90 percent of the eligible recipients of such services. However, they are
being grossly neglected in services, supplies, benefits and treatment. For example, in
Oktibbeha County, Special Education funds are not being utilized to purchase spe-
cial texts and hire specialized personnel. Instead, they hire personnel that never
work in that area at all. In some cases Title I funds are being used to supplant dis-
trict funds. The funds are used, for example, to pay a bookkeeper who keeps the
booki on the entire district's funds, rather than supplementing the salary of that
person for Title I fund administration.

In addition, boys and girls are still segregated in classroom seating assignments,
assemblies, athletic trips and other areas where blacks and whites are grouped to-
gether, thus assuring that white girls, especially at the junior high and high school
level, are not seated next to any black boys. This occurs, for example, at a school in
Louisville, among others. Black male teachers are seldom employed to teach at
junior and senior high school levels, especially where sex may be discussed in
classes and where female students are assigned to participate.

Black students are the victims of malpractice by school officials antLeducators.
The majority are not proficient in reading, writing, spelling and mathematics. They
suffer these academic skill deficiencies because they are not taught, counseled,
cared for nor encouraged to further their education.

ENFORCEMENT SY OCR

You might wonder how it is that the school districts have been able to avoid en-
forcement by OCR when such flagrant violations continue. In many cases, OCR
simply refuses to investigate. Mr. William H. Thomas, Director of the Atlanta Re-
gional OCR, has refused to investigate 123 complaints filed against Mississippi
public schools, although they were submitted nearly a year ago. A year later, black
people are still being grossly discriminated against and no attempt at correcting this
situation has been made.

Tile problems have compounded and multiplied, yet OCR has offered no help nor
attempted in any way to free blacks of the unfair and unjust treatment they contin-
ue to receive due to racial discriTination and segregation practices used against
them.

These practices, along with adequate documentation of their existence, have been
brought to the attention of OCR by myself in the form of 149 individual complaints.
Of the total number, only 26 have received any attention from OCR, five were dis-
missed based on a determination of no finding and 21 were alleged to have been
resolved though no substantial changes have taken place within the school system.
This leaves 123 complaints that have yet to be investigated or examined. The major-
ity a these uninvestigated complaints have been on file with OCR for almost a year
and all have been filed for more than 120 days.

In numerous instances the 120 day time limit under the Adams Order is not com-
plied with by OCR. For example, in the complaints we filed against Lee County, Ab-
erdeen Municipal, Amory, Union County, Meridian Municipal and Lauderdale
County School Districts, it took 6 months to a year for Letter of Finding to be
issued.

Even where OCR undertakes action in response to our complaint, the process they
use in investigating, or not investigating, nearly insures that no, or only minor, vio-
laticns will be dted. For example, there is often a lengthy delay between OCR's
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notice to schools of the complaint and an,y investigation that might take place, al-
lowing, in some cams, 6 months for a scflool to "cover-up" their violations. In the
Stackville Municipal School District and Nosubee School District, for example, the
students were segregated into special education classes. By the time OCR came for
an on-site investigation, however, the students had been mainstreamed and white
students shifted into remedial level classes. After the investigation, they went back.
to their practice of isolation.

Schools are allowed to avoid being found in non-compliance if they maintain that
they do not keep the required records. Now that that word has gotten around,
schools routinely tell OCR offioials that the records have not been kept, OCR does
not push them aggressively, apd no finding of non-compliance is issued. They are

"told to keep the required records in the, future. I know that this has occurred in the
Choctaw County schools, Union County schools, Lee County schools, and the Oka-
Iona Municipal School District.

In other instances, because of inadequate auditing by OCR, misuse of federal
fuhds, as I described earlier, goes undetected.

OCR does not spend sufficient time doing on-site investigations. Often they will
visit a district for only two days or less, so they don't have the time to investigate
every school in the district, nor do they talk to all the people who might have
knowledge of the violations. This occurred in the Choctaw County, Leake County
and Jackson Municipal School Districts. They allow themselves to be steered to talk
to only the people recomtnended by the principal, rather than those recommended
to them as having specific knowledge of the violations alleged in the complaint. I
mentioned earlier those instances where buses are being rerouted but OCR did not
even speak to the bus drivers.

In many cases on-site investigations never take place. owl asks the school district
to provide certain information, and it may not even be aVcurate, but,OCR bases its
findings on that information. I Know of one case, for example, in Oktibbeah, where
the informatjon provided to OCR was inaccurate. It took 2 1/2 years of repeated
requests to get op into that school district.

In other cases, OCR will negotiate with the school district 'before even conducting
an investigation, which allovs the school district to avoid having to take all the re-
quired actions necessary to correct the many violations which exist in the school
district. This negotiation process was utilized in cases involving Choctaw County,
Union County, Houston Municipal, Ckalona County, Cohoma County and Clarks-
dale Municipal School Districts. In these cases OCR came out with a Letter of Find-
ing with no, or only minor, violations.

OCR no longer investigates complaints involving employment or student disci-
pline. EEOC is now responsible for employment discrimination, but the time limits
imposed on Their complaints-180 daysmakes it difficult to file a successful com-
plaint. Many times when we file a complaint against a.school district, the violations
in the area of employment discrimination have taken place over a longer time
period than the 180 day time limit for EEOC action. EEOC wants names of people
with problems, while we complain often about patterns and practices of employment
discrimination affecting an entire school district. People are fearful of having their
names used in an individual complaint, but will allow themselves to become in-

, volved in a broader discrimination complaint filed by the NAACP where they feel
more protected. -

Through these investigative, non.ipvestigative, negotiation techniques, conflict of
interest, and the lack of commitment by OCR to utilize the powers available to
them to suspend federal funds, serious violations of the federal guarantees against
discrimination are allowed to continue. '

The NAACP does not have investigation and enforcement responsibilifies. The
function of the Office for Civil Rights is to do its own investigation of complaints.
Yet, OCR has sent us pages and pages of qapstions about some of our complaints
that amount to asking us to do the investigation for them.

OCR has failed to follow through with the requests of the NAACP regarding the
complaints against the Misaissippi public school districts, although several major ef-
forts were made by officials of the Mississippi State Conference of the NAACP to
Mr. William H. Thomas, Director of the Office far Civil Rights in Atlanta, through
written and telephone communications.

The NAACP discovered the type of discriminotory acts and practices used by the
majority of the public school district officials against blacks to be a serious and con-
sistent class pattern prior to filing with OCR to investigate and seek relief. It is the
responsibility of the NAACP to see that the many complaints we receive are devel-
oped and forwarded to the Atlanta Regional Otace of OCR for investigation and re-
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sponse. It is the responsibility of OCR to investigate complaints in a timely and ef-
fective mariner, as the Congress has funded OCR to do.

The Mississippi public school system iS almost as segregated today as it was 20
years ago when James Meredith became the first black student 'at the University of
Mississippi. The only change in racial discrimination is that the whites have
learned to discriminate through more sophiiticated maneuvers, as dre identified
throughout this testimony. This Congress must strengthen and order a more vig-
orous enforcement effort of the civil and constitutional rights of blacks, minorities
and women.

The situation in Mississippi is so grave, and the inaction by OCR so serious, that I
have sent a special apRsal to President Reagan asking his intervention to en'sure
that discrimination in our schools is not allowed to continue to be ignored by OCR.

I recognize that the allegations I have made here today and in the complaints I
have described are serious ones, but let me assure you that we have full documenta-
tion to support them and to warrant investigation by OCR. The Office of Civil
Rights is simply not fulfilling its responsibilities. Perhaps you can ascertain why.

Mr. EDWARDS. Dr. Kinsey, Mr, Reynolds, the Assistant-Attorney
General for Civil Rights at the Department of Justice, announced
the other day that it would now be the policy of the department tb
join with school 'clistriCts seeking to overturn desegregation orders
that include businr

From-your experience in Mississippi,itan you tell us what kind of
an effect that would have if the Justice Department joined with the
school districts and asked the courts to discontinue whatever
busing programs there are for desegregation?

Mr. KINSEY. Yes. In response to that, it would have -a serioes
impact. In -fact, it would turn back the clock and go back to nonin-
tegrated school settings. For an example, most of the State of Mis-
Sissippt is rural. Therefore, in order to integrate students, you rmist
bus because you have two communities, a black and a white com-
munity.

The other problem with that, as we see it, it would violate the
court order of 1970, which says that we must end segregation of
students in the schools. We are very much concerned of schools
coming from underneath the court order, and I think that busing
and doing what the Assistant Attorney General has suggested will
certainly have an impact oe the court ogler.

I would like to just comment for a minute, if I may. We presently
have problems with the school systems using two sets of buses, one
to' bus black kids, where you have a black driver, and one where
you have a white tlxiver who will ,bus white students, and yet they
live in the same neighborhood. Many times they ,will reroute a
black bus driver to .bypass, vhite students in order for the white
driver to pick them up. But th real impact we think would be a
tragedy and certainly should t happen.

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, Mr. eynolds response to that would be
that there are other ways to desegregatellNation's schools:
using magnet schools, using other voluntary ods.. What is your
response to tettat?

Mr. KINSO: My response would 'be that you already have white
students jumping school districts and county lines to avoid integra-
tion. So I think that his suggestion would fall right back in my pre-
vious statement that you would not have integrated schodls if
people had to volunteer their efforts to do what he is saying.
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I don't think it _will work, and we certainly would be opposed to
such action if tUr Depeirtment of Justice would enjoin in such ef-
forts. .

Mt. EuwAans. Thank you.
Ms. Kohn, n your testimony you referred to the University of

Richmond v: 11 case. Is that the case that the Civil Rights Com
mission was pset about and chastised the Education Department
for not appeal ng?

Ms. KtOlix. Yes, that is the case. .
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, why is it so important for an appeal to be

taken here? What is this case all about?
Ms. KOHN. The case involved 'a univei.-Ay, the Universiti of

Richmond, which went to court to prevent the investigation of an
intercollegiate athletic complaint in its intercollegiate athletic pro-
gram, to prevent the Department of Education from inveatigating
the complaint.

The school claimedand the court agreed with the schoolthat
the intercollegiate athletic program did not receive earmarked Fed-
eral funding for its intercollegiate athletic program. 'Therefore,
title IX did not apply to the program.

The Government argued in the court that title IX did apply to
the program and they should be permitted to investigate. When the

6decision came down, it was a very restrictive decision in the sense
of saying tlfit there coue be no investigations whenever the de-
partment could not show itn _advance of an investigation that the
particular activity received directly earmarked funds for that activ-
ity from the Federal Government.

The case was not appealed, yet the Government had taken a very
different position before the decision was asstied. There are many
reason why the failure to appeal is so significant. s

First of all, the order was very, very broad," and it is effectively
going to prevent the Office of FAucation from doing virtually any-
thing in the-lestern district of Virginia.

Second, other courts have gone the other way. The third circuit
has recently had two decisions which go in eXactly the opposite di-
rection and reached the opposite result.

The Department of Education chose to ignore those things, and
the Assistant Attorney General for Civil ights, Mr. Reynolds, has
said that he likes the Richmond decision tter than he likes other
court decisions, and that is one of the m 'n reasons why they de-
termined not to appeal this case. .

The 'Government is abandoning its responsibilities here and is
permitting, without pursuing an appeal, which they have every
right to pursue and varied legal grounds on which to pursue it, its
investigatory and enforcement powers to be cut substantially.

I think it is extremely important to realize that the Assistant
Secretary for Education, Mr. Singleton, advised the Secretary, Mr.
Bell, to take the appeal in this case.

I have attached to my testimony a memorandum that he submit-
ted to the Secretary well in advance of the timeframe on this par-
ticular matter, stating all of the terrible things that would happen
if the case was not overturned. That for itself to me is the proof of
the pudding that Secretary Bell has no commitment to civil rights

. enforcement.
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Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much.
Ms. Mattox, you discussed the establishment by the Education

Department of these whole categories for different Section 504
cases. Does this mean that complaints in the hold categories are
not being processed at all?

Ms. MArrox. I get some reports from the regents that say yes,
they are not being processed at all. The directions from the Assist-

ant, then the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, said that
this shouldn't impede the processing of complaints, but in fact it
has because regents simply don't know what to do with these com-
plaints once they get them.

Mr. EDWARDS. Is the law pretty clear on what they are supposed
to do with them?

Ms. MAIrrOX. The law ip clear but the practice is not.
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, I will have some more questions in a

moment, but first, Mr. Boyd.
Mr. BOYD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Kohn, you mentioned the third circuit decision in opposition

to the Richmond decision. What is the date on that decision?
Ms. KOHN. There are two decisions. There is the Grove City Col-

lege v. Bell decision, which was issued on, I believe it is, August 12,
1982, practically a month before the date on which the notice of
appeal had to be filed in the Richmond case.

There is a second decision which came down_ on the very same
day that the time ran out for the notice of appeal, and that is Sep-

tember 7. The decision there is Haffer v. Temple University.
I might note that, of course, filing a notice of appeal preserves

the department's right to pursue that appeal and would not
commit them to say what their position is going to be in the
appeal; merely to say that they are preserving their right to
appeal, they do not have to file their appellate briefs on that day,
but just reserve their right to pursue the appeal.

Mr. BOYD. Doesn't the Grove City decision come to the conclusion
that the program as used in title IX must be defined as the entire
institution -of Grove City College?

Ms. KOHN. It does. The Grove City case says that, and the court
in Richmond said that the same kind of funds that were at stake in

the Grove City case didn't constitute funds--
Mr. BOYD. How many funds were involved in the University of

Richmond case?
MS. KOHN. How many?
Mr. BOYD. How much?
Ms. KOHN. Hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Mr. BOYD. I think the issue was $1,900 in library funds, wasn't

it?
Ms. KOHN. No. The record in the Richmond-case shows, and it is

stipulated in that record by both parties, that there were numbers
of students, hundreds of students that received guaranteed student
loans and that received basic educational opportunity grants.

Mr. BOYD. Well, I am saying that OCR's determination of author-
ity rested, according to the court in Richmond, on the university's
receipt of a $4,900 library resource grant.

44,6
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Ms. KOHN. One of the problems with the Richmond decision is
that there are factually incorrect conclusions reached by the court
that are inconsistent with the stipulations of the parties.

Mr. BOYD. Is there a case in.the fourth circuit which is contrary
to the Richmond decision?

Ms. KOHN. Yes, there is.
Mr. BOYD. When was that decided?
Ms. KOHN. It was decided in the district court in 1974 and con-

firmed by the court of appeals of the fourth circuit in 1975. The
name of the case is Bob Jones University v. Johnson.

Mr. BOYD. Are you familiar with Board of Public Education v.
Finch? '

Ms. KOHN. Yes. That is a fifth circuit decision that I believe was
1974. It might have been as late as 1976.

Mr. BOYD. Permit me, please, to read from that decision. It says:
Schools and programs 'are not condemned en masse or in gross with the good and

the bad condemned together, but the termination power reaches only those pro-
grams which would utilize Federal money for unconstitutional ends. Under this pro-
cedure, each program receives its own day in court.

Now, isn't it correct that" the U.S. Supreme Court last May, on
May 17, cited that case with approval insofar as it determined
what "specific" meant?

Ms. KOHN. Could you repeat the last part of what you said?
Mr. BOYD. Isn't it a fact that the U.S. Supreme Court in part 4 of

its opinion last May 17, 1982, North Haven Board of Education v.
Bell cited that case with approval?

Ms. KOHN. Yes, they did cite that case with approval. But let me
point out that in the =Haffer decision, which has really the same
Kind of facts, we have a university in which students receive basic
educational opportunity grants and guaranteed student loans, in-
cluding student athletes.

We have students who work in the athletic program in both in-
stitutionsthis is on the record in both courts-80 percent of
whose salaries are paid with Federal funds. We have those students
in the athletic program, and the athletic program specifically,
making special use of buildings that have been constructed with
Federal loans, grants and interest subsidies.

We are not merely talking about a $1,900 library grant. We are
also talking about the investigatory power of the department as to
whether they can go in and explore to see whether there is discrim-
ination. We have not reached in either of those cases the issue of
fund termination.

Mr. BOYD. Are you familiar with, of course, your comments as
quoted by the Post in the Richmond case, in which you called the
judge's decision a disgrace? Is that an accurate quote?

Ms. KOHN. I believe I said that it was a disgrace that the Depart-
ment of Education had not appealed the decision. That was what I
was referring to.

Mr. BOYD. Are you similarly critical of the first circuit's decision
in Rice v. Harvard University?

Ms. KOF1N. Yes. I don't think that that decision is a wisc one,
either, and I would point out that the decisions in the northern dis-
,trict of Texas and in Michigan, that the Richmond case relied
upon, are on appeal to those circuits.
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Mr. BOYD. BO your criticism is essentially one of law rather than
policy, is that correct?

Ms. KOHN. I am criticizing those decisions as being legally flawed
and bad legal decitions, but I am criticizing--

Mr. BOYD. But the first circuit would disagree with your conclu-
sion, would it not?

Ms. KOHN. The fourth circuit?
Mr. BOYD. The first.
Ms. KOHN. The first. Yes, but I am criticizing the department for

failing to take an appeal when there are numerous legal grounds
on which that appeal could and should have been taken. We are
not asking them to take some outlandish, far out position in order
to pursue their civil rights authority.

Mr. BOYD. But if they were to respond, Ms. Kohn, that their po-
litical and philosophical view is consistent with court holdings on
the other side of the issue, then they would be within their legal
rights, would they not?

Ms. KOHN. They are within their rights except that what that
does is it takes us back to what Mr. Rauh was saying this morning,
that indeed the philosophical bent of the officials and the adminis-
tration is such that they are not going to enforce these laws, that
they are not taking every step they can to see that the laws are
developed in a way

Mr. BOYD. They are enforcing existing case law, Ms. Kohn, with
which you may happen to disagree.

Ms. KOHN. They are choosing to allow a decision to remain at
the district court level which could have been -appealed. I agree
that they have the responsibility to follow court orders. I am not
suggesting that they defy court orders.

But they havefor example, in the last administration on the
question of whether title IX covered employment, several courts of
appeals held initially that title IX did not cover employment. The
administration consistently pursued its argument that title IX cov-
ered employment and indeed were vindicated by the Supreme
Court in the North Haven decision when it said that title IX was
intended to cover employment.

I think that an agency which is given responsibility to enforce
civil rights laws should maintain their authority and take those
legal steps which are available to them, like an appeal, to protect
their enforcement powers and to enforce the law to the fullest
extent possible.

Mr. BOYD. So you are criticizing Secretary Bell for altering the
policy of the government by withdrawing coverage for employment
under title IX. Is that correct?

Ms. KOHN. Oh, yes, I do criticize him for trying to do that. He
was unsuccessful in doing that, but that is what he wanted to do.

Mr. BOYD. Didn't he take that action in response to four circuit
court of appeals decisions? Isn't it a fact the Carter administration
withdrew support for the same reasons?

Ms. KOHN. No, the Carter administration did not withdraw sup-
port. Indeed, it was very clearly this administration that made the
decision to withdraw that policy. The decision was so outrageous
that the Justice Department, which has been criticized on a
number of issues, was not ready to permit the Secretary to with-
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draw those regulations while the matter was pending before the
Supreme Court.

Mr. Barn. Are yipi familiar with a June 5, 1979, memorandum
from Cindy Brown to regional directors which says, and I quote,
"Several courts have held that title IX does not give HEW authori-
ty to regulate the employment practices of recipients of Federal as-
sistance, although the issue is still being litigated in appellate
courts." She calls further on in that memorandum for a cessation
of activity consistent with those court decisions.

Are you familiar with that memorandum?
Ms. KOHN. Yes, I am, and I think what is significant about that

is that there the Department was in those jurisdictions prohibited
from pursuing their employment complaints. They ceased, as they
were ordered to by the court.

But in other cases where the law had not been decided, they con-
tinued to pursue their claim that title IX was supposed to cover
employment. They pursued that through and kept those cases
being appealed and were ultimately successful in convincing the
second circuit, and in a partial victory in the fifth circuit, In con-
vincing two other courts that employment was covered.

They do have to abide by a court ruling when there is a court
ruling, but they attempted in each of those cases to take it all the
way up, and in the four circuits that preceded the second circuit
decision, the Supreme Court refused to take cert.

Mr. BOYD. So you would agree, then, that there is law on both
sides of the issue? Is that correct?

Ms. KOHN. There. is no longer law on both sides of the issue on
the matter of employment. There was for a period of time a split in
the circuits. At the present time it is clear that employment is cov-
ered by title IX.

As to the question of whether direct receipt of funding is neces-
sary, there is law on both sides, there are decisions that reach dif-
ferent conclusions; yes, I agree with that.

Mr. BOYD. Thank you.
I would like one more question, if I may, Mr. Chairman, to Dr.

Kinsey.
You criticized Secretary Bell for his enforcement of the civil

rights laws. What is the ultimate sanction available to OCR?
Mr. KINSEY. Would you repeat your question? I didn't under-

stand it.
Mr. BOYD. What is the ultimate sanction available to OCR?
Mr. KINSET. I would think that the OCR should be--
Mr. BOYD. 'Isn't it the termination of funds? Isn't that the ulti-

mate sanction?
Mr. KINSEY. Are you asking me should the funds be taken away

from OCR?
Mr. BOYD. No. I am asking you if that is the ultimate sanction

which OCR has.
Mr. KINSEY. No, I think you should strengthen OCR, give them

the necessary funds, and also the legal clout to do its job.
Mr. BOYD. Is the present ultimate sanction the termination of

funds, Dr. Kinsey?
Mr. KINSEY. No. We are not asking to terminate their funds, if

that is what you--

9,
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Mr. BOYD. I am askingwe41, hasn't Secretary Bell employed the
sanction of termination of funds in Mississippi?,

Mr. KINSEY. Oh. Not since he has been Secretary, to my knowl-
edge.

Mr. BoYD. How about last year in Perry County, Miss.?
Mr. KINSEY. Last year?
Mr. BoYD. Yes.
Ar. KINSEY. In what case?
Mr. BoYD. Perry County, Miss.
Mr. KINSEY. In Perry County. OK. I believe that was resolved.
Mr. BOYD. Do you know when the last time that any Secretary of

Education or HEW, its predecessor Department, terminated funds?
Mr. KINsEY. Yes. When President Carter was in office, in the

county in which I reside, Oktibbeha County, funds were terminated
because

Mr. BoYD. I believe that is incorrect, Dr. Kinsey. I believe the
last time funds were terminated was in 1972 when Richard Nixon
was President.

Mr. KtNsEY. I beg your pardon. In 1980 or 1981 in Oktibbeha
County funds were terminated by the Secretary, in Oktibbeha
County.

Mr. BoyD. Well, then I think the minority would appreciate it if
you would provide evidence of that termination for the record.

Mr. KINSEY. I certainly will.
[The information followsd

DEPARTMENT OF.HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Washington, D.C.

Mr. IHAD E. EASTERWOOD,
Superintendent, Oktibbeha County School District,
Starkville, Miss.

DEAR SUPERINTENDENT EASTERWOOD: I regret that I must inform you that the Ok-
tibbeha County School District, Stsrkv;lle, Mississippi, is not eligible for a grant
under the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA).'

I am providing the reasons for the determination, citations to pertinent legal re-
quirements, and information on how a district may change its status and become
eligible for ESAA funds.

We have reviewed your district's application for an ESAA grant and other data,
including Forms OS/CR 532-1 and 532-2. We also have reviewed all information
which the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) obtained during the on-site review conducted
on September 10 through 14, 1979 and subsequent phone conversations with your
staff on January 8 and 10, 1980.

On the basis of this review, we find that the district does not meet the ESAA eli-
gibility requirements because discriplinary sanctions are imposed on students in a
manner which discriminates against minority group children on the basis of race,
fulltime classroom teachers are assigned to schools in such a manner as to identify
certain schools as intended for studenta of a particular race, and employee fringe
benefits are allotted in a manner which discriminates against minority group staff.

The review indicated that the district does not have a uniformly administered and
objective disciplinary policy.

' The version of ESAA previously in effect (Title Yu of Pub. L. 92-318, as amended, 20 US.C.
section 1601 et seq.) was repealed effective September 30, 1979, and an amended ESAA was en-
acted m Title VI of the Elementary and Secondary Act or )965 (20 U.S C. section 3)9) et seq.).
Both the repeal and the enactment were part of the Education Amendments of 1978 (Pub. L. 95-
561). Proposed regulations implementing the new ESAA statute were published on June 29, 1979
(44 Fed. Reg. 38364). When these regulations are republished in final form, they will govern de-
terminations of eligibility under the statute. Until this time, except where the new statute dif-
fers from the old statute. the Department will apply the program regulations contained in 45
C.F.R. Part 185.
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An analysis of the 1978-79 and 1979-80 disciplinary records in the district indicat-
ed that the administration of discriplinary sanctions at Maben Elementary School
and Maben High School has the effect of discriminating against minority group chil-
dren.

At Maben Elementary, which has a 57% minority student body, all five studenth
suspended for less than ten days were minorities. An analyhis of the school's disci-
pline records shows that minorities and nonminorities were not given similar pun-
ishment for similar offenses. For example, three black students and one white stu-
dent with similar disciplinary records were referred for punishment for fighting.
While the three black studenth were given three to five licks, the white student was
merely warned.

At ?Aaiun High School, which has a 60 percent minority student body, 37 out of
43 (86 percent) students suspended for less than ten days were minorities. Further-
more, all four studenth suspended for more than ten days were minorities. An anal-
ysis of the school's discipline records shows the following instances where blacks
and whites with similar-disciplinary records were not given similar punishment for
similar offenses:

1. For eating in claw, five black students were given ohe to five licks while one
white student was merely talked to.

2. For throwing objects, three black studenth were given three licks while one
white student was talked to.

3. For name calling, one black student was given three licks while two white stu-
dents were warned.

4. For a variety of similar offenses, one black student was talked to once, given
three licks four times, and suspended three times while a white student was talked
to seven times and given three licks two times.

Furthermore, although all of the school's 43 studenth who refused corporal pun-
ishment were suspended, 37 of these studenth were minorities. Thus, the district's
policy of suspending studenth for refusing corporal punishment has the effect of dis-
criminating against minority studenth because minority studenth are disproportion-
ately given corporal punishment.

Based upon these, findings, I conclude that your district's disciplinary practices
are in violation of section W(c) of the statute, as interpreted by section 185.43(dX4)
which provides that:

"No educational agency shall be eligible for assistance under the Act if, after
June 23, 1972, it has had or maintained in effect any practice, policy, or procedure
which resulth or has resulted in discrimination against children on the basis of race,
color, or national origin, including but not limited to:

* * * *
,

"(4) Imposing disciplinary unctions, including expulsion, suspension, or corporal
or other punishment, in a manner which discriminates against minority group chil-
dren on the basis of race, color, or national origin."

According to teacher assignment data obtained by phone from Ms. Odessa Wal-
drep of your staff on January 10, 1980, three schools in your district have both mi-
nority student enrollmenth and minority teacher assignmenth which vary substan-
tially from the racial composition of the total district. We found that your district
has a student enrollment which is 76 percent minority with a 58 percent minority
elementary teaching staff and a 58 percent minority high school teaching staff. We
noted that the following schools had minority student enrollmenth and teacher as-
signments which would identify them as intended for studenth of a particular race:

School Grades
Percent minority

student
enrollment

haat Moor*
teachon

io
Messoder K-6 100 35

Alexander 7-12 100 76

Moor 7-12 100 91

Sturgis K-12 34 33

Sturgis 7-12 34 13

According to section 185.43(bX2) of the ESAA regulations:
"(2) No educational agency shall be eligible for assistance under the Act if, after

June 23, 1972, it has had or maintained in effect any practice, policy, or procedure
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which results in discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin in the
recruiting, hiring, promotion, payment, demotion, dismissal, or assignment of any of
ith employees (or other personnel for which such agency has any administrative re-
sponsibility), including the assignment of full-time classroom teachers to the schools
of such agency in such a manner as to identify any of such schools as intended for
students of a particular race, color, or national origin."

Based upon the above. findings, I conclude that your district assigns teaehers on
the basis of race in violation of section 606(c) of the statute, as interpreted by
section 185.43(bX2) of the regulations.

Also, the district has discriminated against minority group staff in its allocation
of fringe benefits. For the 1979-80 school year, the prinicipal and one coach at
Maben High School and one coach at Sturgis receive free housing and utilities. All
three are nonminority. None of the minority staff in the district received such
fringe benefits.

According to dthtrict officials, these housing facilities were built prior to desegre-
gation, at the former white schools. However, because of the district's faculty assign-
ment practices, these facilities still are only available to white faculty.

Maben High School, which has 60 percent minority students and 24 percent mi-
nority faculty, has a white principal and all of the coaches ty:e white. Sturgis, which
has 34 percent minority students and 27 percent minority faculty, also .has a white
principal, and all of the coaches are white. However, the black schools prior to de-
segregation, Alexander and Moor, still have 100 percent minqrity students and have
a disproportionate number of minority teachers as indicateAn the above chart. In
addition, the principals and coaches at the two schools are black.

Because principals and coaches are still assigned to schools based on the tradition-
al racial identity of that school, black principals and coaches do not have the oppor-
tunity to receive the free housing and utilities available only? at the traditionally
white schools. This disparity of treatment violates section 606(c) of the statute, as
interpreted by section 185.43(bX2) which is cited in full above.

Your district may become eligible for an ESAA grant in one of two ways. It may
request an opportunity to show cause why the ineligibility determination should be
revoked and ith application considered for funding; or the district may correct the
violations and apply for a waiver of ineligibility. A request for a show cause hearing
may be directed to: Dr. Shirley McCune, Associate Commissioner, Equal Educational
Opportunity Programs, U.S. Office of Education, Room 2001, FOB#6, 400 Maryland
Avenue S.W., Washington, D.C. 20202.

The request must be received, not merely sent, within 14 days of the date of this
letter. If your district requests the show cause opportunity, an info l conference
with representatives of the district will be held within seven days of jhe receipt of
the request. The purpose of a show cause hearing is to give a district a opportunity
to demonstrate that the facts supporting our determination are macc rate or to pro-
vide additional information which may alter that determination. The conference is
not a forum for working out the terms of a waiver application.

If a district chooses to take action to correct the violations cited, it may apply for
a waiver of ineligibility, pursuant to section 606(c) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 3196(c)) and
section 185.44 of the ESAA regulations.

An applicatiop for a waiver must include information and assurances which show,
that any activity resulting in ineligibility has "ceased to exist" and will not reoccur
after the submission of the waiver application 120 U.S.C. 3196(cX1); 45 CFR
185.44(b)).

An application for waiver of ineligibility for racially disproportionate disciplinary
policies must contain the materials required by 45 CFR 185.44(f):

"(f) Discrimination against children: In the case of ineligibility under section.
185.43(d), an application for waiver shall contain evidence that the practice, policy,
or procedure prohibited by section 185.43(d) has ceased to exist or occur and that the
effects of such practice, policy, or procedure have been remedied or eliminated."

An application for a waiver of ineligibility for discriminatory assignment of teach-
ers must contain the materials required by 45 CFR 185.44(dX3):

"(3) In the case of ineligibility resulting from discriminatory assignment of teach-
ers as prohibited by section 185.43(bX2), such applications for waiver shall contain
evidence that such agency has assigned its full-time classroom teachers to its schools
so that no school is identified as intended for students of a particular race, color, or
national igrigin. Such non-discriminatory assignments shall, in the case of a local
educatiomp agency implementing a plan described in section 185.11(a), conform to
the requirements of such plan with respect to the assignment of faculty. In the case
of local educational agencies not implementing such a plan, or implementing such a
plan which contains no provision as to assignment of faculty, such assignments
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shall be made st that the proportion of minority group full-time classroom teachers
at each school is between 75 per centum and 125 per centum of the proportion of
such minority group teachers which exists on the faculty as a whole."

An application for a waiver of ineligibility for discriminatory allocation of fringe
benefits must contain the materials required by 45 C.F.R. 185.44(dX4):

"(4) In the case of ineligibility resulting from other discriminatory practices, poli-
cies, or procedures prohibited by section 185.43(bX2), an application for waiver shall
contain:

"(ii) A statement of steps taken by such agency to prevent such discrimination in
the future."

The waiver applications are reviewed by the Office of Civil Rights, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, and decisions as to whether a waiver should be
granted are made by the Secretary of the Department. The waiver application
should be directed to: Roma J. Stewart, Director, Office for Civil Rights, Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, 330 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington,
D.C. 20201.

If your district intends to apply for a waiver, the request must be received yjthin
21 days of the date of this letter or, if your district has a show cause hearing,Within
21 days of the date of the letter notifying you of the results of the hearing. In either
case, all requests for a waiver must be received by May 16, 1980. In addition, all
supplementarx information in support of a waiver request must be received by June
13, 1980. In the absence of your request for a waiver, we will not feel constrained to
reserve funds for an application which is approvable in other respects.

This letter relates solely to your district's eligibility for ESAA assistance. The es-
tablishment of eligibility does not, by inself, ensure that an application will be
funded. An applicant also must satisfy other 'requirements applicable to the ESAA
program and its application must compete successfully with those of other school
districts.

Sincerely yours,
THOMAS K. MINTER,

Deputy Commissioner for Elementary & Secondary Education.

Mr. BOYD. Thank you, Dr. Kinsey.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
MT. EDWARDS. MS. Davis.
MS. DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
I have one question which I will direct to all the panel, but it

was a point raised in the testimony of Ms. Maddox as to the inabil-
ity of the Office of Civil Rights to comply with the Adams timeta-
ble.

You have indicated that that condition is further exacerbated by
the referral of complaints to the headquarters office. Can you ex-
plain that, please?'

Ms. MArrox. Well I think part of it isyou have a number of
situations. There is a whole series of memos that I attached here
about the whole early warning system that the Office for Civil
Rights is using in the regions, that the early warning system
allows steps in the works so that regional investigators were
warned, their supervisors, and above them the office in Washing-
ton, about particularly controversial issues that might come up.

One of the reasons why I said that was in getting prepared for
the 504 rewrite we were contacting some people in 'Vermont and
some of the other areas, and a field investigator for the Office of,
Civil Rights in Boston told me that they were constantly writing
they had written a number of letters finding noncompliance and
had forwarded those letters to Washington for approval.

That person in Boston told me that noile of those letters had yet
been received back from the Office for CM Rights in Washington,
so there appears to beand again the problem, I will admit, is
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with statistics, how Manythere appears to be a problem once
those letters go to Washington for final approval.

Ms. DAVIS. Ms. Kohn, I have one question for you.
You have indicated in your testimony that the review of Letters

of Finding suggest that investigators are applying the wrong legal
standard to cases under review. I wonder if you might explain that
a bit further and why that is significant in the resolution of those
complaints.

Ms. KOHN. If the wrong legal standard is applied to the facts
and in the one example I gave, the, standard was that there needed
to be proof of intent to discriminate, which is not required under
title IX or in most of tkese other cases.

If you must prove in-tent and don't have proof of intent, then you
would not find discrimination, you would not find a violation. 'The
proper standard is that you merely have to show that the effect of
the rule and the regulation is discriminatory and treats girls differ-
ently from boys or boys differently from girls or men differently
from women. It is easier to establish that there has been a viola-
tion with the effects test.

By applying the wrong standard we see that a Letter of Finding
which should have said there was a violation, finds there is no vio-
lation. We find the mistakes in that direction rather than in the
other direction. We don't find that the Department of Education
finds a yiolation when there is no violation.

So that the mistakes tend to disadvantage the beneficiaries and
do not require the districts to make the changes that they should
be making to eliminate discriminatory practices.

Ms. DAVIS. Do you have any indication that there are directives
from the headquarters office to the regional offices indicating that
the new standard should be applied?

Ms. KOHN. I think some of these standard problems are caused
by a lack'of direction from the top. The purpose M the office is to
insure that discriminatory practices are stopped, and that school
districts that are funded with Federal funds are not discriminating.

Instead, it seems to be that the message to staff and recipients is
that we want conciliation at all costs, even if that cost is that there
will not be changes in the practices of the school district to insure
the discrimination has ended.

We think that the responsibility of the Department is to insure
that discrimination ends. If they can do that through conciliation,
that is well and good. But if they cannot, then they must use the
other tools and remedies available to them because it is their re-
sponsibility to see that the discrimination ends, even if it can't be
done on a friendly, conciliatory basis.

Ms. DAVIS. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thanks to all three witnesses. Let me remind you

that this subcommittee exercises oversight on civil rights matters,
and when you have a message for us such as you have in your tes-
timony todayand I might say that much of your testimony is
very distressing insofar as the enforcement of the civil rights laws
are concernedwe want to hear about it, even about specific cases.

I am sorry we have to go, but we have other things to do. We
thank you very much for your great help.

[Whereupon, at 12:18 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned.]
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